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•:" FOREWORD
%
=- This final report documents the results of a program undertaken by the :
: :,:_: Lockheed Aircraft Corporatlon, Advanced Development Projects, for the joint NASA/
:_ USAF YF-12 Project. The report is prepared in two volumes. Volume i contains two
parts. Part I provides an overxd_w--of-_/_ entire program, while Part II provides a
> detailed account of the program. Supportiflg test data and special repc_hs--prepared
i : ::-'- during the course of the program ere presented as appendixes in Volume 2 of the
7 report.
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; ABSTRAC_7
_ i" This.-=eport presents the re_ults--of--ihe Y-F-I2 5ockalloy Ventral Fin Program I
I _ which was--carried out by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation-- Advanced Development ..................
Was to redesign and fabricate the venir_al_.fin-of the YF-12 re'search airplane_ using
Loekalloy__an.._l!oy of beryllium and aluminum, _a a ma_or structuraL-material.
.............A smcondaz_ purpose, was to make.a.materl_l characterization study, of..Lockalloy to
validate the design of the ventral fin and expand the exl-s%ing data base on this
: material. The report, therefore, covers all significanb information pertinent to
'=--" the design and fabrication of the ventral fin and presents the material character-
=- ization test results. Emphasis throughout is given to Lockalloy fabrication
. _ technique_ and attendant personnel safety precautions.
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.L SUMMARY
.tU Lockheed Aircraft Corporation - Advanced Development Projects (ADP) has
r
_ecently comR_eted _ program .to redesign and fabricate the ventral fin asgambly of
:: a Natlonal. Aeronautics and.Space Administration (NASA) YF-12 research airplane ....................................--
= Thi_program, which was carried ou_-under the Joint NASA/USAF YF-I2 ProjeCt,_
entailed the _iausZ-major application of Lock_lloy, _-_l_oy of beryllium and -
q
•--- alumint_, for a major structural c_nponent of. an airplane_ The program.also called
for a Locka!loy mateeial characterization study to be carried out concurrently with
L
.._ the ventral fin design and fabrication effort.
L
Since the YF-12 is a high-performance airplane, its ventral fin is often
J
_ subjected to loadings at temperatures approaching 600°F. Under these conditions,
[- 1
aeroelastic effects and flutter are a principal concern. Experience has shown that
[ . ;.-
_._ these phenomena are a function of structural rigidity and can be minimized by simply
designing _ stiffer fin. The necessary stiffness could have been achieved with an
- L.
= all-tltanlum structure; however, the penalty of added weight and possibly more parts
) ap!caared to be unaceeptable.--Conse@ueatlM, a new d_sign based upon the use o_
LockaIloy was p_oposed.
! _ L0ckalloy combines the ductile properties of aluminum with the high strength,
i '_ low ._en_ti_ ..andstiffness of berylllum----J_-ha_-excellent thermal ehara_beristlcs
2_
....__E and also exhibits good formability and machining characteristics...._he .new.._sign_
using Loekalloy _s the major struebural material for the ventral fin_ called for a
_ semimonoeoque structure in which a relatively thick skin of LQekalloy panels serve to
_" absorb the primary internal ]oads. A light titanium rib and beam skeleton supports
, and stabilizes the panels. For _implicity, a symmetrle_l hexagon alrfoil was chosen
since this section comprises all flat surfaces, and panel bends ere needed only to
7
form the leading and tra_ling edge wedges.
._r-
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st _ ..
: _._" . ]h_. ],oeklx] Joy material ne_,d(:d l'o:,' the' prol:r_n wa;: ord,.red l'rf,lfi K_]L_.If!ek] Bf.ryl,:o
.,-
i Industries, ]he. irmnedi_tely followin_: eontracl, award. Each piece, oF ineominl[
_,, f,
5 Lockal].oy unaterJal was qualification tc ot_d b,,fore use to ensure that its mechanic_]
s
"-- properties were consistent with the manufacturerVs certification. 'INis provided
k:_.,::r. added assurance to the designer that the material would be compatible with its
;? intended use ............... :
__ The easy formability and machinability of' Lockalloy were confirmed during
fabrication of the Yentral fin. Significantly, net one of the pantis had to be
_: _=- scrapped during"tht_-ventral fabrication. Standard cutting tools used for structural
aluminum alloys were used for the Lockalloy and no postmachining etching was
;=--- required to eliminate mierocracking_. Lockallo_ pamt_were hot-formed with relative
.. ease on open-face ceramic dies. Forming was aecomnlished in the i%irnace without the
use of a hot press. Formed parts did not require cleaning to remove oxidation.
....... Due to thc toxicity associated with inhalation of beryllium particles, most
i :-- machining of ]_ckalloy parts was accomplished by outsldc vendors who were specially
_! equipped for this. However, safety tests performed during the program disclosed
Z' __
I "_" that r()latively simple machinin_ operationsj such as rca_ning_ countersinking; _+.r,..
! _I_'I can be dune safely in-plant using only portable vacuum equipment to co].]ect the
:. -_" " beryllium particles .....The. safety tests "w_r-¢..oarried out under the supervision of
Loekheed's IZ-d-ustrial Safety Department, These testa revealed that )/oekalloy can
_t_ bery]l_ambe hand].ud with relative _af ty by fabrication _crsonnel despite
content. S_ccla] precautions n(_,_donly be taken durinc machining to prevent dis-
persal of the beryllium parti(:]cs; none are n,_'ed,d in eonne(:t]on with hot-_'ore,alni;
_ -- ,... t.-p_: :'Lttions. --L
}a' --= Sit1,:.' trtJ:; ",gas oIle of' the f_rst maj,:;:"nn_.. _.$ Lo.:za_.:_.y, _:1:,,:::a_l,:rJa[
;'h_L%":l"A.(']['[Z_l.!.] ()[1 St,U,]_ r '.'In.:; -'arr],_d [:'It !,o WL[ _ 1:_I,, '_..%'. "i, .,__":"'.. ":'.It::, pt a:..[ :t _:;',
n
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?- Tile results of the tests indicate that Locka&loy is ideally suited to this and
-, slmllar--aPplic_tions where light Weight and stiffness in the face of compression-
,_ type loading are requisites.
s_
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5_ swabbed to remove loosely adherent salt deposits
and corrosion products.
.'--- 3.h.2.7-i0 Photograph Showing the Two Pa_ntcd Lockalloy 3-106
--- (Be-38Al, 0.25" Thick, Sheet HCI60-1) Specimens
Before Salt Spray Exposure.
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3.4_.2.8-1 Creep-Rupture Curve for" .25 Inch Thick Be-B8Al 3-112
"_ at 6OO°F - Longitudinal.
: 3.4.2.8-2 . _ Creep-Rupture Curve for .25 Inch Thick Be-38AI 3-113
at 600°F - Transverse.
:--- 3.4.2.8-3 Creep of .25 Inch Thick Be-38Al at 600°F at 3-114
Various Total Deformations - Longitudinal.
L_L ............._ 4.2.8-4 Creep of .25 Inch Thick Be-38A1 at 600°F at 3-115
[L Various Total Deformations - Transverse.
C_ 3.4-.2,9-1 A Photograph of Insulated "Maronite" Box 3-119
"_ Instelled Around Gaged Poisson Ratio Specimen
_. ! for Ele_mperature Testing.
_- 3.)_.2.9-2 Tygical Set=Up Arrangement for Poisson 3_119
- Ra_io Testin@at ROom Temp. and 600°F.
3._2.9_ia, ib Graphical Presentation for the Determination of 3-121
_--- Th-ru Poi sson' s Ratio and Young '8 Modulus Th_1
-- 3.__£-9r_)_ 9b 3-138
" _ _b,-l_:!_____ Tension Specimens 3-Ih2
4z- 3.5-2 Bend Specimens 3-142
u- 3.5-3 Notched Tension Specimens 3-143/3-i_14
&
_'-- 3.5-4 Compression Specimens 3-ih3/3-141_
5-"
= 3_5_5 Bearing Specimens (e/D = 1.5) 3-145/3-14_
!
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_rt I con_ins and e_lains the viewgraphs prepared as a s_-
T
_ mary for the final contractor reporton the _-12 _alloy Ventral Fin
!L _ogram,._spared for the Joint NASA/USAF YF-12 _oJect.
Y--
£
r The resets of this program have demonstrated that Lockalloy is _.
suitable struct_al material for aerospac_ application. In view of the
._ present lack of adeq_te s_tistical _ta on Lockalloy, any critical
application _ii require continuous mo_toring of the properties for
V
the _eceived materlal before it is applied. _is is the same procedureh
:- which Lockheed used to design and b_ld the _-12 Mach B vehicle s_e
fo_tcen years ago when the titanium alloys were also lacki_ an ade-
_-.... q_te statistic_ _ baekgro_d.
...... The _ta _tained d_ing this program agreed reaso_bly we_ with
._ the expec_tions as based on earlier info_ation_ except that the form-
T
Ing bend r.%dii were not q_te as good as e_eeted.
2--
._ Enough data has been developed to validate the _-12 Ventral Fin
-- Design and to Justi_ committing Lockalloy to aerospace structural
c applications. However, there are areas where Lockheed believes ad_-
:U_ tional testing would be usef_, either before or during the next major
application of Lockalloy. They include:
i=
E
f_
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1. E:H,abli:;h a ::ati::|'act,ory mean::, by te_;t nnd _n_lysh_:, _' dcto.r-
minin_ the Modulu_ el'Elasticity from coupon data, such that jt
will be consistent with measured stability allowable on plate ,,r
colunnl specimens at both room temperature and 600°F.
2. Develop more test data and analysis on the effects of fonnin_ at
1050°F and the optimum practical stress relief cycle. The stress
relief used on this program was to soak one hour at 1050°F. There
_u are indications.that there may be a more optimum heat treat cycle.
3. Establish (by tests) full S-n fatigue cu,-Jes for Kt = i and
: Kt = 5_ at room temperature and at 600°F.
h. Run Creep Data Tests for additional stress level_ at 600°F.
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_- i.1 PURPOSE OF REPORT
:, This report documents and st,Jmnarizesthe r_-,sultsof a prod,ram undertaken by
:. I_ckheed-Advaneed Development Projects (ADP) For the NASA Flight Rcaearch Center to
_ design, fabricate, and ground test a I_ekalioy ventral fin assembly for the YF-12
= research air_. It also presents the results of an accompanying material char-
acterization study for Lockalloy_ which was used in the constraction of the ventral
_--- fin assembly.-
1.2 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
On 21 April 1-975, I_ckheed-JkDP was awarded a contract under the joint NASA/
;
USAF YF-12 project to develop a ventral fin assembly for the YF-].2, using Loekalloy
as the major structural material. The contract also specified that a material
characterization study of Loekalloy be conducted concurrently to sup[_rt the ven-f
L
tral design. The ventral fin was to be designed to exceed previously established
-" physical and mechanical requirements tllatwere used for the design of an all-titan-
+ ium ventral fin. One of the principal, design objectives wa_ increased stiffness. -.
[
Lockalloy has sufficient strength at 600°F to be considered as an alternate
_- material for titanium on a vehicle operati)_; at M:tch 3. The modulus; of elasticity
T.-
- is almost twice that of the conenonly used titaniLun a].loys, and the density is about
one-half that o[' these titanium alloys. Thi:; makes [m)cka]l.oyvery .%ttr,%etJve_o_'
use in relatively thick s_rfacc p'.._nc]swith a minimum of supportin_ snbstructnre.
_., ., , .The new design emphasize:; .,.l.mplxcltyof constl_ictJon and cataJ]:; the use of both
.- Lockalloy and titanium. The ::ubstructura] u].,21nentsand f:ittln_;s:_z'_:made of t:itar*-
?
t I
_% iu_,t,while the surf':teeelements (l,a,_el._)are m,tde of Bc-JI_A] [_ckalloy (62 p_'rc,.'nl
beryl]Jura, 5_ i)tZt-nl,alluninlum).
T]
00000002-TSM ]
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..°
:__. :- I_,,k_d .Ioy (:ombin, :; tho mo:;L d_.:_J rabl,. , hal,_, ., . t .I J,,tJ_.,. .,.,. of' bt,th ),.ry ]um 7J.r,d
.7
.- aluminum. Th. ducbi.l_, prt,pt:rLJt.s 0£ pure _lumlnum _.r,. col,bln_d wit.h th* _ h]gl..v'
,'t ,:" strenl_Lh and sLifl'n,:s:; of berylJilmt. The phy.,], x] prop,.rties of I,o_ka.l.Loy art
=
=" equally as attractive as its mechanical propertles,-..slncc....it-J_a_.-high-cpcci£icheat
:_--
t and--thermufi-conduc.tiVity--and..has low density. In addition, Loekallt±v _xhiblts good
formability and_machiaing characteristics and useful structural properties from
&_
-390° to 800°F.
:-" This program represents the first significant application of Loekalloy as a
7:
t strac_uraL-material.-.fora major aircraft component. The published_properties,of ........................:.........
_" Loekalloy made it the best material to use on the ventral fin. The program offered
- an opportunity to explore Lockalloy and more fully characterize it as a structural
-- material. The ventral fin fabrication operations provided firsthand experience in
i
<_ machining and forming Loekalloy_ while the material characterization study did much
to expand the material data base and validate the ventral fin design.
?-
_ When the YF-12 aircraft were built some 14 years ago_ titanium alloys were
- almost as new and untried as Lockalloy is today. Accordingly, the YF-12 philosophy
_ of qualification testing and recording of each piece of incoming mate_ial_.wasalso
used on the YF-12 Loekalloy Ventral Fin Progr_n. These qualification testing results
z- are of much g_eater v_lue to the designer than any data obtained by statistical means ..............
- Even the well_knoWn aircraft materials of today could be more safely utilized using -
_-_
qualification testing data on the specific piece of material to be used_ rather than
i
A
_- relying on standard statistical results which constitute "probability values."
To ensure that the design objectives of the program had been met_ the completed i_-_.°
ventral fin assembly was instnunented_ installed in a loading fixturc_ and sub_c_cted
_ to a series of proof and calibration tests. Proof-loading was employed to subject
--- the fin to the maximum loads anticipated in flight. The calibration t,,,stswere :]
-- performed to calibrate t'li_,htLest instrumentation. Thcse Lusts were completed
T
o.
00000002-TSA12
m , i i
Z
Pa,M,e ].-3 -
without incident _Id th¢_ venLr_l_ f_in _uembl._ y was subsequently delivered to the
j-
- NASA Flight Research Center. i
ii . iiI
Ii
_- 1.3 SCOPB OF REPORT
2
This report contains a detailed_coount of the ventral fin design and fabrication
_--" effort and the accompanying material characterization study. A narratiw_.discussion
of all program activities and slgnigical%t events in chronological sequence is pre. i
:. sented in Section ?,, The results of the Lockalloy material characterization study .... :
- are su_marized_and_aaalyzed in Sec%ion 3, while supporting data may be found in
__ Appendixes A thru E. Section k discusses the design criteria for the ventral
_ fin, including design support testing. Tooling requirements for the ventral fin
-_- fabrication are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 covers fabrication of the fin,
"- including in-plant operations and vendor operations, and also includes a summary
_- of Lockalloy fabrication experience. The; ventral fin ground tests are described in
::" Section7.
7---.
22..--
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SECTION 2
:: CIH_ONOLOCICAL EVE_I'S AND PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
ii_" This section provides an overview of the YF-12 Lockal]oy Ventral Fin Program
5_ L:
from the standpoint of program activities and significant events.
2 _ _PAM SCHEDU_
_e m_or events associated with..the progr_ _d the t_e fr_e in which they
oce_red _e listed in the _ogr_ Schedules, Fibres 2.1-i_ 2.1-2_ and 2°i_3.
_'T-"
_ _" 2.2 ACTIVITIES AND SIGNIFICANT E_T_T_ ...............................................................
2.2.1 Task I - Ventral Fin Desi_n_ F_rication_ _d Test - The Be-38_ _ckalloy
m_erial needed to fabricate the ventral fin, provide the continMeneies_ and e_ry
out the material ehar_terization study of this alloy was ordered from Kaweeki
_h
: Berylco Industries, Inc. (_I) on 22 April i_5 (see Fibre 2.1-i). _is included
_:_
_i_ both sheet m_erial and ext_sions. Deliver? _ of this material w_ scheduled duri_
_i_ the peri_ 15 June to 18 July 1975. _e material required for fin fabrication was
_ to be delivered first, along _ith sheet material for th_ portion of the material
:. eh_terization study required to valid_e the fin design. Contingency material
? was scheduled for delivery last. Actually_ deliveries of the sheet material n_eded
C
for the _in surface p_els were m_e in the peri_ _5 July thro_h _2 September 1975.
_uction problems involving the l_ger _ek_loy sheet material were experienced
at _I. As a r_sult of the_ pr_['1.ems,the sheet material accepted was 40 inches
T
long rather than 50 inches as originally o_ered and necessitated an _ded splice
:=- in the ventr_ fin.
[
L
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Engineering development tests were conducged ill May alld Juno l._('J to prove
--. ultimate load capability of critical portions of the fin. _es¢_ included:
:r-
.... (i) compression pane], tests to validate panel splleing design techniques, (2) mechan-
ical fastener joint strengt}r'tests to validate mechanical fastener spacing, (3) boxY
beam compression stability tests to verify that the titanium substructure would
._ provide adequate support for the LocRalloy _urfaee panels. In addition_ safety
:" tests were performed throughout the contract period to determine the possible
.£-
"- existence of health hazards when working with Lockalloy at elevated temperatures or
when performing ,_latively simple machining Operations, using only portable vacuum
eqlxlpment to collect toxic beryllium particles.
- Fin tooling design and fabrication were completed on schedule in June and
.£
July of 1975, except for rework required by the aforementioned design changes to
v"
; provide for the additional skin splice necessitated by the 4e-inch length limitation
:_ on Lockalloy sheet material. This included tooling required to fabricate +,he_sitanium
:" substructure details and the Loekalloy surface panels, as well as that requl.red for
- final assembly of the fin.
: Assembly of the fin substructure was initie.ted on 26 June 1975, approximately
._ oIle week ahead of schedule. By mid-August_ assembly had been completed except for
drilling of holes needed to attach the Loekalloy surface panels. This final fabri-l.
cation process could not be completed until all Loekalloy panels were available.
The machined and drilled panels were needed to transfer attachment holes to the
_- substructure.
; Final maeb_nJng and forming of the 32 Lockal]sy surface panels and tile extruded
l
Loekalloy lead.ins _u*d trai]ing edge members were completed by 25 September 3_75.r
2 Final assembly of the ventra] fin was eompleted ]4 _=tober I775. T_Iu sumpleted fin
:_ assembly was instrmnented_ ]I_ta].]ed ].na t_st flXtnre_ and .,ubju'_ ''',ttdto a surze:_":_,i'
proo['-Ioad , '81,.{ib,{:]nning f}n ].'., Octob,!r I{1'[5. Th,,se l,,::;tsw{.r,,'_,ml,l,,t,.i,,n
=
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_- 20 October. M_difi{_at_on of the titanium substructure near the reade beam support
Was indicat_d in 5he cOUr,<_eof the testi_ and wa:i completed in the next few days.
The ventral fill assembiy was delivered to the NASA _'light Research Center or,
]
28 October 9 .= 1 75.
C a a
: 2.2.2 Task II - Lo k llo_[.M_te.rialCharacterization Stud_, The Be-38AI Lockalloy
-"' materia], needed to carry out the material characterization studies was ordered
_ 22 April 1975r. along._ith that needed for fabrication of the ventral fin (see
_ Figure 2.1-2). Machining of all tension, notched tension, s41dbend specimens from
- = an existing plate of .250-1nch thick Be-hBA1 Lockalloy (left over from a previously
C
i completed cost study of the X-2_C airplane) was completed by the first week in June.
- [ !
" = Chsraeterization tests of the Be-43AI material began in May and were completed the
first week in August.
- '_ An extensive literature search to compi'e existing data on Lockalloy products
was conducted by the Lockheed Information Services Department in May 19'/'5. Review
-- of this data by Loekheed-ADP Engineering was completed by mid-July.
•_ To obtain preliminary thermal shock information on Lockalloy, two samples of
•i_-- .095-inch thick Be-38AI alloy sheet were tested in May 1975. Thls material was
= _!: obtained from Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.,.without cost to NASA.
] First delivery of the Be-38AI material required for the characterization study
_- wa_ received near the end of July 1975. This shipment consisted of the .290-im:h
T
.- __ thick plate material. Machining of test coupons from this material was accomplished
=- by an outside w'ndor _n accordance with Lockheed engineering drawings. Delivery of
-- the test specimens from the vendor was made on 27 AuLalst. Howewu'_ sub:_equent
c
: inspection of the 60 tension spe(:imenL; just prlor he tt_stinl_ revealed that the 5" did
not conf'o_n to dJm,nlsJ_nialtolt_rance,_,;they were th_:n r_.turned to the v,odor for
/_-- rt!work. 14e[_nwhi],'_ testinl; o[' :;_,m,_ of the aeeelJt, ab]_: slJ<_.imens wer,. ,'.,mlJl_'t,,:d ill
Sopt(_ilib<,t'. '{'h_? r< w+_rk,:d t ,flsiJc spe,_lm<'ns w<'r<> r<_<.-iv,s<i <sti 20 O:!.obe!', arid bD' i_i:"tl-
t .... I ' '_h: ,_IOV,ll_b_I':_,.: ,,(,, ,, ,lit_l ,_lnicJ.tld,,d
_
°.
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'I_1oof She_.three sheets of the .150-inch Be-.B8A1 material required for the
:<.., characterization study of thi_ material were received from KBi on 7 October 1975.
:Z
:,. The sheets were sent out for machining of test specimens about mld-October. The
L
: test specimens were delivered 15 November and characterization tests began immediately
•_ thereafter. The third sheet of this m_terial w_s-delivered after 17 December and
test specimens were not available until January 1976. The characterization tests of
" this material (including shear panel test_) were completed in January.
: . Shear panel tests involving two 22-inch square, .150-_nch thick Be-38AI panels
_- were ,performed in two increments as shown in Figure 2.1-2. This was dictated by the
• [
: fact that the panels were fabricated at different tlmes. The first panel was fabrl-
" cxted from the scheduled 7 October shipment of Lcckalloy, while the second panel was
u-
_- fabricated from a special piece of Loekalloy material supplied by KBI later_ specifi-
:: tally for this test. The first panel was subjected to shear tests to provide data
.... on _hear buckling allowables and ultimate shear strength. The second panel was
subjected to a localized lO00°F thermal sbock test. After the thermal shock test !
I
the panel was tested in the shear jig to provide direct comparison of the capability
of a severely heat-shocked specimen to carry shear as compared to a v_rgin panel
I
- representing a significant airplane part.
- Remnant tests were performed the first part of November 1975. Remnants from
each sheet of Lockalloy used for fin surface panels were tested to evaluate KBI I
certification data and thereby provide added assurance that each panel had acceptable : :i
mechan_ cal properties, i
"- 2.,o_.3 Task III -,, ,Rep°rting and Documenting,.- Appropriate emphasis was given to
:---
providing adequate documentation for the YF-12 Lockalloy Ventral Fin Program.
Num,_r'ms reports were pr,.,pared during the contract pcriod_ a docu_,entary i'J]m was
--
proJhlced_ and a final pru/;r_:_ review wa_; hc]d to provide a fo_,sn ill which the results i
v
2
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_=_
:- of the program co_id be reported and discussed. These items are lisl.ed in the
17- program schedule for this task_ Figure 2.1-3, and discussed further in tile followin6
_- paragraphs.
i -" 2.2.3.1 Monthly Pro_ress_Reports - Six monthly progress reports providing a technical
i_ c-. commentary on the preceding month's effort were !brepared during the program. These
;_ ._ reports were submitted during _the period i June to I November 1975.
_- 2.2.3.2 Special Reports - In addltlon-to the monthly progress reports, special
teehnie_l reports (Items 2 thru 5, Figure 2.1_3) were generated during the course of
.-- the program. These reports provided advance information concerning certain tests or
analyses performed in connection with Task I. The following special reports were
2.
public: "_d:
i -- Re_ort Title Dat_._e
Component Tests for Lockalloy 24- June 1975
. _" Ventral :_
i ;_ Stress Analysis - Loekalloy Ventral 17 July 1975
Fin
T
C The above reports are provided in Volume II, Appendixes D and E, of this final
"- report.
2.2.3.3 Prosram Review - On 12, 13 and 14 January 1976 a program r_greW--was-held
-" at Langley Research Center. This consisted of graphically illustr_ted oral pre-
"_ sentations and included a showing of the documentary film prepared as a eontractural
_-- " requirement, The presentation included a review of the program highlights as well
' ?- as significant developments resulting from the first use of Loekalloy for _ primary
2.-- structural element of an airplane.
:.L
........... J " I - 1 ,
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2..'.j. It Doc_.2jlL,:;ntary _"J Im- A ::(:,und m(_t._c_n pi.:H.ure :i n Fn]] eo]o:r w.'_ prep:vrnd t:o
_- codlunent prozram h_Fhllghts. The fl]m _]ns approximately 18 minutes and Jn¢'].ud_._:
_'" I_ocka].loy production at KIWI, material testing, handling .J.dety, verd;ral I'3n I'abr.i-
i
q cation, ground testing_ installation on the aircraft, and recalibration and vibra-
:' f: tion tests. The film was presented in conjunction with the progr0/g review in Jan-
uaw 1976.
........ - " 2 o2.2.3.[_-.-_inal Re_ort This final report in two volumes, Yle-i Loekall y Ventral
- Fin Program_-.Final--Repor._"-,o.-(golume-I-_--.CR=-ih4971and "%{.alua_eII - CR-14h972, dated
7
:. 9 January 1976) was prepared to provide detailed-documentation of the program. The .......
.T-
:_- report covers every significant aspect of the design and fabrication of the ventral
i_
fin; it also summarizes the results of the Lockalloy material characterization study
•: and contains the substantiating data.
_i.7 2.3 LOCKALLOY MATERIAL PROCUREMENT
...... 2.3.1 Initial Order - The initial order for Be-38A1 I_ckalloy that was placed with
KBI on 22 April 1975 provided sufficient material for ventral fin fabrication, ma-
terial characterization studies, and for unforeseen contingencies. This order con-
sisted of the following material:
Fin Fabrication
6 sheet:; .150 x 25 x 50 inches
h sheets .125 x 25 x 50 inches
:i-T--
, -. _. sheets .125 x 28 x 50 inches
1 extruded bar .6 x 1t.25 x 67 inches
r[I extruded bar .606 x 3. () x 67 inches
"--......... i J i 4
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L
7 2 :;h,,t:: .I_O x 25 x 50 :[nc}.':_
!- i plaLe .250 x 2[ x i_(_inches
1 plate .250 x 21 x P4 inehe:_
% Contingency Material5
g
7 2 sheets .150 x 25 x 50 inches
z-- 2 Sheets .125 x 25 x 50 inches
i- i extruded bar .6 x 4.25 x 67 inches
"7
";" 2.3.2 Lockalloy. Production Problems - KBI agreed on a "best effort" basis
;- to deliver the Loekailoy material during the period 15 June to 18 July 1975. This
.? ...
-': Was based upon the fact that I(BI had sufficient -38 mesh Be-38AI powder on hand to ]
I
complete the order_ it also assumed that final production of the deliverable material I
would be accomplished without incident or interruption. Consequently, Lockheed-ADP
-- based its 15 September 1975 scheduled delivery of the ventral _in assembly upon this I
4
£
_ified commitment. By the end of June 1975, it became apparent that KJ31 could not
I
meet its scheduled deliveries and that non-availabilitY of the Lockalloy sheet I
" imaterial would impact the delivery of the ventral fin to the NASA Flight Research
" Center. As a result, Lockheed_ADP developed a closer working relationship with KBI.
"F KBI produces Lockalloy sheet or plate material by encasing an extruded preform
:- in a steel envelope and hot-rolling it several times to obtain the required thickness.
7- For this order, KBI elected to use an existing die to produce 1,125 x 8.125 inch
= 1
2--
rectangular extruded bars. To obtain maxlmom material utilization from this shape_
i:
the bars were tug into preforms 39 to 38 Inch_s lonF_ (considerably less than the iT
-. 50-111ch length of the sheet material ordered). Rollinl; operations w_l'e crop]eyed t',)
L--- produce sheet:; of' the required dimension_ and '_i_o i_iprovu tran:;w'rse ductility i,'l
I
- the proec:;s. Fo]_owing r,ach rJ]]ing opcration_ ,h,.Lee.ks]Joy wa:; ,_:_.cu;,,:lin a n_:w
+t
i
1 ;
L_.
-L
-- i I
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i -£-i-- In effort to this KI4I ::ubstiLuLcd a d]l'D.r_:nt
steel ¢,nvelop(_. an expedite or(]1?r}
type of steel for that normally used for these envelopes. The first l_ckalloy
[-_ % plate produced, however, was found to be cracked following the second roiling, and
!i-i12"-. KBI thus reverted to th_ type. of steel used previously for the rolling envelopes.
The _ were to be subjected to three rolling operations opposite the
i _ direction of extruslon (widthwise), followed by a fourth rolling in the direction of
" 2-:.- extrusion (lengthwise) to obtain_the rm_ui_d ,150-inch thickness and to bring the
_=-_i ='- sheets out to the required 50-inch lengths. The Lockalloy pl_eS..._r_e._.o..bg..encased
: in a new steel c.;,velope following the first an_ second rolling operations. The third
and fourth rollings were to be accomplished suceessively_ without replacing the
52 : "'= envelope.
Having corrected the difficulties associated with the type of steel used for
_ - the rolling envelopes (as described previously), the first two rolling operations
_= = were successfully accomplished on several plates with no evidence of cracking. The
_ combined third and fourth rolling operation, however, produced Lockalloy sheets with
_. excessive edge eracking.._._.Ta..eor2eet this problem, it was decided that the steel
envelope should he replaced following the third rolling (opposite the direction of
extlnAslon), before attemptlng the fourth, lengthwise rolling ..........................................
.... The third (Widthwise) rolling was 8xcomplished on i0 Lockalloy plates without
£_...._-- -'_aeking...--.The fourth (lengthwise) rolling usinv new envelopes was attempted for
2= the first tlmc on i]. July 1975. It proved to be unsu,_eessfu]. The first two
plates that were rolled to the required length were found to be ext_nsive].y
cracked. The amount of rolling was then reduced for the rema].D]ng eight plates.
•-_ This diminished but did not eliminate the cracking. Some material from the_u pl_tc_
was sa.IvsL'eablc.
2
U...........
I 1 _ , il
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-j_
._'. KP,] had alret_ly eel 0,3] exi:It.lng e×truded m_terlal _nto th_ shorts_ Jen_,ths
-- and also ht_l several plates in process whieh hs_l been _;ubJcct_:d to l:,m ro]]inV
- operations. To m_ke ilse of this material and avoid further delays in productlon_
the troublesome lengthwise rolling operation wag e!_,inated. Theruai'Lcr, all±
9 replacement material was re]led only in the widthwlse-direction. This resulb,,d _n
r- plates which Were approximately 25 inches wide and which were thicker and shorter
than originally required. Proper sheet thicknesses were then obtained by grinding
: at KBI. To accommodate the shorter length sheet material, Lockheed-ADP revised the j
7.
original fin design by adding one ad4J.tioaal chordwise splice near the outer tip of
-: the ventral fin.
y The revised design required a total of 32 individual surface paacls, 12 more
!_ than on the original design. To facilitate Lockalloy production and make the require-
"- ments less stringent, Lockheed-ADP supplied KBI with surface panel templates. KBI
c-
in turn provided sheet material of sufficient size to allow panel fabrication. This i
i eliminated the requirement for _O-ineh sheet material.__.In, addltion, %.he following i
i"
- measures were adopted (with the concurrence of Lockheed-ADP and NASA) to further
reduce risks :
± a. Rolling temperatures were increased from approximately lO00°F
_- to approximately ll00°F.
-.- b. Stee_ e_velopes that formerly had been cut open by shearing were
2-
now removed by cutting with an acetylene torch.
k
_- c. Additional clearances were provided bctwe_.n the Lockalloy and
the st_e] enw:lope _'r_ne.
n d. Trimmini_ oJ.']_)cka]]oy edges bcL.ween r_lling op,_ratiun_ w_._',:
now w:colnp] J;;h,!dby mJl]inl, ratb,,r _han sawinl, to minim Jz,:
- l.h,' po:;::ibi ]il.y _,t' ,::'ack:; ,l,'v,.!opJnl; f'r,_ln th,? ,)al;L'_'l ,'dig':;
7 l;r_;(hl,:,.d b_, .,_XW_,j,.
K
.,y
._ nn
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- i
' e. tto].].inl'_ ._pced., wel'e dcc rea ed from 60 1,o 90 feet per mJx_,d,e to
-. 30 feet per minute.
As _ result of the above measures, the re(_uiredLockalloy sheet/plate materia]
i
was produced without further incident. How.ve.._.,...fll_.:_q..pra_A;_.eal.ly all of the extstinG
" -" -38 mesh Bc-38AI powder had been used UP previously_ the tlme-consumlng process of"L
7" making_moy_e._owder and producing more extruded bars caused some delay i. the final
L
_" delivery of this materi_l.
: - ;-" 2.4 LIAISON RECOBD
: _- 2.4.1 NASA Li_.ison - Liaison with NA_..du_il:_g..the program primarily involved personnel
_-
! :_-: from the NAS___VlightResearch Center, although program progress was monitored peri-
odieally__b_yNASA Langley Research Center.
A meeting involvin_ representatives from NASA Flight Research Center and
Lockheed-ADP was held at Lockheed-ADP the first week of May 1975. The purpose of
! -
"- the meeting was to determine requirements for flight instrumentation of the ventral
:. _ fin. This meeting was attended by R. Klein an&G. Matranga of NASA, and Z,.Armijo,
_- . L. Cass_ J. Mayer, and R. Murphy of Lockheed-ADP.
4
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-- A special design review mceting Wan heJd at the NA_SA l"lJ=i_hbRe::ear_'hCel,ter_
7- l,_lwards Air Force Base_ oil 8 Auhmst ]._(_. This meeting was attended by the fo. I(wi U,.. --
7 personnel from NASA and Lockheed-ADP:
T NASA Personnel l_)ekheed-_P Personnel
i_- R. Banner ],, (;ass
T
,:. M..De/n_gelis ..... H. Combs
r-- V. Herren W_ Fox
.- R. Klei_ J._Maye sh
_:--" E, Kordes " R_. _rphy
:= A. Kuhl R. Sessing
C,
" G. Matranga A. Weddell
• :=f R. Meyer
z J. Neher
J--Phelps
.:7_ M. Tang ....
i-- M._._hompson
=eL
7--
On 6 November-_5__J__atts and S. Kirkha_n from the NASA Langley Research
:L_ C_nter %dslted the Lockheed-ADP-facility. They reviewed the_gzogrem_:results_tD ........... _
date..a_ciW%re.-b_iefed.orLbhe current status/results of the material charaateriz&tion i
ii- stu u__
[ On 1 December 1975_ following installation of the ventral fin on the YF-12 air-
£
: plane_ a_ progr_, representatives from both NASA and Loekheed-ADP was
2
." held at NASA Flight Reseagch Center_ The purpose of the meeting was to present
L
-- analytical and test data to verify the structural integrity of the current ventral
fin desiffn. The topics discu,'m:d included pr_,dieted and m_"a.Allcd" • ' stress patterns_
predleted ].os_isbased on wind tunnel data_ and _esu].t:;r_flflutter analys_s and
Z. ,,alibrat]_m te::t:;.
7-
-:
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_- In addltlon__a_op01_ of Loekheed-ADP',_ ex!_erlenco and findings, pursuant
_" to the development of Loekallo_ _eahnology wt_S._pre_Se_nted.
:.
Attendees innluded4
_" N_'A Per::onnel Loekhced-ADP Per:_onno]
- W. Albrecht L...Cass.........................................
J
: D.- Berry II. Combs
i. W.-Cazier_'_.. D. Fo_d
2
M. _eAngeli-s W..l_ox ......................................................
_. M.- DeGeer M. Mayesh
G. Gillyard J. Meyer
5[ V. HortOn R. Murphy
_.. J__Jenkins R,..Sessing
•=-" R. Klein C. Sumpter
_- G. Matranga
>
R. MeyerL
Z-
M. Thompson
The final program meetings were held at the NASA Langley _r_h_.Center
on 12-1h Janua_ 1976 for pul_e_ee of conducting the program review (P_ra_raph
,_ -._" 2 ._ -3 ........................................
• "__
I 2.4._ Vendor Liaison - Vendors associated with this program included _I and various
•--_ local machine shops. The latter were used to machine the Loeka]loy components of the
. ventral fin and prepare the Lockalloy test specimens needed for the m_.tcrial
£
_" chsm_cterizati'?n study.- They were selected on a competitive bid basis from a
. _. number of machine shops that have beryllium machining facilities. These facilities
._ are characterized by havin_ the special equipment needed to collect the dust and other
L--
................. J_ J I i
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I "
L
ma( hJn.ilil:wer(, ],.A. (}_nli'eC()mptuly)Ill,:.) |)(__t(!r,qon-,)ollc[_Meriufaci.l|Fillt') C(,iflpally} IXild
- _-- Wa]t,:u }_nic.InccrJn_')CompmJy. _:
_ ']_o formal meetJI,l,swere held with KBI representatives durin[, the prof,ram.
.. The first was at Lockheed-ADP on 22 Aprii 19"(_, the day following eontraet award.
i-
KBI personnel attending the meeting included: J. Abeles, Chairman of the Bos,rd_
:.__
R. Strock, Manaser Beryllium Metal Sales, Long Beach_ CalifL; _[[¢P. Smith, Sales
I i Engineer, Long Beach. The meeting was also attended by B. Rich, H. Combs, R. Passon,
! i.
and T. Haramis of Lockheed-ADP. Price negotiations for the Lockalloy material
F
needed for the progrsm were concluded at the meeting. In addition, the Loekelloy
[ :- delivery schedule was agreed upon and the KBI production facility was "turned on" by
i:_ a phone call from Mr. Abeles. The need for film coverage of Lockalloy production (for
inclusion in the ventrel fin documentary film) was also discussed on a preliminary
-
•:- basis at this meeting, but no commitments were made. (KBI subsequently agreed to
furnish •the necessary film footage as pert of their original quote. )
c The second meetings with KBI were held at their facility on i0, ii, and 12
July 1975. These meetings were called to discuss LockejLloy production problems and
= to allow T. _raml8 of Lockheed-ADP and R. Jackson of" NASA Langley Research Center
to personally witness the critical fourth rolling operations (see Pare_raph 2.3.2).
KBI personnel present included: J. CineraZzo (Vice President and General Manager),
W. Lidman (Progrem Manager), and D. Brillhard (Chief Metallurgist).R & _), and
$ D. Sehoenly (Manager KBI, Hazelton) Penn. facility). At the final meeting on
:. 12 July, all present were briefed end were in accord with the previously outlined
__ special measures that were to be adopted for the production of the remainlng
-_..... Loeka]loy sheet m_terial.Z
a-
C
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: - SECTJION 3
MATERIAL CI_EACTERIZATION STUDY
t
_- 3 •1 INTRODUCTION
i-
This section contains the results of the Lockalloy material characterization
.- _ study that was carried out concurrently with the design and fabrication of the
{:" ventral fin. This study was of special significance because i_not only served
to validate the design of the fin_ but was need@_ to expand the existing data
base for Loekally sheet and plate as currently produced a% the mill. It also
C afforded the opportunity to gain additional Lockalloy fabrication experience as a
result of performing the various bend tests and preparing the numerous test speci-
•" .
mens that were needed in the course of this study. The need for Lockalloy
characterization data applicable to the design of the ventral fin became apparent
early in the progr_n as a result of an extensive literature search (see Paragraph
3.2).
The material characterization study consisted mainly of standard tests to
determine the formability and mechanical properties of Lockalloy alloys of varying
- composition and thickness .......In addition, special tests were perforfned to:
a. Evaluate lap shear joint strength
b. Test the shear strength of a Lockalloy panel
:- with and without localized thermal shock
c. Verify the Loekalloy manufacturer's certification data
:- d. Verify short transverse tensile strength data
e. Evaluate the effect of repeated cold-forming on
--- the integrity of the material
: A summary of the data obtained in the course of the material characterization
9
r. study is presented at the end of this section.
[
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_- : A:" ])'II'L (_1" 1,11¢! nl'li.i!l']r[I ,?b:ll':ti*i.(!r.i;_:l|,iiOll ::l_l!(l_ fill ,_..:1_ :iv( l il.(_ratllr(_ ,:(.:,r'h
_- ll:l:; b_.:(!ll i'¢,ll(lll_!|.(_.(I Ily |.1.! ]/.ici:ll(!(!t] Illl'ollnaLioll _(!i_/i('(!;: ]}ei_lrLlllellt to compi]e (:xist-
-- irl, 'e, (]:lt:l oa I/Jck:l].].oy pro(hll!tl;, P(Jrt]llerl|, dO(:llment,:; obtnined ,_:: a }'e;;u].t el' thi::
:. _;u]_ey w,._rc r('viewed by Lockheed - ADP En,_inee_'ing. None or the:;e documents pro-
vided dat'_ t_ovcrin_; the thickncsses of Lockal]oy material required for this prol_,ram.
i " 7 - Tbe vast majorit,y of the pub]..i:;hed data is for materials produced early in tile de-
T_ velopment o£ this £_unily of al]oy8 and does not zx_flect current material manufac-
turing pzx_cedures. Most of the data applies to material produced before the eur-i --"
L
rent 1 percent maximum limitation on Be-A1 oxides was imposed. Sheet products were
i- .' usually tested in the as-rolled or a partially annealed condition, rather then the
_: _- fully annealed condition spceified for "the materlal in this program. Formability
?--
<.. studies have been concerned with establishing minimum forming temperature, rather [t
; :- than determining minimum bend radii at a higher temperatu1_ where forming and stress-
:- relieving can be accomplished ilh _ne operation.
:- This analysis of existing Loekalloy data thus disclosed the lack of praetieal
.y-
data and corroborated the need for the material characterization study. A complete
c
_. hibliograplw listing "bhe publications that were reviewed for applicable I_ekalloy
i .-- data is presented in Appendix A.
.L
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.: _ 3.3 TES'.L_ING o1,' ._50 IN(;I! TlllCK Be-43A1
_= : Chara(:terization tests were performed oll test specimens prepared from .250-inch
.- thick Be-43A1 plate. These tests were primarily intended to provide baseline data
__ .t concerning the forming characteristics of this alloy. The resultant data is needed
- to provide a basis for comparison with comparable data obtained as a result of
" " similar testing of .250-inch thick Be-38AI plate .......The__formability tests performed
:_ consisted of tension_ bend, and notched tension tests. Tensile coupons were pre-
.u-
:,. pared to determine strain parameters and evaluate forming characteristics at both
room and elevated temperatures. Requirements for and effectiveness of intermediate
f,. -
• :- stress-relieving cycles during room and elevated temperature forming were evaluated
i
: in the course of these tests.
i ! In addition to the above tests_ lap shear joint strength tests were performed
_ to evaluate joint strength at room and elevated temperatures for various fastener
!I _" sizes. The specimens tested were machined to .150 ........................and 125-inch thicknesses.................to
-_ facilitate comparison with similar data obtained from testing Be 38AI alloy of
i_. like thicknesses. A summary of all tests performed is presented in Table 3.3-i.
These tests are described in succeeding paragraphs h
i
|!
J
:2
J
2:. ......
K
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"_" 3.3.1 Formin_ Characteristics - Be-JI3AI .250 Thickness - In order t. establish
-7- forming characteristics, as well as effects of forming on Be-JI3AI Lockalloy plate
: properties, tensile tests were conducted as summarized in Table 3.3-1.
Table 3.3.1-1 shows the results of tensile coupons tested at various loading
strain rates. Test strain rates were increased and decreased by an order of magni-
tude from the standard tensile strain rate of .005 in/in/min. The results indicatei
_= that decreasing the strain rate to .0009 in/in/min, did not have any effect on the
U
-- elongation of the material and, therefore, using excessively low forming rates is
not expected to improve formability characteristics. Conversely, increasing the
-- rate to .050 in/in/rain. (10 times the normal rate) decreased the elongation from
D
: iO_ to 7_, which suggests that the material's tolerance to deformation is impaired
L
i_ at relatively high rates of forming.
: Tensile tests conducted at temperatures of iOSO°F show a decrease in tensile
k
. strength to approximately 2 to 5 ksi and a corresponding increase of the elongation !
- to 20_. The data is shown in Table 3.3.1-2.
i Test data of coupons tested after an initial R.T. stretching to 5_ and
stretchlng to 5_ followed by stress relieving cycles are shown in Table 3.3.1-3.
i The yield stress of coupons with stretching of 5_ without stress relieving
_
is increased from 40 to 46 ksi indicating the effects of work hardening. Coupons
W
stress relieved for 1 hour at 1050°F after stretching to 5% show a decrease in
i-
ultimate and y_eld stress from the "as received" values. Repeating the stretching
and stress relieving twice did not seem to have any further effects on the material
strength. The total elongation does show some increase after repeated stretching
%-
= and stress re]iev_ng, but falls short of that expected of a material that ha_; had
---
__ iZh_ermedlatu anTi(]als. [*'his,if,u;;S_][Q"-'sti,hat th,' str,._'s 1",'_'_ v_i]_:r cyc](: _:;_,',]
(dura[J¢_n azid/or t_mp,_ratur_) may not represe*it an _i_quat< hr:ai tr_:atm_,_.
/__
-_ /',':;tdat:'__t' ccul;',i_s:;tr,',,ch[_d'_
[
% f
00000002-T8C06
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:" with repeate_ annealing and stress relieving cycles i_;presented in Table 3.3.3-I_.
This data also shows a decrease in strength over the "as received" condition, and
lower than expected elongation.
r_k
"- Test results of coupons stress relieved at 1050°F for one hour without
_ prior straining are presented in Table 3.3.i-5, and it shows that exposure to
i • °
-. this cycle has no e£feets on the material properties.
E-
: From the results of these tests it can be concluded that additional
_ effort Is required te better define formabillty and determine appropriate annealing
:- and heat treating cycles for this material.
x. _
,--~
V
!= ,J
i.., _,_
i-
....
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3.3_].i Icnsil_. .[.nt. l n .II_to. t, w_,re eon_luel,ed_mordintt I,,_:_tandard Ag'I'N
:- E]l]-f;i praetiee,_I. Tenni]e sp_.eilnenn _,I'a })in ]ol_led_ one-inch tJud'ulellgl;h canfif_a/.
;-_ ::" _stion mq shown on ps4,e B-_ of the Appendix were insta:t].edin a :_0_0()Olb. Baldw.4n
,[i
Mamk B Universal Testinv Machine. A mieroformer type load-strain recorder utillzing
T
- " a Baldwin MDdel B3M_ one-lneh ga_,e lengbh ASTM Class B cxtcnsometcr was used to pro-
T
r
9, v_de an mltomatic load-def]eetlon curve for room temperature tensile tents. A
:_ typical set-up of the room temperature tensile test is shown in Fig. 3.3.1.I-1 and a
• : close-up view of the extensometer attached _o the specimen is shown in Figure 3.3.1.i-:
__ For elevated temperature test a modified Baldwin Model PSH8 Extensometer, as
-_ shown in Fig. 3,-3.1.1-3 was used for strain recordings. A 1500OF Marshall circulating
i- air furnace, as shown in Fig. 3.3.1.i-I, equipped with a Marshall temperature eontroll_
: was used for all elevated tensile tests. A thermocouple _tt_ched to the specimen was
"7.
- used to monitor the actual temperature on the specimen as recorded on a Brown recorder
" Unless otherwise noted_ specimens were loaded at a eonsta"t head travel rate
_:- that produced a strain of .005 inches per inch per minute. The faster .05, or
slower .005 inches per inch per minute rate tests Were conducted at ten times or
zl
._- one-tenth of the standard rate, respectively. As noted_ some o£,the _e'_y slow rate
.-
tests were speeded up after the yield point had been determined to save time.---Xield
; and modulus values were determined-graphic_lly from the autographic load-strain
. curves. An expanded_load-strain curve was used on many of the tests in an _ttampt ..............._ "
: J
to more adequately define the straight line portion of a predominately non-linear
load-strain curve. The intent was to provide more consistent data reduction f_om one
"- technician to another.
7.
--- Pre-atretehing of the £ensile specimens was accomplished by lo'ddinl;th., :;]'.:e_men:_
.m
•.... in tension and measuring head trave] with a Baldwin Model PD-1M Defl_,ctom,!t,'r. ]'he
='_ def](:etion was predet,.rm]n,_d :it, as tu produce a p[rrman,mt ;;et of appr,:x_mai,..ly r per-
J_
__ c_,nt as n_,ted ,_tl the aut,,craphJe Io_i-det'l.cction ,nlrv,:. _h, pro_:,.J,_r, . pr.-:;tra]nJ
00000002-'1-SC] 3
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.:__" wlul II:_c'd 1.o prf_¢hhld,' ,_ny lJo:::::l.blr_ [,r_:ma.I;n_.',, J?lj.i]ure,q :xt {:l._{;o I_.ll,a.f_hmenl. pojnt:_
(
J: [)art:ieu]ar].y durl.n,; f,l_vatod tc:mper_H_are te:;tin,,;, lh :_peeimen _,j'a_; _hc|l Illl].(MlSlf'd
_,nd the _u:l,ual permanent d<_fo_matlol'l Was determitled by m_asurin/t, be_Vl(_()l'l Vf?Z'y
_- lil:htly ,;cribed t;_;e marks previoun]y applied to a liL_ht coating of layout dye.
'- 'lqlesemea_urements were made to an accuracy o£ .0002 inch using a lNJeroc,eope with a
tr_velinl_, stage.
9
;, The results of the tensile testing for the .25 thick Be-43 ,A1 alloy are pre-
:- sented in Tables 3°3..l_l.i.hzough..,5.3.1 ;_...
.2
.-,...
.+
.2
2
Y
E.
.
.:?
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?
Jr ....
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Fig. 3.3.1.1-1 Overall view of a typical room temperature tensile test.
All room temperature tests were conducted with the furnace
1 in place but not operating.
-.
, i_
,f
Fig. 3.3.] .I-2 Clo,;e-up view of the Model B3_,itensile extensometer installedon a specimen befere test.
Y
00000002-TSD0'I
Fig. 3.3.1.1-3 View showing method of attachment of the
Model PSH8 elevated temperature extensometer
L. on a test specimen before tes%.
i-
i J i , -
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t
: ]._.].._ Bend Testa - Three l_oStlt,- Bend tests were _u_eomplished at room temperature
"---- and at iO_O°F I.overJ fy the material manufacturer_n -rccomncndation of iO t bend _]
• 7
" radius at room t(_mpcrature _a_d6 t bend radius at elevated temperatures. ;!
_" From an off-the-shelf Be-43AI alloy plate having the dimensions of 21.O x l
- 36.0 x .250 inches, a total of ten (i0) bend specimens of each of the geometries
_. shown on pages B-8 and B-12 of the Appendix were machined by an out_of-plaat_
1 approved beryllium machining facility. For both the room temperature and elevated
._- temperature bend specimens_ five (5) specimens were obtained in both--the longitudinal
T directiSn_.,hezeafter designated as "L" (parallel to extrusion direction) and in the "
transverse direction, hereafter designated as "T" (normal to extrusion direction).
Room Temperature Bends
L
1- _q%e room temperature bend tests were accomplished in a power brake utilizing
i-
S female channel die 3.00 inches wide and 2.5 inches deep having 1.0 inch thick legs
., i_ rounded at the ends with a .50 inch radius. Male dies having radii of 3.75 inch and
<L P.50 inch were used to produce bends at R/t's of 15 and i0, respectively. A typical
set-up in the power brake before and after bending is shown in Figure 3.3,_1.2-1
The maximum bend possible for this combination of male and female dies was approxi- i
mately 35° at an R/t of 15. It was found necessary to use rubber back-up to hold
-- the specimen firmly against the radius of the male die to prevent the specimen from
- diving ahead of the male die.
c: 1050°F Bend T_nting
%
•--- Elevated temperature bend tests at iOSO°F were accomplished by a bending fixture
T_
., installed in a Marshall oven between the platens of a Baldwin Universal Testing
.? ...... Machine'. A typiea], set-up is shown in Fig. 3.3.1.2-2. The bending fixture, ._;hown
i in Fig. 3.3.1.2-3 consists of a female die, 2.12 inches wide having varying span
-i capabiliti,._ato aeeolmmodate 2.00 inch thick male dles of various radii to cover a
:2
00000002-TSD03
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. ranv/ _,1' R/Lt:: fe_ Jl Lhrz_ ]o. A Id:Lr::hal.L Ij.,mp,,raqz r_. c ,n n:' D_ ,r n:a;nLallv ,I Lh,,
_-" " I 4. 0 ,
': .... J.hlrnaco I.c]llpcratllrc. at I O!fl) [,' -- i() [, j bill dul'inl_ b,:lld l a.:lJ-/ aql.na] b, nd ::l/,.];:., i,
" "_--" tenlpcra|;;lrc was inoaiborpd toy a _;ht:rltlOeOllD]_. _]a_:cd on the b__nd sDeeiliion a]i¢| r_ _ui _+ll[,
--- 01"1 a _em[)er_turc Teeordcr.
_-- Tbe first bend test at 1050oF was accomplished at an R/t = 6.0. For this ll/t_
i-
a male die of 1.50 inch radius was used with the span of Lhe female detel_ninud by the
following expression:
Span = Male Diameter + Twice Specimen Thickness + .250 inches
-_ = 2 x 1.50 + 2 x .25 + .Z5 = 3.75 inches
+_ With the temperature stabilized at 1050°Fi load was applied and the bend specimen
was moved %o a pro-determined deflection_ as monitored by head travel, ca]culatr,d to
_l produce a permanent set bend uf x05 degrees. At this point a visual cheek was made:
__ by removing a small cover in the oven door, and if necessary _ncreasing dcf!ection to
• r-
:" obtain the desired bend. The cover was replaced and the temperature :.:a.:_ _tab-_l_¢_" 41 '_"
.....: at 1050°F for each o_Idcd increment of deflection. The initial rate of head travci
%---
-_ was .60 in./min, but bending at a sl_¢er rate o£ .06 in./min, produced acceptable
bends vlhereas failures occurred at the higher rate for Lhe sanle R/t. A bend i:;
+-
considered acceptable if when bent through a _dlcle of 3.0) degrees (per;nailent :Jet),
no cracks or ruptures are evident on the surface at ;!OX mucnification.
;a - The re:]ults of the room temperature and 1050°F bend tests for th<' ._: ihi :h
T
: Be-43AI alloy are sho_m in Table 3.3.i.2-1. Based on these tests, the approximate
=: thr_'e del;l'_'e bend required on tht vmlLra] fin out,:r ::khl I._'t'-'n<', at _h,' _runb" an,:"
.I
•- r_ar benm.._ could be ::afrqy m_.l._ cold uz_nf; al_ R/L = J:,, not R/L = ],_. At ._,:._. P)
.-- app,:aru thai, a miniR:!l::: ]{/t : 7_ [Ii't i :;h_tlhl b, !;;, 0. '.")r i;'Jod b,,nd:;. ']'hi- ¢qi. ::_*, "!':., h
l
• --__ b(mt at LLI1 2_ t = 7 ai ¢)0 1' W/A:; [_CC',:',._, 2 ;;}!t'i i" _. n.;] )':J/ ' I.}lt[[, .,I.:,l;:, ;::, |, !_i':.,
ehararIt_ r].;;t.i,::;. :Lr_. 11_I+ ,,b|,:.L[n, ,1 _t',, ',.}V_:; t, :.i'. r:_!.'<_?', :t.; ;'N;:; !1: ,_' '., _] .[I: .: ::.' : _", -i
-- IJl:_Jn:tl'.'/!Jr, r:d,!_%','.
z9 --2
i _.
t I I - I
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z 3.3.1.3 Stres.S R(_:ISevID_- The necessity of stress relieving parts formed at room
.... tomperattu.c is illustrated by the sketches shown in Fig. 3.3.1.3-1 through 3.3.1.3-4.
&
The initial traces of spec_nens 5BM_2T and 5BM-2L formed at room temperature
---" are shown in Figure 3.3.1.3-i. The specimens were then placed into an oven and
2. soaked for one hour at 6OO°F, removed, and allowed to cool to room temperature.
Superimposing the specimens on the initial trace shows a change in shape as indica-
_z
ted by the dashed llne. The change in shape Is due to the residual stresses induced
2 duringforming........ ;
_:_ The trace of another specimen, identified 5BM-4L, also formed at room tempera-
ture is shown in Figure 3.3.1.3-2. This specimen was stress relieved for two hours
'_L at I050°F while weighted down _n matched Glasrock dies and allowed to cool_ while
"" weighted, to room temperature. Superimposing *he specimen over the initial trace
_J
showed no change in shape. The specimen was then soaked for one hour at 600°F andL-
allowed to air cool to room temperature. Again, superimposing the specimen on the
- initial trace showed no change in shape had taken place indicating the residual
- stresses induced during forming were effectively stress relieved.ti
u The same procedure was followed for specimen number 5BM-5T_ shown in Figure
3.3,i.3_3 as for specimen 5BM-_L with the exception that the specimen was unloaded
" -- [i
:r immediately from the matched Glasrock dies after the 2 hour stress relief at IotoOF
2
L and allowed to cool %o room temperature by hanging in still air. Superimposing the
:j specimen on the initial trace after the one hour bake at 600°F showed no change in
. shape_ again indicating the stress relief cycle to be effective, This proeedtu-e
- shows promise of increased productivity for parts requiring cold forming operations.
_- ...... The traces for specimens 5UH-IL, tUB-IT and 5UB-BL formed at iOtO°F are shown
-- in Figure 3.3.1_]-4. Soaking these specimens at 600OF for one hour, slr cooling
T"
:. and then superimposing them over the initial trace shows no change in shape had
ZI__- t&ken place, Hot forming at ]050°_ eliminates the nec_essity of any further stress
-.- rellev_n_.
r
!1!-
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..--: IVt = 15
:- RUBBERBACK-UP
!- _ AS BENT
. _ --- AFTER1 HR.
-: BAKEAT 600°F
_ J
T
=.
r"
%2--
_2
:- iVt = 15
i. :- RUBBERBACK-UP
A
,. .. _
.._ _ _ _ _S BENT
.- _--_ --- AFTER1 HR
BAKEAT 6g0°F .....
2"
2
-" 5BM'2L
-: Flgure _._.i. 3-1 Bend Speelmen_
T
--r
J ] r
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, :. 38.50
R.T. BEND
:; e.-STRESS RELIEF- 2 HOURS At 105g°F WEIGHTED IN
MATCHED GLASROCK DIES. COOLI_D TO R.T.
-:- WHILE WEIGHTED IN DIES._NO CHANGE IN SHAPE. ASREC'_Vg........................................]
• I HR. AT 600°F. NO CHANGE IN SHAPE.
Figure 3.3.1.3-2 Bend 8pe_tnen
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-_ • 2 HOURS AT 1050°F IN WEIGHTED_
c MATCHED-GLASROGK DIES-- UNLOADED
:- IMMEDIATELY AND HUNG ON HOOK TO
COOL IN AIR. NO CHANGE IN SHAPE.
• AFTER I HOUR BAKE AT 600°F, NO
:- CHANGE IN SHAPE.
o
T-- Flg'u1"e 3. _.i. i-J Bend B!_ee'J_nen
?.
J
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£e,_t,_, - ,I, he Iiotched Lensl l.{? ;;|lr.e ] ill,!Ii_q col[ ('] irurlll,l.r_ll llh{,wll_-- ....... 3.3.1._[ N{}t{!he,tTensile ......
_" On l}_l:e B-]] {}I' the Appendix are pin 10stied and have t;h_ s[_J_- g_-omet, ri,_ eonPJ/QiPaI,[ol]
as the nmooth tensi]e speelmen with the exeeption of the maehlnPd }41, 3 notch.2
The specimens were installed in a 30,000 lb. Baldwin Mark B Universal Te_tlngJ
z
Machine and--loaded at a constant _ate to re_ch failure in not less than one minute2
:- or approximately 50,000 psi per minute maxllnum. 0nly ultimate notch tensile strength
: is reported £o_ these specimens.
.2 The results of the notched,-tensile tests for the .29 inch _hick Be-bBAl alloy
;_ are presented in Table 3.3.1._i along with the results of unnotched tensile tests to
2"-- show the notched to unnotehed ratio for the Be'_3 A1 alloy. Identieal tests per-
7 formed on .25 thick 7075-T6 bare aluminum alloy yielded average ratio values for
• _ triplicate specimens of 1.190 in the longitudinal direction and 1.142 in the trans-
,-- verse direction as compared to 1.036 and .99_, respectively for the Be-43AI alloy.
2-.-
2
{
2
P
r.
-T
i
£-
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r
._ "), ] 1.! ]1,'_}] I)]l 1:i_ , .)'():lIll. '11(_::],;: -- TO | )'()V_(li,! de:Li_ll(;]':: Ix]](] :',tl'(]:::i ])(!)';[Olllll!.] w.il.h
'- :ldv_Ll}<'ed [)]','l]likJlla]'y d(n:1l,Ii in|'(]rnl!ti.i(nl (']_)m wld.,:h tl.: n(_:e;;:::L)',y I,J,.|. z . ,.J......
:tlld sila(! i Tilt,;] (!Ollllllell::lll':lJ,c with _h(_ (1C;;]_rll ]o[tds could be e:;tabLi:;hr_d_ ]_q) ::}le:tr
i == ,ioJ Ifl. tests wcre p(_rl'on)lcd. T)I(_ " (" " • "',.p..Jm.n,. conl'o_l(!d i;o MIL-WJl)-]$]. (,,Xtml)t fort '
L "
.; ].enl_th and riveted in:_tcad or :q)otwe].ded doubler:;) :rod were machined from a ,:)50
i
inch tldck Be-IliA1 a]_loy lflate to the .]-;'5and .150 inch thicknes:_e:: required for
the ventral fin skin ,,',,
_.toe S.
: Due to the Limited amount of available mater]a]., only duplicate specimen:; were
fabricated to tile configuration shown on page B-3 of the Appendix. Flush shear-
head type 6AI-hV titanium bolts oF .190 inch and .250 inch diameters were utilized
in both the .125 inch and .1.50 inch thicknesses for the room temperature tests but
- only in the .150 inch thickne-';'-;for the 600°F tests. Also tested at z_om tempera-
ture only, were duplicate specimens utilizing _ self-al:igning flush A-[!86 CRES nut
and Flush .190 inch diameter 6AI-hV titanium holt. These fastener;: were used in
"fl..... the .125 inch thick skin attachment to the leading and trailing edges of the ventral
• fin. A photo of typical lap-shear joints showing a .190 inch and .250 inch dia-
_- meter £1ush titanium fastener in .190 inch Be-)_]A1 alloy is shown in Figure
.J
3.3.2-1.
: The lap-shear joint specimens were installed in a 50,000 ].b. Baldwin Mark B
Testing Machine and loaded at u constant rate to a value corresponding to the
i" approximate yield deflection specified in MIL-STD-1312 £or the particular fastener
+
o' , . , .p
_±zc beth;, te, t,d. At th_s deflection) the specimen was unloaded to near ;;ere lo.'ad
to more accurately dctellpl.ne the ].ll/epermanent deformation. The ;;pucimCll wtls tbell
re-].oadcd to I':tJ]u)'c. A I,ockbcud de:;i!utd ,xten_:ometer compatil)l,_ w] I,h the B:t.ldw_n
x-y il] o|:ter provided :,n :m't,o.,;r,)phic lo:_d-del'o)',i:tt] on curve ['o)" both )',)t)m tt'm[)ur:iture
•_nd bOOt)F le'"t.l.n.,' :i)l,l ]:: ::howl] !I"I I,'jItlIF(, _._.;'- '. a ty]')].:!:i] jt):]Ill I¢,:'I :;t!t-ll[) ];;
::hoarl .it) l,'i!_,u_ )',, _. _.,'-,,, :rod "l l,y ,J_':.l .h,int I,,'),! (],!f'o)'i!rd,](,)l ,'uz'v,- i ::},,,..m ]Ii
l-'i U:),' ". i,:'-l_.
O0000002-TSE01
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: The lap-_:hear joint test resultP are tabulated in Table 3.3.2-1 an{1 a photo-
j--
_-- graph of all the failed specimens tested of the Be-43A1 material are 8hewn Jn
i.--2.....
a FiNe 3.3.2-5.
- T{} collscrvu the limited umount of expensive Lockalloy materi_<l._ a.]] {.nd doublers
-2 used on the lap-shear joint specimens, in either Be-43AI or Be-38AI Lockalloy, were
-- T:
:_ 321 corrosion resistant steel installed with squeezed A-286 rivets.
L
'- Lap-shear joint specimen 1J4£kS_-.2_r_..deliberately marked with a torque set
•"2_ driver from the edge of the flush screw countersink across the specimen to the edge,
1% normal to the applied load.__The-_speeimen failed, across the net-section of the
- spec!men_ however_ the failure was in an area away from the marked surface.
i--
q
.=
t,.
-2
O0000002-TSE02
Front Side
_f
Ba_k Side
Figure 5.3.?-1 Typical Lap Shear Joint Specimens.
Flush 1/4 in. dia. on lelt & Flush 3/16"
in. dia. on right.
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:. Figure _.3.2-5 Photograph Showing All of
The Failed Specimens in The
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.r_
L_ 3.4 TESTING Olw .250 INCII TIHCK Be-38A1 PLATE
J
= Chsracterization tests of .250-inch thick Be-38A1 plate were p_rformed to test[._ ..
- its forming characteristics and its mechanical properties. The formability tests
: --- performed consisted of tension, bend, and notched tension tests. The results of
:_ these tests are needed for comparison with similar tests performed in conjunction
C-
. with .250-inch thick Be-43AI plate and .150-inch thick Be-38AI sheet. In addition, a
: series of tests was performed to determine the mechanical properties of the .250-inch
=f thick Be-38AI material. These tests are summarized in Tables 3.4-1 and 3.4-2 and are -
: described in succeeding paragraphs.
.__" 3.4.1 Formin_ Characteristics - Be-38AI .2_0 Thickness - The tests performed on
c
z .250 Be-38AI Lockalloy in connection with formability are shown in Table 3.4-1.
- These tests are identical to the tests performed on Be-43AI which are described
= and analyzed in Section 3.3.1
r,
_: The strain rate variations at R.T. and 1050°F have the same effects on Be-38AI
i_ as on Be-43A1. In general_ slower straining rates again improve forrnability, while
. 2,.
higher rates of deformation decrease material formability. Data is presented in
:: Table 3._.i-I and 3._.i-2.
7[_
:-- Straining of the material tc 5_ at room temperature shows the same effects of
_" work hardening observed on the Be-_3AI. Annealing at 1050°F for one hour, after
IC'--
$
:- stretching, seems to restore material properties. Repeating the stretching and
i -'-
stress relieving cycles shows effectively no change in the strength properties,
%r with an approximate 70% increase in the elongation. Test results are preser_ted in
r Table 3.4.1 -3.
l: Coupons strained to 5_ at ]O50°I ' do not exhibit the work hardeniz_;: . :f-':;
that the coupons st,rain_,d at ro_:, te::d,rat_r_ ' _.... r, .- .....
: r_!]iti' cycles ha/; a r:_)_Ii2r[LJ,_- :;I,['_,.e,_i__':" "r_"l . '' "" ., •
i__
2
.i.?_
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- Strong r_]ievinF. (exposure to 1050°F for one hour) without prJ()r str_H.:h]n/, has no
--
effect on material properties, Table 5.4.1-5.
[ Although the stress relieving cycle of IOSO°F for one hour seems to better
- approach a full annealing treatment for the Be-38A1 material, further work in this
J
- area will be useful in defining formability of Lockalloy.
; 3.4.1.1 Tensile Tests - The procedure used for testing the Be-38AI material is the
same as that employed for the Be-43AI material. This is described in Section 3.3.1.1
7
f and is not repeated here.
_- The results of the tensile tests for the .25 thick Be-38AI alloy are presented
in Tables 3.4.1-i through 3.4.1-6.
• 3.4.1.2 Bend Tests-Three Point - The procedure used for testing the Be-38AI material
is essentially identical to that used for the Be-43AI material. Section 3.3.1.2
_" describes this procedure so it is not repeated.
A photograph of the bend specimens after testing are shown in Fig. 3.4.i.2-i
h
= and the results of the room temperature and 1050°F bend tests for the .25 thick
Be-38A1 alloy are shown in Table 3.4.1.2-1. Based on these tests_ the remarks _ade
L
for the Be-43AI alloy are also applicable here. However, at room temperature, thei
_ Be-38AI alloy is slightly less workable, requiring an R/t = 20 as compared to R/t
= 15 for the Be-h3AI alloy.
F 3.h.l.i Stress Relieving - The remarks made in Section 3.5.i.3 apply equally to
_ this section.
_- 3.4.1.4 Notched Tensile Tests - The procedure used for testing the Be-38AI material
-&
T
-/__ is essentially the s_me as that used for the Be-43AI material. Section 3.3.1.I_
£ describes this procedure su it is not repeated,
&--
_: The results of the notched tensile t_::t_ for thP .25 _nch thick B,:-58AI "' ....
c
' "" _ ._ n,'_ ! '| l,a _ tl'Lln:;-_', r:;,both at r,,u:::,,mperatur__ at at b,)o i and in b_th th, • _ an
Y
2"
T
"a
O0000002-TSE09
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_m
• " conditions an(] (liro{rtlons ar(. al:;o pr[::;{uJt,.(l t(, :.h()w th,- l}otch.:(l Lo unn,)t._h,:(] I,_AI.](_
:- for the .2_ il]ch thi(_kBe-38A1 a/.loy. The roolnt..ml,(_rutur,:atios (Jr].O12 in the
: longitudinal direction and 1.OO6 in the transverse direction (:omparr_quite favorably
:'_- to those obtained for 70"/_-T6aluminum alloy of 1.190 and 1.]112for the s_n_:re_;pcctJvf
directions. At 600°F, the higher ratios of 1.359 and ]..306 in the longitudinal and
: transverse directions respectively, indicates the meter]el to be more tolerant of
notches at elevated temperatures.
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[ SFECIMEN GRAIN MATERIAL TEST NO. OF SPECIMEN
"" ITEM TEST TYPE IIRECTION CONDITION TEMF-°F SPECIMENS IDENT.
-- R.T. 3 $T-IL, 2L, -3L
:2. L 6OO 3. _SL_....
AS RECEIVED - NO SOAK R.E. 3 ST-IT, -PT, -31
_; I TENSION S-12 T 600 3 ST-4T. -51", -61
R.T. 3 ST-TLt -BE, -91.
_- L SOAR lifo HOURS AT 600°F 600 3 5T.1OLz -IIL s -121.
R.T. 3 SC-IL, -2L, -3L
AS RECEIVED - NO SOAK 600 3 5C-_, -_,, -__]_
: 2 COMPRESSION S-_3 L R.T. 3 5C-7L_ =RL, -91.
SOAK IgO HOURSAT 600°F 600 3 5C-10L, -ILL, -I_L
R,T. 3 6BI.R-IT, -21, -3T 1
_: $-35 ST AS RECEIVED - NO SOAK _1_ 3 _1.5-71. -91, -91
3 SHEAR OR R_E. 3 6B1. S-4T, -ST, -6T
"-- SOAK'tO0 HOURSAT _0°F
:.- $-36 600 3 _RI.5*IOT r -lit e -121
R.T. " 3 6B2-1T, -21, -3T
":" REcitiNG AS RECEIVED" NO SOAK _ 3 6B2-41, -ST, -6T
:. 4 e/D: 2.0 S-35 T R.T. 3 6f12-7T, -RTs -91SOAK 100 HOURS AT 600°F 600 3 6B2-101_ -IIT, -12T
"_" R.T, 3 6El. _-IT, -2T, -3T
AS RECEIVED - NO SOAK 6C0 3 6BI.5-4T -ST -6T
" S REARING $-36 T R.T. 3 681.5-T_, -8_ -YT
o/D = I.S SOAK 100 HOURS AT 6OO°F 600 3 6BI.5-10T, -tit, -12_
• R.T. 3 bFT'ILs "PL' "_L
-. L 600 3 6FT-4LI -5(., -6L
: AS RECEIVED - NO SOAK _T-I_21"_-:3T--"
:RACTURE R.T. 3
'OUGHNESS T 600 3 6FT-4T, -ST, -6T
6 AND S-48 R.T. 3 6FT-TL, -BL, -Y_.
.'RACKGROWTf L SOAK 100 HOURS AT 6_O°F 600 3 6FT-10L, -ILL, -12LR.T. 3 6FT-71", -81, -9T
RATE T 600 3 _T-IOT: -I rE, -12T
R.T, 3 6UF-1L, -2L, -3L
AS RECEIVED - NO SOAK 600 3 6UF-4L_ -SLa -6L
FATIGUE S-29 L R.T. 3 6UF-TL, -8L, -91.
7 K_ = I SOAK 100 HOURS A_ 600?F 600 3 6UF-10L, =ILL, -12L
AS RECEIVED - NO SOAK R.T. 3 i 6NF-IL, -2L, -3L
FATIGUE 600 .3 &I_IF-4L. -_, -BL
E 8 Kt - 3 S-SI L -SOAK 100 HOURSAT 6OO°F R,E. S 6NF-7L, -BL_ -9L600 3 6NF- |OL, -.=._._, -_?.[
i AS RECEIVED- NO SOAK R.T. 3 6SC-IT, -21, -31
6A_E + 3 1/2% NaCI 60_0 3 6SC-4T_ -S'E,r-6T
STRESS S-47 T AS RECEIVED- NO SOAK R.T. 3 6SC-TT, -8T, -919 CORROSI_ ALOOINE COAT _ 3 ]/2% No( 600 3 6_C-IOT, -]It, -12T
- "3, AS RECEIVED- NO SOAK R.T. 3 6SC-13T, -14T, -1ST
P/_NT • 3 1/2% NoCI 600 3 6SC-16T, -|TT'_ -18T
"; I0 CREEP S-7 _" ' ' AS RECEIVED- NO SOAK 600 3 6CR-IL, -2L_ -3LT 3 ,,. 6CR-2TI -2Tr -3T
AS RECEIVED- NO SOAR R.T. 4 6_R-2Ls--4L_-SL_..6E6O0 2 6_t-IL_-3L
--- It POISSON'S S-7 L R.T. 3 6PR-10L,-I 1L,-12L
- RATIO SOAK tO0 HOURS AT 600°F 600 3 6PR-7L,'BLr'gL
:'_:'-- NOTCHED S-49 [ 3 5N1-4L, -SL, -6L
:. 12 TENSION _ AS RECEIVED" NO SOAK 600 3 _N-T-41 r, -_T, -6T
NOTE: FIRSTDIGIT OF SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION INDICATES THE FOLLOWING
:- S SHEETNO. HC 161-3
6- SHEETNO, HC 160-1
L
TABLE 3.4-2. TEST SUMMAR'" FOR ,R50 INCH THICK Bc-38A] I,OCKALLoY PI&TE, ]'ART ]I
%
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[ _ "_.4.2 Meeh_mic_. Properties
[_ !. 3.;1.2.1 Compression 'l__t_'o_- - Compressive tests were conducted according to standard
•f,_ -ASTM E9-70 practices. Compressive t._t specimens of the configuration shown on
f
Page B-4 of the Appendix were installed in a Lockheed designed compressive
_i fixture between the platens of a 30,000 lb. Baldwin Mark B Universal Testing,/
_: Machine. A photograph of the general set-up is shown in Fig. 3.4.2.1-1 which was used
4-- --
: for both room and elevated temperature testing.
• : The Lockheed designed compressive fixture features full support along the
length of the.specimen to inhibit buckling when thin sheet is being tested. A
:_ close-up view of the specimen installed in the fixture is shown in Fig. 3.4.2.]-2.
._- The fixture incorporates an internal extensometer that is compatible with the
Baldwin recorder. Strain is recorded over a two inch gage length which is centered
.h.....
:_ cn the specimen.
_ _% The specimens were loaded at a constant head travel rate that produced a strain
of .005 inch per inch per minute through approximately .020 inch strain on an auto-l
graphic load-strain curve. A graphical determination was then made to obtain the
compressive modulus, compressive yield at .2 percent off-set, .70.secant and .85
secant modulii. The Ramberg- Osgood shape parameter, n, is then calculated and
reported in the dkta.
The compressive test results for the .25 inch thick Be-38A1 alloy at room
temperature and 600°F, with and without soak for i00 hours at 600°F in the longitudinal
direction are presented in Table 3.4.2.1-1.
So_ing for lO0 hours at 600°F appears to have! a_l ins_cn_ficant efJ'e_:t_m th,
us rce_'iv,_dp_op,,rti,'sat cith,:r room oz' e],_vatcd t,:mpuratur_..
O0000002-TSF08
j: I I
P_ge 3- 50
i-
Fig. 3.4.2.1-1 - Overall view of Test Machine, Furnace and
Compression Fixture with Specimen Installed.
-. -.-.__ _. i
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7_.11._.,'_" l,']al;vli:;_! ,_}l_.ar "_1...., I., - 'l'h,] :illl!C]lllOlHi I]t,].l]$;r,I f. ll' I.he i_h,,r,I. :ih,:l..i' l'.l.l'.'lif'J,h
' :- i!71l]_ll:_l,,Ii)ll,] Wl.l'l' llrf.v](ius]y Ililf]li t(I d<,l,(_rmin_) ;iilf:(?i, I)l'i_rlll([ ::],_l,(.n/_th. 'i'h,: iI)1,:_1"
01_punch ].". app]]..el to the center oP the nper_mcn bfltween t,hf, b,>nr]nc help anti tb(, Irlnfi
app].ie_tion h().Ic in the oppo._:l.te end of l.he c;p,,(rimen. A i.t.i:ted :;l.._!:Im(.n (,f thJ.:;
.
I:
:: type is shown in Fig. 3.h.2.2-1.
The f]atwise sheet shear strength at both room temperature and 600°F was
._- determined using a Lockheed designed punch and die subpress. The subpresz has a
• .500 inch diameter punch and die, and uses a clamp plate to keep the materla/ flat
--- on the die plate during testing. A photograph of the subpress witl_ a bearing eoulJon
[..... installed ready for testing is shown in Fig. 3.4.2.2-2.
;5
+ _
- The subpress is installed between the platens of the 30)000 lb. B'_LldwinMark B
i_ Universal Testing Machine_ as shown in 3.4.2.2-3. Shear ultimate strength wa_
T determined by applying load _o the punch of the shear fixture at a constant rate not
exceeding 5)000 pounds per minute until a load drop off occurred as indicated by the
_- dial pointer.
:z The ultimate shear stress is determined by dividing the maximum load indicated
_- on the test machine dial by the product of the sheet thickness times the circumfercne,_
of the .500 inch diameter punch.
The flatwlse sheet shear test results for .CliOthick bearing specimens machined
iI from .250 inch thick Be-38AI alloy plate _re presented in Table 3i4,2o2_i at room
temperature and at 600°F, with and without exposure to 600OF for i00 hours.
• °
2
r
-j
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-fl Fig. 3.4.2.2-1 Typical View of Failed
Sheet Shear Speeir,_en.
L
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: 3.,,._._,_ear_,_T,,,,..- ,,_arin;:te,_,,were,_,,,,,,,,,,.,,,at t,,eBy,:",.,:_,,t,,,,, ,',,,,_,_,..,
_--
Of Lockheed. .[c. t pFocedllres llsed coaformed to the genera], requirement;: ¢,[' A['.TM
OE,_38-68.
_i-..... Beari_s_oimonsof theco_figurationshownon_os _-C-,,nd'_-'tof the
!-_ " Appendix for an e/D = 2.O and 1.5, respectively, were machined to an .040 ]nch
"'-, thickness from a .250 inch thick Be-38AI alloy plate. Bearing tests were conducted
[ i- in a 60,000 lb. Baldwin Static Test Machine using a 600 pound full scale ,load rangei
i _ for maximum sensitivity. An overall set-up of the bearing test system is shown in
Figure 3.4-1. A close-up view of the bearing deformation measurement system is shown
k. "
L in Figure 3.4-2 where the deflectometer measurement arm rests on the specimen above
the hearing pin. A check of the loading system deflection at loads to 700 lb. showed
_ it to be negligible.
Deflectometer measurements were made using a 4 _ 'oh defleetometer patterned
.... after the O.S. Peters Co. PDI M~lll model de['leetometer. (Referen,_e Figure 3.4-2)•
'i__ A scale factor of .005 inch per inch of chart paper was found to be adequate_
Autographic load _ersus deflection curves were continuously recorded during the test- 7.
on the Baldwin x-y plotter.
Elevated temperature tests were conducted by adding a resistance fur_mee with a
£
thc1_ra], cont_J].[cr to the test system. The furnace enclosed the _peeimen and test
T-
.L'
_- Fixtures. Temperature wa_; monitored by a thcr:iloeouple attached to the [q_cim,2n. A
temperature :;t:_},,J.li:_'itlontime of ]) minute:: ',q_;;allowed after _-:; zlyucimen rca,_'hed
-, 600 + o
. 2 F prior to tcst_rL5. BearinF. yiel(} and ult/m:_t,_ were d( l,e_aJned u_:±nL' the2
' : : standard in'c:,c,_dures in ASTM E,_3d-|
' !
i
r, , _**i l'i ,,
•x ,A., I_ .I M_tLo, !',,v l'Jno'I3"l_' ]_:_ri:_._, T,_:;t ,,! M,d_'_l.l.i : M',!.-r]:,.l;:, '""" ;' -""-¢_
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, :- 3.4.2.4 Fr_cturc 'fou(_hue=s Te=t - Fracture |,_llg, hness te_b" ...._l r c,;l]¢]uet('l] _J.|, I,])_-
"-'-'_- Lockheed RS_ Canyon Faei].igy uuJ.ng duplicate ecmlpaet tct_aJon :;p_(:J.men:; of th,,
T
: "_-- configuration shown on page B-10 of the Appundix according re, the requirement;; _
• : ASTM E399-72. The specimens were precraekcd by fatigu(! cycling _n a closed ]._op
; ...... Eleetrahydraulie MrS Test Machine in room temperature laboratory air at a ranl;e ratio
- (R=  MIN
• PMAX ) of 0.i. Crack length measurements were made of both sides of thc_
.- specimen using diametrically opposite traversing tool maker's microscopes ac,:uratc to
.001 inch. A typical set-up for room temperature testing is shown in Figure 3.4o2.4-1.
A close-up view of the compact tension specimen installed in the grips with the tool
u maker's microscope is shown in Figure 3.4.2.4-2. The preerack loads were selected
i :--" in aceoz_anee with the requirements of ASTM E399-72. Final precrack length was
i _" approximately 0.5 inch.
<._ Room temperature fracture tests were conducted in accordance with ASTM F,399-72.
[/, Fracture tests at 600°F were conducted by attaching a thermocouple to the specimen;
7
7_ installing it in the MTS Closed Loop Electrohydra_:]ie Test Machine_ and lowering a
L resistance furnace which enclosed the speo_en and grips. Specimen temperature?
, was stabilized at 600 ° + 3°F for 15 minutes prior to test. Temperature control was
.7 maintained by use of an automatic thermal control with eontlnuous monitoring on a4
_vc]( ri.... Brown Recorder. The test wa.s then conducted as per ASTM E_ 9 [2 with the ex,:cptJoi:
.q
_2.... that the (:rosshead motion was recorded rather tnan crack opehing displacemrmt (CUD,• *r%
since no 600°F compliance gage was available. All ana!ysr, a wer,' th,:n _'ond,_:_,:d xz
per A_524 E399-72.
i_
f= In all eases the ratio of PQ/Pb_kX was io_n_,"• ' to b,: l:rcat, r than !A_, a',:, :/.<,',
:',.. !Jmit of ].z. This implies thai. th., ,a]]_ros were _;ct valid plan, '" , ...... ,
C
a_,;n _}.'_&.. :.hi" cl'o..':': :,': .%.
..
• __ _.'_'_._.',,_ _.,--_ ',his thi'2kne:_:; and sp_,:._m,:n ,,,-,,_:". A.: a _. ...... _ in. :_,::.;:-,d_ :, ._ : ::
arc I'_I! knlL _LL<.]_'_ _ '" . • ,t. ',_'.rairl ',__,t_,i.;! "_ Lt_,:i ..... ' 1. ' ' "_ _ _' i "" ' _" :" ",'::
i:
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_j1 1 • • ,, i2 s]noe the fai]ureP, oe,_urr_!d I 1. ma_l.l.y ,hie L() ilot sect]oil yield ]n tim . 1)_ t]mcn.
/.
.r
-- Tht_s, the onset of yie]dJn/; fa.Ilure ] fruits the capaeSty ¢,f the. :;p,.eJm,.r, eonl'l/_lration
_ to hold load, thus puttlng an apparent upper limit on the K the specimen is valid for.
, For such test results_ a relative measure of the erack resistance of the
:." material can be computed as per ASTM E399-72. This term called the residual strength
2
_- parameter, RSc , is defined by the equation:T
T
C
i _Sc = 2PM_X(2w+ a)
.- ;ty
"5
- where, PMAX = Maximum Tension Load at Failure _ lb."L
- w = Specimen Width _ (i.O0 inch)
• L
r- a = Crack Length _ (._<00 inch)
B = Specimen Thickness - inch.
E-
g Fry = Material Yield Stress - PSI
,h =__ A relative fracture value which is a ratio of the net section stress in
the specimen at failure to the material yield stress is thus provided.
-_ The computed values for RSC are presented in Table 3.4.2.1_-i for room
-- temperature results and in Table 3.4.2.11-2 for tests at 600°F. The measur*_d overall
" average value at room temperature of 1.394 for Lockalloy would Indicate :mb:;tantJa]
"f crack tolers_Ice. To pro)vide a relative comparison to tour,,cotr_mon_.atcria's,
: samples of 2024-T3 a]tuninkur,alloy of id,,ntieal size and thlcknesz wol-r fabricated
l
o-o , Tab!- 3.1_.2.h-! Th,' ave,re;5- • .....i m_d tested_ the results at,. pr.,__nt(d in • , I _N , dl_ai
:- str,,ngth para_,_t(u' _:f ].._,, .,u /t].u_:_int_;. al_oj _a ess,.nti_kL.ky (_quivu',.nt t.. the, J.5_'*
T.
:- va!u., for I,,_ct:_t]l,y_ t);_:" !ti.t! 'at!n;: .'t)_;_tL_.'Ld_], ' 1 _':; tt_trL_I:'!, "ll !l. ._] 21;'}J
-o
thi :kn, ,;:;.g.
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-- To provide a relative (_omparisonof'Bc-38Al.Lo(,kalloyextru(]cdmaterial to
.T
sheet and plate m_terlal, duplicate specimens of extruded material (used In ventral
[z fin trailing edge), identical in size and thickness, were machined, in both the "L"
and "T" directions, and tested. The results are presented in Table 3.4.2.4-1.
The average value of Rsc = 1.820 for the extruded material in the longitudinal
direction indicates a much better crack tolerance than sheet or plate material.
However, the one Rsc value of .897 (although invalid per Ab_M E399-72) obtained in
'- the transverse direction implle_-the material may have poorer fracture toughness
than exhibited by sheet or plate.
;_
L
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"_04,tt.[i FtkL_//_2_/_//l._il' i_i//'tt_ll._h_q_y3.tik i"u.l,Jl_u,_Crack l'l',q_al,al, hnJ • w_'r_"" J ':.[,. f" Jtllil]c [A'd
_ :: at tho hockhol,d ]_ye C_Lhyt,ll ]!'tu!]] J J.y U::Jl_" O11o (]) .:_')-tn!_h i.hJck e,,llipa¢!b I.¢ D:::h.ll
spr!cJmen of the collfi|_'ura1,Jl)yl _;howll _xl ]_u_c B_IO of the Apl.mdix a¢'o,,rc!_Itl_ i.. thct
:7
_"- - roquirements of NYI'M },:39()-72.
All specimens were te:'tt.d in z_ ]00,000 ]b. eleetro-llydr:lu]i,: _l',q c](,:a:d loop
-- te:;t maebdne Jn laboratory air, at R = O.1, and at u frequency o1" ;!0 Hz, lm over-
i =-" all-arrangement of the te_t :_etup for elevated temperature testify,, :is'shown ]n
: 5
• ;. Figure 3.4.2.5-1. The same arrangement is used for room temperature tests with the
,;
exception that the furn:,ee is raised up out of the way. Tests we_ _:cmcluctcd under
eonstant load cyclist conditions with the first O.020 inch of crack growth elinrinated
_i from the analysis to avoid effects of the machined starter notch. #Crack len:_t},
measurements were made of both ,_ides of the specimen a:_inZ d_amel rienl]y oppo:_ite
traversing tool marker's microscopes accurate to 0.OO1 inch.
-[
Elevated temperature tests were conducted by lowerin Z a resistance furn'_ce
_ enclosing the test specimen• Temperature wa.';controlled by a thermal controller
7- using a thennoeouple attached to the te.';tspecimen. Optical crack ]cn_,,,thmea:;urc-
_:_-- ments were again made throuch .!uartz view both sides
ports on o_' the furnace. A
,) c •)>-- close-up photograph of the setup is _hown in Figure 3.4._.2-,-.
: Data reduction wa_ accomplished ,-'u_ino the incremental _:]oi:emethod whore:_ ['[
%
da -- Aa ai + 1 ai
dN AN N_ + 1 " Ni
_U
:_ A L_mk|leed developed coml:ut,:l"in'o:_r:.m,"Comp:_ Tcn!ien ]'re_,_r:,m"_',.;:,:'_l::ell _, r(:-
: duce the data, provide :[ _()EH,;I_:r. t,| " I-lit(" ] OJ' the (i![_'l ft;" l*]'ezt'll_A:ti ill _ht ':::L
: 3.4.2.5-1 throul,.h 3.4.2.5-7, and print a !_raphical presontation of" ],"v da/dT{ v,'rsus
:" I_,!_ AK (noted a;: DEI,K ¢:,*t ld,a) _t: l..r,'::ent,',l .in l"iv, ur,_: .:.h..:_-., !h,', _'1: ._.L ' -il
-- The a]'i.t:'_lrl'tjn!; ::tre:::" ir_t,_ncj' 5 f:t_:t,n', AK _.LkX }_.:ili_" w.,:" I._t.¢_t_:,i_,,.:
_- [l:':iTJ! r, "1 h[) I!X[)l'_::[:.]OTI ":( l'OI _,}ll? ,'OIfl[ ":.'/ _ ¢ h "]_':l_ : I" ']EJrll
i _¢,.;
I _
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" ]]t_tc (,h:_L :1 llPWl!l" I'luln J'(_l" t|ll: s|.Yc!.';s ]ntcll:tJ_y I'aclA.n" ha:: )'_C(,l_l.J// |tc,_ll lJ]'OlJ_J;:_:!lY,
but I'm" the r,'m:,c of crac:k length:: covered in thi:; stud// (0. ; :: n/w _ 0._,_), the
d±i Ccrtl t. _s ]c:;:;th'_n 1 pelx:ent butween the twu expr{:ssions as shown in Figmre
3.1_.2.5-5.
To provide a basis of comparison between the fatigue crack growth data for
Loekalloy and other structur'-_l materials_ Catigue crack propagation data for Ti-
_-" 6AI-IIV, 7075 and 202h aluminum alloys were taken from the Damage Tolerance Handbook
for range ratios of 0 to .i, room temperature in laboratory air_ and frequencies of
from 2 to 20 Jiz. The data is presented in terms of no_na]_zed alternt_ting stress
intensity obtained by dividing the stress intencity by the material Classify. This
provides a parameter which allows a eompari_;on of the results for st1_ctural condi-
tions involving a common crack size and operating structural efficiency (strength
divided by density).
When the results of the current Lochal]oy test:_ :ire compared on th_: basi.; :,:;
shown in Figure 3.h.2.5-I_, the crack growth Fates are _:hown to |,t_'slower or equ_-
vaient to those obtainable from either the aluminum or the titaniuJn inateri_Gs.
For example: For an assumed through crack size O.R inch long with center of
: a wide panel operating at a structural efficiency (stre*_gth to density r_tio) of
- 200_000 inches, the crack growth rate in Lockalloy wou_d be appl_ximately _ x i0-6
_
__ inches per e_cle as compared to s typical growtb rate in titanium or {_luminum of
-; approximately ;' x 10-5 inches y,er cycle. T_,_ f'or th_ :am_ ::_z_"def'eci or ::r:_:'k
: in ::tz_/etur:_] components made ,)f various ma%eri_]._; oyt'y:t .: :_t _<luJv'Ueld :'t_l:'-
?
i- tar:L[ ' ' '" ' _'" _'ul[_ .,cL..-e. (:;Lrelff;l,h tu d,!n::__ty _':H,.:,,). DJcl;:_iluy :.;ill q±:F].!_5, u ]o:.:c_ <_'
_:(]liiV:l]_-:!t CY:t_'k ,._,Y_;.H.t', I':_ l.lrH, (:'_]_,_r _h,' I _t:.I.jHj!: ." :_:;l:.:_!:)lh :._,:,'.
--- ":_ ".\ b" :!!:'l < f' '_ _('ht'_L_,'" "'. ,' ;" 1_ _.'.I,L_.'.' , , ....., ,, ,.. ._"'H' -_, r',.,.. '_'.. ;,'_':'i. _:'"'
:_" • '" ", '. _: ' ."._,'r_" I -" ._,.:_.I E ;..{):..0] :'l, ", '.:1 I. ;_:, . , . .. . .
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FIGURE 3.h.2.5-h. cRACK GROWTH RATF CHARACTERISTICS
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= o • £¢., t, - [,'atif_to ondur_ulee Limit tu,",tz Were conducted"- 3.h+_.b Fat i_nle Etldurance .. ..
- at the I_H=kheed Rye Canyon Test Facijity.
= Fatigue tests were conducted in a i0,000 lb. Lockheed designed con::tant
s_np]itude resonant fatigue machine as shown in Fig. 3.4.2.6-1 at frequencies of
-" from 1800 to 2300 C_4_--Batb-K T = 1 and ET = 3 fatigue spec_nens of the configuration
hr shown on pages B-5 and B-13 of the Appendix were tested in the longitudinal
direction at room temperature and 600°F, with and without exposure to 600°F for -
: i00 hours ....A c'lose-up photograph of an installed specimen ready for testing at room
temperature is sho_a_-la-21g. +3.4.2.6-2. Load cell size was selected based on_n_
maximum load of the tests to assure maximum load accuracy during the tests. All
_- tests were conducted at a range ratio, R = O.i until failure or until 107 cycles .i
u -_ r1
were reached at which time the test was terminated. Cycle count was monitored by i
.
--- measuring the test frequency of the loading beam with a Frahm T_chometer and
[ multiplying the cycles per minute by the t_st time as recorded on a real time
- totalizer (accurate to 0.i minute) attached to the test machine. Loads were
r. monitored by an electronic digital fatigue load monitor attached to the load cell
r
_ loc_t@_l in line with the test specimens. The instrumentation control panel for
monitoring four resonant fatigue machines simultaneously is shown in Fig. 3+h.2.6-3.
Ele_&ted-temp_ture control was maintained by use of radi-ant heat furnaces
/-- pl_c_d around the specimen and grips of the machine as shown in Fig. 3.h.2.6-4..........................
- Specimens were-he,ted to 600°F and stabilized for 15 minutes prior to testing. A
l thermo_ouple attached to the specimen and a thermal temperature control maintained
_ _-- the temperature at 600 + 3°F during the test. A record of temperature was made on
, a 12 ehm]nel Brown recorder.
_ i.:... The endurance limit test results for KT = 1 speeSm_n_ arc presented in Tablc
_ 3.1+.2.6-1 and the KT = 3 spe_,ens are presented in Tabl.e t "_3. +....b-2. Based on these
_
....z:, re+tt.l.ts th,+ l!nt_11rl$Dco ]__l,qlt f(+r _T = i speeJm+ns at r',o+'+ £++mt:,+:-'at:tr,,+ ,::i+,h u','
L [__ .-
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¢_xposurc to 600°F f¢,r ]00 hours is 30 KSI and at 600°F_ with _:rwithoutwithout
('oo('i,'for iOO hollrs, is i_ K_I. l,'or}_r _ 3 specil0ens the endurance -.
toexposure
-. limits for room temperature and 6OO°P, with or without exposure to 6OO°F for ]00
hours are 15 KSI and i0 KSI_ respectively.
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_:".}. 3.1 .2. ( otr¢....Cnrr_mlotl _ .t._ Stre:;s corrosion te _l,swere eunduu_ed _t bh,,
.,,,.
Rye Canyon test facility of Lockheed utilizing tho Sat_2e Creep lgJptur,.] .t
Machines shown in Figure 3.4.2.'/'-1.
:? Specimens of the configuration shown on page B-9 of the Appendix were machined
from the .2-Stl-/m_hthick Be-38A1 alloy plate in the transverse direction. Triplicat-
7
4 specimens for both room and 600°F testing were coated with 3.5 percent salt solution
.!.
" and allowed to dry. over each of the following coatfngs ....
" _ 2) Chemieal conversion eoating_._a 1200)
:. 3) ADP developed high temperature aluminized paint
:- The room temperature specimens were to be dead weight loaded in the Satee Creep
"-'- Machines so as to produce a 35 KSI stress on the net section and for the 600°F tests
- utilize a stress level so as to not fail by creep before iOO hours of loading.
_. __ Exposure times of lO_ 50_ and 100 hours were used prior to unloading and examining
the specimens for evidence of cracking.
For the elevated temperature tests, a thermocouple was attached to the specimen
_-', _ and a Satec Resistance Furnace placed over the specimen. Specimen temperature was
.,. stabilized at 6OO°F and the test load applied. Temperature was maintained at 600 °
4- 3°F throughout the test duration by a Barber Coleman Capacitrol #lt77 Temperature
Control. A continuous record of the temperature was made on a 24 channel Barber I
_--
Coleman Recorder as shown in Figure 3.4.2.7-2.
The stress corrosion test results are presented in Table 3.4.2.'/'-1, Although
z_ none of tbe Speelmenz failed by stress corrosion cracking 9 specimen nmabers bSC-2T_
(JSC-13T, and 6SC-IIIT failed during testing and so were submittc!d l'_r -l,_,_tr_,llmi_'ro-
i_ s,:ope fractol;raphie studies to dvtermJn,, cause of failure.
: g ,-
O0000003-TSB09
i ........
Fig. 3.4.2.7-1 - Satec Creep 1_pture Test Machines Used for
Stress Corrosion Testing.
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] ! 'l'h+'e+. ?+J,i1,_l :;Lr,+:;::-,.,u,r,,:;i,,n (,+;(+',') ::!,+,Li.;+IL+: ;uul 'n," t _l_::;l t.,:;[ ::]u'(:Jr,+<ql
_-_ wt)l'<? ,qIl'rq}l:i Ll,+'d l'(+r ( ](+(+L)'+)I] Jlt;[+.j.'l+llcrJp¢, J r+t+i:t,ol.'F:tj_]l.Lc'. ' sl,udJ,'::. The,q6 .,pc:l.lr+oe ++o|_.,
: we:r(+ I.u.('hillfd lb'om I,o<+]:al]<Jy+ 1++'-3+),AI_ (I.2dJ :+tl<'}+ |.}+:it:};_ ;;h,','t _'qo. HC ](,O-]. The-'
+-_.
--" . :;,_gll})l(!,_ I'l(?rc ]d' lt]__J.(,.| aJ; :lhovln bt!].oW:
Z_. Type Test Ti.le 1;,) Apparent
}ul.l.urc ]_)(!ation of+:: Specimen (,1' Str(ss "" '
.- Re, 'Pest KSI }Irz. Coatin¢ Failure Origin
.-" +_
[ ; " bSC-2T SCQ _3.'{ 23._ Bare At a depression on the
i corner of the coupon
. . - - 6SC-13T SCC 113.7 4'_.O Paint At center of coupon
''_,: 6SC-IIIT SCC 43.7 89.1 Paint At center of coupon
[+
,o.
, T:_+ Tensile Spee JJnen U]timate Yield _,long.
3NAS 766-1-3"2 49.7 KSI 33.2 KSI 13_
! ii£-- _Wo-stage plastic/carbon replicas were made of the fracture origin regions
(Area i) and of a re_:ion away from the fracture origin (Area 2). Exom_ination of
these replicas showed that all of the specimens exhibited a simi]ar fracture pattern_
i.e._ the fracture features on the stres,,;-corroaion specimens were similar to those
on the ttm_ilc cuugon. The l'ractLtres did not appear to be (+'ha_'ucterlatJ.c for _gz'e:;_
corrosion failures. 'fhu:+++it appeared th::ttthe' fai]uru_ ill the :;ubmitted :_trL,:;:;
corrosion speeillltl*:; w(!r,' _:aused by overjoy1; or th+,y pou:;ib]y i=lay have b,'en ,:u.u:;,-d
by creep IncL'huni;;i;l::_ ill V itt_Xil<)1' {J}l(' }l :i { _}1 zt! p.n :i,'d lotS[ (/_l't'[_ter t]lall the yield :;trc:;:;)
_d th,' d,:]ay(,d nalmr,: "-,i" th,, ' . ........
_.ii a,]u, _,':,+:ur,,,;i_._,._._-+t.hr+,,+:h+., _ <-,,:;h,,wU,"
i
--
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l,'i_ _.11.<{.'(-5 Electron mieix3_;cope fractographs _,'f I_cka].loy te:;t :;pocfi-
:---- men 6SC-]I_T which failed durin.% a ::tr,_.;;;-(!ovro:;ion%,!:;%.
A)'e:t ] w:_::the :['racture ori._in rcv.Jon, :ind Arc:_ :' w:t::r,w:,y
frolll t}l_! l'].:_ci,llr¢! orj[;j_l. Thc _rlql,!!]']._l] W_C: l,(_(,k.t] Joy
r rm- JS_AI, o, "
_ . 0., _ thfick, :;beet }[C ](,0-]. M_g. _%DOX
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._ 'JMo I,o_[a[]¢_y specimens (Bo-38%A], 0.25 inch thick, zhuet IlC 160-1) were sub-
-c-
!- mitt,c|to the Rye Canyon Materials Laboratory for a severnday (1(,8hours) suit spray
test. These speeJmens had been previ¢_us]yexposed to stres:_-corrosiontest._without
_pce m_ns were identified as shown below:failinl,. These - • •
=:' Tent Test
•i Specimen Load Time
"- _lumber KSI Hrs. Coating Observations
m _ 6SC-3T 37.5 114--3 Ba_e No failure
i _ 6SC-5T 43.7 121.9 Bare No failure
%
= The specimens were examined visually under a binocular microseope_ at meg-
: nifications of i0 to 40 diameters prior to the salt spray exposure. The 6SC-3T
_ specimen appeared to relatively clean and free of surface corrosion. However_
"7 specimen 6SC-5T showed a line of small pits along one side, in the reduced area,
and there were a few scattered corrosion pits on the surfaces.
The specimens were placea _n the salt spray chamber, and they were examined
daily, except Saturday and Sunday. At the end of _O hours exposure, both specimens
'.... showed a considerable amount of corrosion products On their surfaces. The samples
i
........ were removed from the salt spi'ay chamber and photographed (Figure 3.11.2.7-7). Thez
specimens were then returned to the salt spray chamber for the remaining exposure
time. At the end of the exposure period the specimens were removed from the chamber
and photographed (Figure 3.1_.2.7-8). The specimens were then rinsed wil h distil]cd
water and lightly swabbed to remove the salt deposits and the loosely adherent
eorrosion products. Fi_are 3.4.2.7-9 is a photograph of the specimens after this
cleaning operation. As shown in these photographs a consldeTab]e quantity of
corrosion products folnqed on th¢_ suyl'aucs oF the samples_ and there was a/1 appreciable
_"_ _nount of staining _nd general corrosion oi' the surfact:s.
00000003-TSC03
_a_,e 3.1o3
I ") "7-'1
Fig. B.- _ , , - Photograph _showingthe extent of corrosion on Lockalloy
(Be-38%AI, 0.25" thick, .(;beetHC l(,O-1):_pceimens
(68C-3T and 6SC-5T) acted-40 hot_-so£ cxi_o::ureto salt
spray.
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Fig. 3.4.2.7-9 - Photograph showing the extent of corrosion on Loekalloy
-- (Be-38_A]_, 0.25" thick, sheet ]{C 160-1) ._:yx-_eimcn
_- (6SC-3T and 6SC-5T) after 168 hou,':;('/ " "d.'_ty:;)of exFo-
__ sure to salt spray. Samples were rin::ed with distilled
-_ water and lightly swabbed to remove the loosel 2 adherent
= _.. salt deposits and corrosion products.
L
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7.2 ............ _ ................................................
• -- !h./_ I_,'_Jnt_O I,o,:].;:_]]oy .qp._o:lmcn.': (Bc--_g_tLL, u,P_> .in,O, th;i,:J_, :;hr.,,I, IIC II 0-]) .
L
_.. W(_l'_: submitt_'d to the ]<yc: Ca.yon Matx, rials Laboratory for a :;cvc!n (lay (:ll,_l he.r;:)
__-- sa].t spray tent, An X-:;haped scratI:h was re'axle ill Lllf.' p_Jnt fJ]m 011 both sp_e,:JmtrllS
-:- us.ln/ a sharp pointed steel seribe. Most of the seratehc's wer_ approximately O.Ol"
•b- wide; however_ one of the scratches was approximately 0.03" wide. The specimens were
T
:L examined visually under a binocular microscope ab magnifications of lO to 40 diameters
"i
_- prior to the salt spray exposure. There ws_ slidht chipping or flaking of the paint
= at the center of "X". Except for this area, the adherence of the paint film appeared
]r
==. ..
:, to be good. The appearance of the specimens prior to the salt spray exposure is
!-
shown in Figure 3.14.2.7-10.
.?-
The specimens were placed in the salt spray chamber_ and they were ex_nincd
._.
periodically during the test. The salt spray test was conducted in accordance with
--- the American Society for ' _ "re_txng Materials Standard Bll7 (5 + 1 parts by weight of
r sodium chloride in _5 parts of disfiil]ed water). At tileend of the seven day exposure
7" period, the spcc_Jncns were removed from the chamber; and they were rinsed with dis-
_ tilled water and lightly swabbed to remove the salt deposits. A photodraph of the
,: --
q specimens after the salt spray test appears in Figure 3.4.2.7-11. As shown in this i
-- f
. photo{_raph, very little corrosion occurred on these spceJ_enz. Ex&_.ination of the
_,_ :' specimens under a bi_locular microscope showed onl_ a very few, sma!l_ isolated _reas
_---; = Of t'orroaion i)roduct,_ on the scratched surfa::c. The condition of the spt'cil::on_ at the "I
4
, ' " 7 h " '/ ]O As :;huwll b 3- : .9•''_ntcr• ot uhe X-shaped scratches zs J]lu:;trated in F_cur,! _..... t- , •
- .- 7" these photoi;raph:;, tht:paint system provided i;God "p_ot"o t,.t,..-,"i_ it,, .,.,"'"'_,..Io0' • lla:;_
--_, _:,_ta].
.
Ni
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Fig. 3.;_.2._-i0 - Photograph showing the two painted Lockalloy (Be-58W_AI,
0.25" thick, sheet }_ 160-1) specimens before salt
spray exposure.
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3-- A .2'; inch thick B_.-3P,A] Al]oy :;[,(,cim, n ;:h,,wn ill 1,']gur, 3. 11•....I , - I _ :z:_::paint, .J
• T
with ADI > dov(!].oped hif_h tcmp[!i'at.nr{, i,aJnt ]eavin/[ Olll_ ,lid illllll-,Jl;, _l., d _,.t.I {.]if,li :;ub-
- F mitred to a 3.5_ salt tlprayt(,stfor 11630hour::.
The appearance of corrosive products on the protected paint :]urfacc i]].u::trat,.d
:;.. dramatically the excellent protection provided by this paint spray.
7 f
i [ Since titanium screws are used illjoint assemb,ies of Be-38kl ],oekalloy,a
7"
protective barrier must be provided if galvanic corrosion is to be avoided. A
5 < simulated joint of .25-inch..Be,--38A1.alloy protected with ADP developed high temp,Jrature
paint and bolted with a titanium screw was compared to an identical unprotected joint
..-
--..... after being immersed in a 3.5_ salt solution for approximately 2-1/3 months, as shown
•- in Figure 3.4.7.2-14. The unprotected specimen shown on the left has been cons_derabl2/
attacked by corrosive products in contrast to the clean unaffected paint protected
specimen on the right.
:q
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Fig. 3.4.7.2-13 Photog_':i_h or' _"
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Page 3-1!0
- ]l,._b_ - f,r¢_ I, stren/,th t¢:l;tSwtro e¢_nchlctcd a_, l,h,, Ily,3.4.2.8 Creep gl,rendth _'_,' - ' ,,
2
i Canyon t ..,i i'aeiliLy of I_,ekheed in ac .oldan ._. wil.h ASTM E139-'/00 uti] izing l.h,,
SaLee Creep Testin;, MLu:hJnes stlown in Figure 3.4.2.7-1. "irlpllcate'""' " sl_r_¢_Jm_.n:-:_.. oi'
i
-2_ the configuration shown on pa4/e B-2 of the Appendix were mox,'hinedfrom .250 inch
5" thick Be-38AI alloy in both the longitudinal and transverse directions.
-. All spee_Jnens were first measured_ and mounting clamp_ for a two inch gage
E length Satec Model _23_-K Remote Extensometer were attached using a two inch spacing
i-
_ block. With the extensometer attached, the specimen was placed into a 6,000 lb.
Satec Creep Rupture Test Machine under zero load. The extensometer was then zeroed
:-, and the appropriate scale setting chosen to give a full scale deflection reading on
-_ . a 12 channel. Barber Coleman Time Base Recorder. Full scale corresponded to i0.
i " _. inches on the recorder. A thermocouple was then attached to the specimen and the
" :' Satec Resistance Furnace, as shown i_ Figure 3.4.2.7-1, was placed over the speci-
: - y-
'¼o men. Specimen temperature was increased to 600°F for ]-5 minutes and the test load
; e
,_ then applied. Temperature was maintained at 600 ° + 3°F throughout the test duration
_'- by a Barber Coleman Capacitol #477 Temperature Control. A continuous record of the
temperature was on a 24 channel Barber Coleman Recorder. Strain data as a function
t- of time was read directly from the 12 channel Barber Colemml Recorder as shown in
) •:- F-;gure 3. t.2. [-2.
' =-- A dead-weight load was applied _t 600°F so as to produce a stress level in both '!
?
- the longitudinal and transverse directions of the specimens as follows:
_; Specimen Stress
I.D. KSI
"': 6CR- !T_ IL _Y,'.,_
._.. CR-31, 21, -_n
LCR-2T, 3J, '_
i--
_T
}
_r
00000003-TSO11
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3.}1.2.[) P_lissonV.': Ratio "_ ....•: [ .,A,, - Poll;sos'l; Ratio Tests wc,r¢_ C_ol]ducl;,,dat room
-- t,.nlp(_rt_turc aim _0) }, with Luld llJ.thout exposur,! to 600°1 ,' for 1.00 hours alld ill
• 1-
"K the ].ongitudina_ dir(mtion_ u hilizin/, spcmimens eonfon,ling to the eonfiLqlration
_ shown on Page B-2 of the Appendix.
,7- On tilt room temperature test t;peeimens, BLI[ Paper Back Strain Gages were in-
.: st:l].)ed u:;ing SR-I.L Cement. Foul- separate stl_lln ,,",. ':were used on each specimen
: 2 axial back-to-back and 2 transverse back-to-back. Another specimen having four
_--. _. of the su_e type paper gages used to provide the ms%cling dummy gages required to
_ "- completc the one-half bridge installation for each .va_e on the test Specimen.
For the specimens te:;ted at GOO°F,. four high. temperature strain o_a_es_. were in-
.' ._;tal].edon each sneeimen as on the room temperature test specimens. M-Bond 600
_" :'_ adheL;ive wa:; used for the gtu_e installation and heated to 2t)5°F under clamuing_ pres-
- sure for initial _.,_,_.ecure. A 5-wire system was silver-soldered to each oaa_eo_ and
___±
io I the one-half bridge was completed for each ,,sageby use of a similar specimenhavinglikestraiu o oe .
_a¢_ s Prior to load testir_; at 600°_ ", each specimen was heated io
600°F and cooled to ix)oretemperature for eurir,g the strain gage installations.
Tln first specimen t b : teated was install d into a test st_:etur utilized
" for fatigue test similar to the one shown in Figure 3.1,.2.6-i. The four .strain
. ,._t:-t,".eswere read on one t;train indicator through a switch box. Because of the rela-
. lively small _tl'ain output_ from the Poisson G_ges (transverse), it was felt that
L ':
: the switch box _ystem should not be used due to the possibility of switching tran-
"_'- :;tent;:. A]so_ alignment of the ,_¢rrip_':could cause bending of tile ::pezimcn :_illue
i-
both upper and ].ower • ' "-
- _ ¢_rly.,we.re ri_..idly mounted.
L" A ne'_.ltest SLI_ICLtLZ'CI.iU;_fabricated Wllure _pccimen bundln_ i,'a__i*Limknc<t }_:y
L U::t! t)[' ulli'_er;;:[] .ioint;; :_t I,Otll ends o]' tile ]o'tdil_[; SL)_h!tur(!. T}'J :!_,: "_l:V::l .-.:_;
"__]"" (_F]ellt,t!d vcri.i.,2uliy ill t.I,,2 sCr_._..ctul'e. I_9-ads were app!icd by u, ilydz'al/li,: ._[_.._i=wit.!!
:l'_lld _,;iI!l|_ .'llppJj.iIl' hl]_: I_Jd'!"lOli" liF(2:;:;_lye. A It>':d _cJi -rod ]h,*i 'ulO_ .........
"n -- ' • .... I.
00000003-TSD03
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was used to monitor the ]oadlnt;8. For clew_ted temperature tests, heat was supplied
by a heat gun, placed into a small insulated "Maronite" box installed arodnd the
_-_pccimen and grips as shown in Figure 3.4.2.9-1. A thermocouple tied to the speci-
men was used to monitor the temperature at 600 ° -+ lO°F. Four strain indicators
were used to read the strain gage outputs. A photograph showing the entire test
arrangement is shown in Figure 3.4.2.9-2.
The specimen was installed in both grips, fitting freely in both grips with
the pins installed. The lower grip was connected with a rod through the lower side
of the oven to a U-joint. One pin of the U-Joint was removed to prevent any load
on the specimen. This position was called Zero Load. A stop was installed to pre-
vent the hydraulic actuator from drifting down when the specimen was at Zero Load.
This Zero Load reading at room temperature and at 600°F for the elevated tempera-
ture tests w_s that reading from which all the data was referenced for any particu-
lar specimen test.
For the room temperature tests, four loading nuns were accomplished and strain
• (yreadings obtained for each gage as follows:
" Run No. 1 0 to 500 ibs. in I00 lb. increments
Run No. 2 0 to i000 ibs. in 200 lb. increments
Run No. 3 O to 3500 ibs. in 500 lb. increments
Run No. 4 O to 5000 Ibs. in 500 lb. increments
(or highest load possible at reasonable stabilization).
_-_ For elevated tests at 600°F, three loading runs were made and strain Peadin;_,s
obtained for each _-:vr{!_s fo].]ows:
"" Run NO. ] 0 to 500 ]b:;. in i00 If}. in,:P2meIit::
-;_
C I_un I]{-,. ,_ 0 to ;%00 1},:;. _n _.,00 ]b. increlm!nt:;
II/_II I|{,. 5 O tc I '00 lb::. in 500 lb. inc]'ement::
({,}. l;i.;}_esl; lea;', l.{).::;,_l ',' '' ,(!'_onub],' ::t,:ll,.i]]:;,lI.]{}ll)
00000008-TSD04
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!
NOTE,: The Poi::r;on ' ";oge,. were l_ad ()nl,_ |)O t}Ir! ].OO0 ib. Jf,:/]]]}g :11. ]'_)()_[l t{:m])er:_AJrf:
. i and tile 500 lb. loading ;_.t [;00°1'.
L Tile two axial strain _,_a,,,_creadings were averaged as were the two Pois:;on Oa_,¢:
= strain readings. The average Poisson reading was corrected for the transverse
.... effect by the equation:
ey = - ,2
Where
_:.... sy = Corrected Poisson Strain
f_
:7 K t = Strain Gage Transverse Sensitivity Coefficient in Decimal Fo.',n
- Aey ::Average Poisson Strain before Correction
_i _x = Average Axial Strain
+ The axial readings were not corrected because of the small Poisson strain outputs
_ __ which were negligible in effect on the axial r;a_es
...
The results of the Poisson Ratio Tests for the .25 inch thick Be-38A! alloy
.w
L are tabulated in Table 3.11.2.9-1 and were obtained from the graphical presentations"
shown in Figures 3.4.2.9-ia and -ib through 3.4.2.9-9a and -9b.
_. An added benefit from the Poisson Ratio Tests was the ability to obtain modulus
of elasticity v,t_lues from the axial strain gages as contrasted to the conventional
method of uolng extensometers. These results a_ shown in _able 3._.2._-i. Ccm-
•.-" paring the value.s obtained with the strain gage read-outs to those obtained with
". extengometer4, u smaller range i_: realized for the strain gaged va].ues particular!_ _
:- at 600°F as sbown beJ_,w:
--- Modu]us of Ela:;tieJty - ,_,.':iX ].0-6
!-
Room (,00 1"
-- :_'_ _"ain I;.:u,,,e ,!_L5 M_n. - 51.0 M'c,,. . _." NJn. - ,".5 M'c.:.
": ...... ],]:-:l,!li;;¢,l:l_.1,,r %.0 _,IiTI. - _0.,' _._'_X. !',". _. _'I:I:. - _(')-'" I'_'_;':.
T
%
L...
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Paff,_ '}-3 ")9
3.t._ _F,o_.IN(J).'°"' OF )',0 }NCH 'I'IIICK I_:-¢)AJ oIH•..... f.1
..
"" ChRr/_t'LerJzatJQil t. [ O|l, ' " t(:s(, :;peclmell;; |,reputed from .lqO-_l_'h (,i)i,_P, B,.-'_IAI
) * * % o • (.
•__7 sheet were pc.ri'_,rmed to te;_'t the formin_ LharaL1,(ri.)ti #, the |It I) ::h_.Ixr .]o_ilt
;- strenL,th, and thc mechoaical properties of this material. Thct_e te:;ts w(_'r(_,u;l,,.(_]:ly
r
:%
- significant b,)(:auseBo-38A1 of the same thickness was used c,xtonsiw, ly in th(_
Z--
• _ f_brication of the ventral fin. The results of these tests are need(_d £or com-
f
::----_ parlson with the results of similar tests performed on .2SO-inch thick Be-38AI
L
7 and Be-43AI plate. These tests axe summarized in Table 3.5-1 and described in
;LJ"
•-7 succeeding paragraphs. Figures 3.5-i through J.5-1L' al'u presented to zr_aphi.:ally
i
i]_lustrt_tethe quantity o£ tezt specimens that were involved in these t,est:_.
7
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SPECIN_N /._ATEklAL lIST SPICIM|I I IDI tIT.
TEM lIST IYP[ CONOt|IOt, r [ I ,.._. -o F
R.|. _ 3NF'It* -21., -3L
L AS R[C[IMi[D-NO SOAK 600 _ 31_E-4L* -$L, _6L
R.I. 3 _11. -2I, -31
T _00 _ 3NF'4| I -_T I -618 FATIGUE 5-51 R,T, 3 3NF-7L. -SL, -gL
Kt=3 L
SOAK 164 HOURS AT _O0°_¢ 600 3 3NF-10L t -IlL I -I_LLT. 3 3NE-71. -ST. -_
l 3NF-10_ a -lIT t -12l
AS RECEIVED-NO SOAK _IP. _ 3_C*11, -21, -31
JELA_E . 3 1/2% i'4_[_1 600 3 3_%4T r -_f -61
A_`RECEIVED-NO SOAK R.T. 3 3SC-71, -87. -gT
9 STRESS 5-47 T ALOC_NE COAl* 3 I/2_:dsloC 600 $ 3SC-10T r -II_( "l_
CORROSION AS RECEIVED-NO $O_,K R.I. 3 3SC-13|, -14T, -151
PAINT * 3 I ;2% ;+_h_:I 6_0 3 3SC-161, -IT[, -i81
I. AS RECEIVED-NO SOAK 600 3 3C_-1L. -21.. -3L
10 CREEP 5-7 T 3 3_-tt. -2T, -3T
R.T. 3 3_'l-lLt o2La -3L
AS RECEIVED-NO SOAK 600 3 3PR-dL. -$L. -6L
II POI$SON'$ S_7 L R,T, ;3 3PR-TL, "81.. -gL
. RATIO $C,A:_ t_0 HOURS AT 60G°F 6C0 3 3_-IOL. _IlL * _I2L
HO|CHED L AS RECEIVED-IntO SOAK R.T. 3 3t4T-IL r -?L -3L
12 TENSION 1 6(0 3 3HE-IT. -2, -3t
AS RECEIVED-In_ SOAK R.K. 3 SJ3.1S-IA, IB; -2A, 28;-3A, -_,
$.54"4 FLUSHSCRI_,% J 16XN. OIA. 600 3 513.15-,IA 4_; -_l..Sg; -6A,6/_.
$.54 _$ _S_K- l.l, 3 6J4.15-1A. I&; -2A. 2_; -3A,3f_.FLUSH$CR_%V- I 14 IN, _A. 6_0 3 6_4. I_-4A* 4_ -_k, _;-6A, 68,
_-NO SOAK R.T. 3 3J). 125-1 A, iB; -2A, 2B;-3A,_8.
S-54"4 (.175 IN. EHXCKMATERIAL) 600 3 3J3.t25-4A, 4B; -_,_; -6A, 6B.
13 LAP SHEAR FLUSH $CRI_*/-3116 IN. _A.
JOINT AS RECEIVED-NO 5OAK R.i", 3 4.13.]2_-IA. IB; -2_,_; *3A_3L
S__)_.4 (-I_$ It_. THICK MATERIAL) 600 3 4J3.175-4A_ d_; - _6,,_; -6A, 6B.
FLUSH I_JT _LUSH SCREW-
3/16 IN_ DIA,
AS RECEIVED-TEST AT t_O R.X. 6 3T.13L _ 3T-IBL
14 DIFFEREI_l ST_I]_ RATES
5T_UE$SRELIEVE - I HO_R R.T. 3 3|-19L, -20L, -_lLI$ L AT 10_°E
AS RECEIVIED-TESTAT 3 1050 9 31-_L _ 3T-30L
t6 TEI_SON S-17 DIFFEEIN! STRJdN PATES
STRET _AT ]0 -_-- R.T. 3 3T-31L, -32L, -33L
17 5TRESSRELIEVE
I_'_ T SAMEAS II'EM I$ R.t. 3 31-13|e -141, -IST
I? _,A+?__,<_TT_M_7 _ :T-16t,-17t. -let
AS REC'O. BENDA1 R.T, 5 4BM-'_ _ 4_M_5(
20 5-50 _. TO ESTA[C.ISH /viit_rl,MUt_ R.T. --------T 3_ 4BM-I_, -3T, -_l9END RAOIU5
I_ENO AS _EC*D . (_ENO AT IG_OUF 5 4UB'IL _ 4UB-SL
21 s-46 L ;o ESTAeLISHml_ii,,,uJ_ io_ _ _Ja-_t _ 4ue-_t
I_ND RA'_U$ I
NOTFS_
I. FIRSTDIC.[| OF sPECL_EI'I IDENTIFICA?IOIxJ INDICATES THE EOILOWlinlG 3-SHEET IJO. HC 24J-3. 4-$i1[£| t,_O. IIC 243-1
EXCEP! LAP-SIIEAx JOINT SP$CIM.(I_I$.
2. SPECIMI.N$ IDENTIFIED 3_1 .S THRIJ-_I, 3BI ._-12T, 3P_+11 THRU -12L, 3CR-It TI_U JL At_D 3CI_-IT TI'xU -3T wLIf O_STAItIFD
FRO/_ SHEETNO* HC 24,1-1 ISHOULD HAVE B_fN ]DENIIFIED Y._TH TH_ EIIIST DIGIt Ot 4).
3. LAP-$HIAR J(IIF4T SPEC_'_EI4$WERf PREPAREDIROM REI.L_tAt,JT$OF SHflT h_T[RIAI [tllft,JDID FO_ FIll tAnR]CAT]Otl AS_OtLO_
3j3.125 IA . -t8 THRU 3J3.12_. 6A - _-IEET IJO. lIC 137-_. 3J3.12_./_ - _lll[ T rJO. lIC 1¥7-]
4J3.125-1/,, -I_ 1HRU 4J3.12">-6A, 68 - SHEI! t:O. HC 1{/)-3
_j3.15-1_.. I_ TF_U 5J$.l$-_t%)B _ SHfET IJO. tIC 1_*]-3, _JJ.i5 4.%,41_Tl_,l _J3.1"_ 6A,6B SI41!I rJO. I1_ 161-2.
6J4.1_.-I _, I_ Arid -?,_ ._ . 5HEFTrIO. IIC 2Z7-1: 6J4.1_-3/%3_ AtJD _A - $1111TlID. JC 161.4. 6_4.1_-6,',,6_ AIzD -¢_ _
SHFET tJ(_. I'<. i61-_
6J4.15-SA, 54) - Sill11 rIO. HC 227-J.
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Fig. 3.5-7 - Fracture Spec_nens
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.{ 3.).] Formal)]l]l,_ ('haraeter]:;flies - B_$SA! .],_0 Thlcl:m_':_- Onl$ s[JoLfi_ts W,_rc
- p_,rformed ill c(mnectlo_l witll the formability characteristics of Be-38AI ,150 thiek-L....
_- ness and are listed in Table 3.5.]-1. 'fcst data is shown in Tables 3.5.1-I
-i_"_ through 3.5.1-_I. The same comments and observations made for the Be-]SAI .250
thick material also applies to the .150 thick material.
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:'- '_.'.,..L.] I n,:1''Ir "l,,-i,,,,' - Tile procechre_-, m_eel for t,.n.i _l_l'_ I.h,, 12_-_[_/ll m_d.er.i n.] .i:'. i.he
£
,I Ill , _.
::_,I,'lJ,::i,h_d, _:mp]oy_.d for the ]_e-Jl3A:]. mal,cr.ia.]. .dl.L. ].:; d¢:::_l.J.bcd in ,,¢• i i,:l.cm' "_.:_..L.I
Z-.-_
"_ all(]. ]s I1o|, l'i'pc)al._ d 11(71'_:,,
'l!lu: x'e"_.mJt,,'"o£ "l.en..ilc.,', Lesl.s of .I[5 thJ-cl'. Be-]_3A] /a.l[ oy. &lee [)rr,::_,l]l,(,d. :]I]
&'
: Table,q _ "3. ,. l -.I. throu_,h 3 ._.:l--II.
F" " For the .150 inch thick Be-38AI alloy typical stress-strain curvea in the as
rm :
received condition_ tested at both room temperature and _t 600°F and in both the
h
_- longitudinal and transverse directions are presented in Figures 3.5.1.i-i and 3.[a.l.l-2.
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l<,.t.,lhr(( Point The procedure> *m_.¢li'ol"1;c.::tJl1/_ th_ 1;,--_d_,Al3.5.].2 Bend ....... "
,Z
material is the same as that employed £or the Be-II3AI mater].&]. Thi:; J:;deseribcd
:l
in Section 3.3.1.2 and is not repeated.
The room temperature bend tests were aacomplished in a power brake uti] izinl,
f
the same bending fixture as was also used for the iO50°F bend tests. Thi:_ Js
• possible because of the reduced thickness of the bend specimen (.15 versus .25) a
:. typical set-up in the power bra/_e before and after bending is shown in Figure 3.5.1.2-i
The results of the room temperature and i053°V tests for the .150 thick Be-38AI
= alloy _re presented in Table 3.5.1.2-1. Based on these tests, the remarks made for
the .25 inch thick Be-3{3AI alloy in Section 3.4.1.2 are also app] icable here.
?
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- 3.5.1.II Notched Tensile Test_ - The procedure used for testinl, the Se-3_k]
materials is the s_me as that used for |_he Be-]I_AI material. Secti¢)n 3.3._.)_
-- describes this proccdu1"e.
r
The results of the notched tensile tests for the .][_0 inch thick Be-38AI Alloy
at room temperature in the longitudinal direction and at 600°F in the transverse
direction a_e presented in Table 3.5.1_-i. Unnotehed tensile tests for identical
test conditions are also presented to show the notched to unnotehed ratio for the
.15 inch thick Be-38AI alloy. Comparing the ratios of the .150 inch thick to the
.250 inch thick Be-38AI alloy, it appears the thinner material to be less tolerant
of notches at both room and elevated temperature.
>
[
00000003-TSG05
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L
f '_._:..'<_ l,:_l,--:.qf .l,2J_r!Jt'l',!nL:: - ]_l ord,_r I,o prov:lde des.Ll,.n,_rs _lld :;tr,.:;:: IJer;;ol.iV_.!
-- with mor_ a_<urat,,r,fastener al]owab/e ]o_I;; for th,:Be-38AI al]_,y l,rJ-r to the
!-
: ventral fin proof test, lap shear joh]t tests were perfol_ned. 'l'h_::pet]men:;con-
i i _-_ formed to MI_,S'1_-131 _ (e_(_ept for l(_'_,_th and riveted instead O_' sp(,tw(_.]dcd doublers
- and were machined from remnant pieces of .125 and .150 Be-38A1 "alloy _ki3 panel
material.
L"
.'--.... Triplicate speeimens were fabricated to the configuration shown on page B-Jh
of the Appendix. Both .190 Dia. and .250 Dia. flush titanium small headed fasteners
+
: were tested. Large tension type heads on .250 diameter fasteners in .150 inch thick-
:'" hess joints were also tested. All tests were run at 600°F as well as at room
l
temperature,Eo:
_i_ Testing was also accomplished on the self aligning A-286 CRES nut at 600°F
m
t,_ : as well as at room temperature.
i_,_ lap-shear joint spec_nens were installed in a 30_OOO lb. Baldwin Mark B
": Testing Machine and loaded at a constant rate to a value corresponding to the
approximate yield deflection specified in MIL-STD-1312 for the particular fastener
size being tested. At this deflection, the specimen was unloaded to near zero load
to more accurately determine the true permanent deformation. The specimen was then
re-loaded to failure. A Lockheed designed extensometer compatible with the Baldwin
x-y plotter provided an autographic load-deformation curve for both room temperature
and 600°F testing.
A photograph of typical lap-shear joints ,,f .250 inch Dia. tension type flush
C •head titanium fasteners before testing are shown in Fil_. 3.9.2-±.
The lap-shear Joint t,*st results of the .12£, inch and ._w_'_inch :hi:.k B_-38A]
T alloy are tabulated in TabJe_ 3.p.2-- a:id 3._.2-2 for roem te.,np-ra!:r, :c,'i ,.,_:?
" 4 • _
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Fig. 3.5.2-1 - R/pica] Lap-Shear Joint Sp<zi_n:;
Of 1/4 inch Tension Typic H,_I Titanf_::
Fasteners in .150 Bc-3_A3 Alloy E,f_re
Testing.
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-- :i.: I.IH' :::]ll.e :J.:: th:'.t em[)l_,y_!l] I'()l' the .2'..,0 thi_'|.: m:ti._:)'i:,l. 'J_l_:]:: 31; rll!l;!'r[ll(!(J [ill
-'- [ e( 11oll "_.ll.;_, 2. and if: not repeated here,7
'1111C COln})rt:;;;J.ol] tc:;t }'c::Ii].[;:; o[' ]'JO Jll(!h J,])ick ]_( - 7_A]._ :i]].o_/ :tJ, ]'o(_]iI J;(:liil_,.!i':l-
ture _md (,O0°F, with and without :;oak for iO0 hDur:; at _;O0°l.'_are ]n'e::entec]j.n
i
_ Table 5._.5.1-i in the lonzitudinal direction and in T:ible 5. _ .3.1-;-"in the tran:_-
..... verse direction.
q
: A typical compression stress-strain curve for .1._ ineb Be-5_A]. alloy te._;ted :tl;
-( ix)oretemperatur: _.and 600°F in the as r.:_ceived condition ure preuented in Fi:,ure ]
- " ¢. .._ _')
"- 3.5.3.1-i in the lon:;Jtu_Lnal direction and in Figure 3.)._.]- ,. in the tr:tnaver:;e
;f
" direction.
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" ",' Ic,, ,- The pr<_:cdur,,u_od f(,rtm:tin¢ the .]50 •Chick m_tr!ri_l: 3.5.3.2 ,latwi., Shcam ",- "
;" ].s thc :;;_ne_:: that cmp]oyed for the .250 thick matc]'i_Cl. Thi_ J_;doscr]bod in
: Section 3. 1.2.2 and is not repeated here. : .
o°
The flatwisc sheet shear tests results on the unused portion of the .040 inchu
J
'_: bearing specimens machined from .150 inch thick Be-38AI alloy sheet are presented in_
Table 3.5.3.2-1 at room temperature and-600°Fj with and without exposure to -600%
:- for i00 hours,
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3.5.3.3 Beuming Tc;;t;_ - The procedure u:_cd for t:sting the .150 th_k material is
the sam,_ as that employed for the .250 hhick material. This is describ_; in .
Section 3.4.2.3 and is not repeated here.
The bearing tests were performed on .0_ 0 inch thick specimens machined from
.150 inch thick Be-38AI alloy sheet. Tests were made at room temperature and 600°F,2-
- ;'ith and without exposure to 6OO°F for an inadvertent soak of 113 hours rather than
i00 hours, for both e/D = 2.0 and 1.5. Results are presented in Table 3.5.3.3-1 for
7:!
L-
- the longitudinal direction and in Table 3.5.3.3-2 for the transverse direction.
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3,'5.3.;I l,'ra_:l,_u_,To_*ghness Test._ - The pro,:ednr_ 1*:_edfo_" I,_:::|,inl,_th ! .]_O-thJ_!k
mat('ria3 is the name as that employed l'or the .2_O-thJck mat,:_ia]. "]hi._ is
deserib(:d 1_iSe¢_tion 3.1_.2._ and is *lotrepeabed here.
The computed values for RSC a_ e presented in Table 3.5.3.4-1 for room
temperatn/re results and in Table 3.5.3.1_2 fo_ 600°_F test results.
.
"2_
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00000004-TSA11
_. ,.].. l,'_tJ#_hj.'ra_.'kGrpwL!! j1_,sts- 'J'h_!p,',,,',din',,us,.d F.,r|,,:;I]I'.l,h, ,J',oL}d,'r.
': mat_rial is LhL atone t_:_that cmp]oyed fop i,h_ ,_50 l,h]._:ki;_t_l'ittl,']'|],]sJ;;d(._l<i'ib,,i
, • _ ].n [_ocl;iorl _ II 2 b _tnd it; not r_peut_'d here.
The (,omputc!rtabulat.i,unof fatigue crack growth {Ittl,;_lin,th.: .l'fl)thi,_k
f material is tabulated in Tables 3.5.3.5-I through Tobies J.,,....u-Sj _,nddraphJ,:aJ]y
presented in l.'igures3-_hrou_21 Figures 3.5.3.5-8.
.< The remarks in Section 3.4.a.5 are equally pertinent to the .150 thick Bc-38AI
•_- Lockalloy.
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3.5.3.6 l.'ati/itE!"ndurance Tests - 2_e procedure u:_ed for testing l,he .150 thick
material Is the same as that employed for the .270 thlek mate!rial. This is
described in Section 3.h.2.6. Tests were also conducted in the transverse direction
&s well as the longltudlnal.
The fatigue endurance limit test results of .150 inch Be-38AI alloy althottgh
incomplete are presented in Tables 3.5.3.6-i thru 3.5.3.6-4.
To check the effect of scratches on the fatigue endurance limit, specimen 1
numbers 3UF-7L, -8L, -gL, and 3UF-IOL, -IIL, and -12L were deliberately scratched
across the test seetion with a torque set driver.
A folnn was made which matched the contour of the unnotched fatigue specimen
as shown in sketch. A 10-32 flush head screw with a torque set recess was tightened
TEST | J '1 in a normal manner with a torque set driver.
Wh._e applying torque, the set was per-
mitted to slip off the screw head and
J
SCREW _ j I"_10-32 scratch across the speelmen test section
DRIVER | / _ FLUSH HEAD
SCRATCH _--_A¢.I __ _.... SCREW under full driving force.
Exam_ nation of the dat.'ain Tables 3-5.3.6-;_ and 5.5. i_.6-]I:;how::the :;c*';ttched
specimens had longer fatigue llfc than the nol;ched KT = 5 ::pt!_:imen.
- • ,. II m
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31 " 11" l]" .'[ Strenz Corro::] on "1_.!.:'. .. " 'I'}ll' In'Of!l!dur_: used ['fn" Le._l./InF, the . tq_) thick
material is the ssllne a_; thLd; e.ipJoyed f_,r the ._°_;0 l;hlck maLerlal. Thi._ ]I; de;;_!rJbe¢l
ill Section 3.4.2.7 and is not repeated here.
[1 fThe stress corrosion tesg results are presented in Table 3.9.3. [-1. No stress
corrosion failures were observed. However, from an appearance standpoint, ADP high
temperature aluminized paint offered the best protection .......................................................
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LPage 3- ._:'0_.
,_.5.j., _, C).,,_,.1.)' 1,)c, r,i, "(.,I..."_ - Th,! iwocr:du)._: u::(,d I'ov I.r_::F,il,_ I.h_ . I',0 in,'h thl,.l:
I_e-_AJ _:: Lh(! S:ulle a;: th;tf. (_lllpl%y,_(l For (;Ira ,;",0 :iflcln I I,.;,'k mu.Le.l.'i.'x±. 'l'hl;_ _::
described ._n ,geetlon _.4.:.'.._ and :i:; not repealed hor_,
A dead-w(:.i.ght loaa wan applied at O00°F zo an ;.o pr_)(lttr_e a :;Lre88 level in
both the longitudinal and transver:;e direetiona on the zl_.cimen:: as follows:
Specimen Strez_
I.D. ksi
3CR-1L, iT 20.0
3CR-2L,2T 12.5
3CR-BL, 3T 7.5, 8.0
A plot of Creep-Rupture curves at 600°F in the longitudinal and transverse
directions are presented in F:[gure 3.5.3.8-1 and Figure 3.5.3°8-2, respectively.
A plot of Creep curves at various total deformations at 600°F in the longi-
tudinal and transverse directions are presented in Figure 3.5.3.8-3 and Figure
3.5.3.8-I), respectively.
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3,_,3.9 Poisson_J l_atio Tests _ The procedure used for te;Itint_ the ,1_0 thick
material is the "mmc as that nmployed for the .250 thick material. This in
described in Section 3.4.2. 9 and is net repeated here.
For the room temperature tests, the loads for the: four loading runs were
: lowered to prevent overloading the thinner specimens (.150 inch versus .250 inch)
and are as follows:
Run #i 0 to 300 lb. in 50 lb. increments.
Run _ 0 to 600 lb. in i00 it. increments.
:- Run #3 0 to 2100 lb. in 300 lb. increments.
Run #4 0 to 3000 lb. in 300 lb. increments (or highest load possible
at reasonable stabillzation).
For elevated tests at 600°F, the following loadlngs were used:
=" Run #i O to 300 lb. in 50 lb. increments.
_" Run _ O to 1500 lb. in 300 lb. increments.
L
Run #30 to 1900 lb. in 300 lb. increments (or highest load possible
=_.iu at reasonable stabilization).
Strain readings were Obtained for each gage at each increment of loading.
_. The results of the Poisson ratio tests for the .150 inch thick Be-38AI alloy
are tabulated in Table 3.5-3.9-1 and were obtained from the graphical presentations
: shown in Figures 3.5.3.9-ia and lh through Fign_res 3.5.3.9-12a and 12b.
An added benefit from the Poisson ratio tests was the ability to obtain
modulus of elasticity values from the axial strain gages as contrasted to the con-
ventional method of using extensometers. These result" are :;hewn in fable 5.5.3.9-1.
: ComparJn_ the values obtained with the strain ga_u readings to tho,_;,, obtained with
:: extensometers_ a smaller rs/l_e is realized for the strain /_,a_;edvalues, i:articulariy
L
- at 600°F as shown below;
Modul,i_:,H"El: I] ;Ly - l'Silx IO-('
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3.6 ,r3l_,:/kl{ PA_],',J, TI'I,qTS
Shear t_:,:ts were' p_'rl'ormed on two 2[).-.[nch :;quare ]_l -_$/_]. alloy pare ]:;. )_lJ],'
not required as part of the materia] char_mt(:rization study, these t(_:;t w( re ,.on-
dueled to further demonstrate the suitability of Loekal]oy for structural appli-
cations on a larger scale than had been demonstrated by coupon tests. 'l_e first
panel w_s tested to determine its shear buckling characteristics and ultimate sh_:ar
strength. This panel was prepared from a portion of the .150-inch material origi-
nally intended for use in the characterization study of this thickness of Be-38AI
alloy. The results of this test provided base-line information for a similar test
of a second panel which was subjected to a localised thermal shock prior to testing.
This test panel was prepared from a sheet of .14e-inch Be-38AI material obtained
from KBI. This sheet of material had originally been rejected by KBI because of
edge cracks and surface imperfections. However_ the shear panel was prepared from
a portion of the sheet deemed acceptable on the basis of data obtained from tensile
specimens taken from the same sheet.
3.6.1 Shear Test of .150-inch Be-38AI Panel
3.6.1.1 Test Specimen - A 22.0 x 22.0 x .150 inch shear panel was machined from
Be-38AI Loekalloy in the same configuration as shown by the typical aluminu/n panel
shown in FiLn/re 3.6.1.1-1. This panel was used as a drill jig for the l_eka]]oy
panel. }h_csented in Figure 3.6.1.]-2 are the: actual measured thickmms_s of the
Bc-38AI panel. Table 3.6.1.1-1 presents a tabulation of material propurti<:s f_',,'::_
spceimcns takf_n from the stm_: sh_et, in boll* Lhc, longitudinal and tran_v_,r:;(,
dir_:etion::_ from which the, :_h_.ar pan,_l was ma<:hincd. In:._ud+_d _n the tab'd]._&t, oD
are tim mat,_rial propcrt:ies as provided by mat,:rJa] suppili,_r.
3.(;.1.2 Test Set-Up and Pr,_:!_,duv,. - 'lJh_! tf':;I, pan,." was moul_t,!d ill a pin-j_,int, d_
steel picture fr_unt_ and thi:_ as:lembJ 5, _1_ L',_rl_ was m:_",mt,,d .it_L_) a /;r_)ul]d t,,:;', "'i:.:!,u:'_
O0000004-TSE11
!
1
P_gn ]. 52110
• _i -_
o
Fig. 3.6.1.1-1 - Aluminum panel Used as Drill Jig for
Identical Size .15 Inch Thick Be-B8A1
Imckalloy panel.
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.3
})ag_3-2hi
= 22.00 _-
• I .0 TYP
+ + + 4- + + -r---t-
148 .147 .147 .147 .148" .147 T 1
4.0 TYP
/
+ + + + + +_t
:-: 147 .148 .148 .148 .150 .149
4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4-
147 .147 .146 .14,5 .146 .146
22.00
+ + + + + +
147 .147 .146 .147 .147 .147
7- 3HAS 768-1
SHEETNO. HC 243-1
+ + -_ -_ -e +
-T 150 .149 .148 .147 L .148 .148
-- + + + + + +
.148 .148 .14,8 .148 .149 .148
"- I,']fHH_I']_._,.!. !-, . ACTUAL T,_EAL;TII{I,H)'i'II]CKI:E:;:_],;:;OF
= .150 INCH THICK I|e-38Al PAN_:L.
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#
7_
ig SPECIMEN ULTIMATE .2% YIELD % E ET
-" I.D. KSI KSI 1.0 G.L. PSIxl0 "6
" 3NAS768-1L 49.3 33.0 10 27,6
-2L 47.9 ...... 32.6 9 26.9
= -3L 49.5 32.9 14 26.2
:* AVG. 48.9 32.8 11 26.9
3NAS768-1T 50.0 32.9 12 29.2
: -2T 50.0 32.9 14 30.4
::- -31' 49.7 33.2 13 29.3
AVG, 49.9 33.0 13 29.6
-:- MATERIAL SUPPLIERDATA
:: L 49.2 34.0 13.6
-: L 49.1 33.9 12.7
AVG . 49.2 34-.0 13.2
T 48,4 32.5 I 1.5
T 47-.1.1 35.0 8...__0
- AVG. 47.8 33.8 9.8
_-- NOTEs AVERAGE ULTIMATE SHEARSTRESS(Fsu)
= FOR 3NAS768-1 PANEL ,, 37.2 PSI
(TRIPLICATE SPECIMENS).
? REF. R,N. PAGES 568954 AND 568968
7" ;JJ:.J'JAI(}'.;,.t._Jll";T]]._j']j:i;. ":' - )
O0000004-TSEI4
i 1 j i r
=w.:
-- dr.I:i(,nr,d :md £:d)rJ.c,'d,_, [ by ],oeklleed-Adgn.lle!!d ]ll,Ve](Jpment I)i( lOCI .... th ;:hI,Wll _11
=:a" ].'itglr_" "_.6. I ._-I') . T. '_;t. /oud_ Wel'e app] led hydrau].ica] J.y and (,]..l prea:;urc wlu:
i
_ . - r) *
-7 re/glllaLed by all I.dJt: )n ]_):ul Maintlline; at; tllloWli ill 1.'ignre .{.( ..I..,.-<.. 'l'cgt lolal:: d_
not include test fixture [;are wcight of 2)6)I0 pounds. For simplielty_ this: ]<,:,I
i was neglected since at the failure lo'_d of the pane] it represents an error of
approximately 2 percent which was considered negligible.
i £
Strain gage locations are shown on Figure 3.6.1.2-3. Reallngs were taken at
- each increment of loading by two strain indicators hooked into a switch box. One
i indicator was used for gage read-out of the axial gages and the other indicator ]
: 7 IS for the shear gages. A photo of the set up is shown in Figure 3.6.1.2-4.
" Deflections were recorded at each load increment by back-to-bask dial gages i
[_ installed parallel and normal to the applied load as shown in Figure 3.6.1.2-5.
Y
3.6.1.3 Test Results - Test loads were applied from zero to 60,000 pounds in
[ 7
_: 20_OO0 pound inerements_ then in ]0)000 pound increments to 80_000 pounds) and then
7
returning to zero load. A buckle measuring .002 - .OOh inches was observed at the
• ]
: _0)O00 pound loading. Strain and deflection readings were recorded at each load
increment and are tabulated in Table 3.6.1.3-3 and Table 3.6.1.3-2, respectively.
:i --'[..... Plots of shear strains and deflections versus loads are shown in Figure 3.6.1.3-1
(facing the near side) and the same loading to 80,000 pounds and back to zero
repeated. Again strain and deflection readings were recorded and are tabulated in
- '"fable,3.6.1..3-3and Table 3.6.1.3-I},respcctivei_y. Plots of shear strains' and
-- d<:flcctions versus load for this run #2 are shown in Figures 3.6.1.3 and 3.0.1.3-11,
rc spe ctiw'] y.
Im_
,,h: panel wu:; thin ]t_lcd b,) t'aJ]ur,: in the sa_)K"inerumcI_t;; as used on th,, l)r,,- i
the hiKhr!;t r(,:MJllg ;;hear Ka4_e - i.e.) VO03.]. 'l_e pc;!,'3fu.i],,d :illV,duet}]c
::t!.:Hv'r whJ',, :t ::):_.:] O',' i;)(.l) (XI() [)olJnd;; flag 11[1.] 'i i)ll LI"' IKthcZ l'_r tel: ()0) ;:;Jl*utc;;.
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I LI
LOAD
_- 2i2.00-.................. - /_
/
---q
A003.1 NEAR • _ A004.1 NEAR
• 7-. ............
,,oo3.,/,_,oo2.,/ / voo,.,
- -- -x - --I---x ..... x_-- .... --- :_.
_ 22.00
___,,-& _,,-_. _,,o,_
A002.1 NEAR _ / A001.1 NEAR
•2 _FAR .2 FAR
W.
LOAD AXIAL GAGES - BACK-TO-BACK
X "411frSHEARGAGES - NEAR SURFACEONLY
Fig_ 3.6.1.2-3 - Strain Gage Locations on .150 Inch Thick Be-38AI Panel
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-i
:":-- Far Side
Fig, 3.6.1.2-5 - Back-to-back dial gage installation, normal
" : and parallel "_oload application.
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h'he I'I_] It d l)an_'.l I;_ uhtiwn In Flgm'e 3.(;. I o:_-5.
.-_
.: A p l_ _,1' mt_mn, r_d str_mqs 1:'.._hown in 1.'J/_ure :_.J,. I.'_-('J. (l,'.if_,urr, :j.(_.l.:_-I.
: g|loW[I .Itl'_:PP(:' bq,low {;he [):,,ilt_] btlek]iBg ]c)o_l. At hilOL_:r ].t,D/1 21eve21 buek!es c_u :;(_
7
distortion izx the :;train readings). The stre_,_; reduction at the center o£ the pant,!E
is attributed I_I part to the fact that the edge attaclmlents were "inside" the center
:- of the load applicatJ.on on the "picture frame" member:; era:sing a redistribut.ion of
loads inside the panel. The results of the shear panel test_; are:
: Pg"AILURE -- 120_000 lb._Failure Load_ Failed _t Net Section.
: FSFAILURE = 28,280 PSI F_ilure Stress on Gross Area
c FS }
; cr(MEASURED) = 18,850PSI
Initial Buckling Stress
"'_ Ser(cAI_ULATED) = 13,O00 PSI
t
3 [T° acc°un%" f°r reduced stresses at center °f panel, assume l
-j- . FSe r _ .6 x 28, 850 = 11,310 PSI _ 13,000 PSI
7
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3.(,.M Sh_,ar Te;:t of .}ho Inch Be-3_]A1 Panel l,'ollowing]_ealizcd 'l%_crmalShock
3.6.2.1 Test Speck,on - A 22.0 x 29.0 x .IIIO inch shear pane] was machlncd from
Be-38AI Locka]Loy in the same configuration as shown by the typical a]umimun panel
shown in Figmre 3.6.1.1-1 which again was used as a drill Jig for the .140 inch
thick Lockalloy paneS.. Presented in Figure 3.6.°.1-1 are the actual measured
thicknesses of the .140 inch panel. Table 3.6.2.1-1 presents a tabulation of
material properties of specimens taken from the s_me sheet, iD both the longitudi-
nal and transverse directions_ from which the shear panel was machined. Included
in the tabulation are the material properties as provided by the material supplier.
3.6.2.2 Test Set-up and Procedure - The test panel was mounted into a pin-jointed
steel "picture frame" as shown in the photo in Figure 3.6.2.2-1.
Thirteen (13) Iron-Constantan, Type J thermocouplcs were attached with Viton
along the c_nterline of the panel in the locations identified by Fig. 3.6.2.2.-2.
The "picture frame" with the installed thermocoupled shear panel was moved
out-doors (as a health safety precaution) and supported in a horizontal position on
steel horses with _.heplain side up (thermoeouples on under-side). The thermocouple
cables were then attached to the CEC 5-119 oscillograph shown in Figure 3.6.2.2-3.
A heat shock was to be applied to the center of the panel with an oxygen-acetylene.
torch at a specific distance and heat torch settings with the intent to heat the
panel to lO00°F in a time span of from 40 to 48 seconds. A special holder for the
torch, as shown in Fig_Ire 3.6.2.2-4 positioned the torch tip at the same distance
from the Loekalloy panel as the distance determined by trial and error on thermo-
coupled aluminum panels. Once the distance and the torch heat setting was considered
acceptable, the torch was placed into the holder and timing of the heat shock t_st
began. In the event the thermocouple on the under-slde of the torch becsz._(_loose_ a
hand held pyrometer was used as a back-up to monitor panel temperature. /
]
e
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": SPEGIMEN .. uLTIMATE .2% YIELD %e E
;. I.D. KSI KSl 1.0" G.L. PSlx 10-6
_,_4AS769-IL 49.4 3,%6 12 27.8
_ 3NAS769-2L 49.6 33.2 12 26.9
-. 3NAS769-3L 48.5 33.5 9 25.6
AVG. 49.2 33.4 11 26.8
:" 3NAS769- I T 50.4 33.8 I0 29.4
3NAS769-2T 50.7 33,7 I I 25.6
" 3NAS769-3T 50. S 33.9 I I 27.2
":- AVG. 50.5 33.8 11 27.4:2
: MATERIALSUPPLIERPROPERTIES
IL 45.4 31.0 9 --
2L 43.6 32.5 6.5
AVG. 44.5 31.8 7.8
_. -IT 47.2 31.5 13.5
- -2T 46.0 31.8 9 --
AVG. 46.6 31.6 11.2
-- NOTE: THE AVERAGE ULTIMATE FLATWISESHEARSTRESSOF
_ TRIPLICATESPECIMENS= 37.7 KSl
: REF: R.N, PAGES 568956, 5689_,
'l'At_I,t.; j. J.2. :_ .. _._/fERL_-L J'IRO:"i';.RT_._:S0;.-' .31,,,) T_.';q .... ,' ....... ,.. ,., T
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_= :_- _,, 4.0 _-
! _" TY 1.0 TYP
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• 141 .1.40.... 140 .141 .141 .142
_ 4.0 TYP 4
; + + + + + + -J-
- 141 .1415 .141 .,142 .141 .141
: t- 4- 4- _' -4- 4-
• •............ 141 .141 .141 • .141 .141 .140
'_ 22.00
.: + + + + -4- +
: 141 .141 .141 .141 .141 .1405
3NA$769-I
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Figure 3.6.2.2-1 Loekalloy Panel Installed
In Pin-Jointed, Steel "Picture Frame"
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Fig, 3.6.2.2-4 - Positioning Tool and Holder for
Torch Tip
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..----.... Afl,er ] eJn(, sub.]{?,:l.(,.] [,{} l.h,: l, herma] :;}I(.'E} 1.hi! S_Jlie test g_t-II[l al-l(_, l}ril{;leiilll.{_*
-- &8 described ill l;he f].rr_r, [,_rag',raph ,,f' 3.6.1.? v::u; r, pc.al._,d }l.:r,.. A plt,,t., ,.1' Ih,,
g
• ,} *i ,_ d
•£ t,c::t ael,-np for the .liFO ill,:h t}li,:l_ J3o-3[_] pan,.'] J.s ,;bows J.n 1.'Jl'ure _.(,._.,-,.
?
-- Deflections were recorded aL each ]otul illt.'relllell_ up |.o 'd/id illc]ud]lli; ](l()} _iill
g--
: poundr., by ba_:k-to-baek dial /'_4_esinstail_ed parallel and normal 1,o l,h_:q,p.l;i_d]_,gul
shown in Figalre 3.6.2.2-6.. No other instl_unentation wa;; used._S
•"-- 3.6.2.3 Test Results - A thermal shock of 41. 9 seconds duration was appli,_d t_, th,:
•_ center of the Loekalloy panel producing am estimated 1400o1: pe'o.k temp, rature a::
T.-
- determined from the oscillograph traces. The therma]_ shock test temperature profile
;-/ is shown in Figure 3.6.2.3-1.
The heating rate to the panel during the therm-al shock test was <atl..at,:ua:;
F follows. An ana)ygieal thermal model was g(.nerated for the pu/qe]_which inciudeu a]l
[ modes of heat transfer occurring in the actual test. The distribution of film7
" coefficient over the plate could be approximated from stalldard b pin[_,ment heatini"
= methods_ Reference i_-_knowing the torch exit geometry and distance from the plat, .
: Solutions were obtained from thiz model for various combinations of tor_:h temperature
• and impingement point film coefficient until the ana].ytiea] thermal r,:sponse for the
plate matched that of the test. The resulting hea4:JnC rate to the _l)iatewas ._in_Btu/
i ft2-sce over a 3 inch di_neter circle ,:entered under the tor,:h at tent JnJtiation_ [!
._ decreasing as the plate heated up.
An ov,2r-al! photo .;D._:,,_n,5 th,_ bu,:::, 5.n ", :;',, _" ,. 'h, pa::.. ",.eL' .}, <:,_:;
: restrain-d in the "picture fr_ne" _,-I,_{" dtlrin/ th ,= {_h,q':_la] ",,1 ::'K_ *,,¢'";;}]':,';II -:!
I
H_ • •
+_-- , e. l'l, :" :J. 7":D:iilu!:_ b(:_ui:; ;';r'r; )','?!i,l'_', !i.
£-
.-7
r.
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PIII_' "% 2(,9
_ r , . m 1Fi_. %C,.,'. _,-! C].one-',_ T, View ;',ho',..':Im,_ A. _,:,]n_m_ I_.:_,1:"
F,>._lle i .VroI,_,.1_;me] nnH .....,L,,,,,] _I('i_t_ o!'
A_q,ro:.:i :ate_ 3, I,"4 in_h.
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%:::[. iq,t,_h: F,,P I.h,. 'Jill _ Fin) I.l_ Fai]uF_: W_!_'_ _qJp]if.(| Fyom zf._'_, I.t, JOO/'K)_I
L
l,(,_llld:: ill _")/)l)O poltnd il],_l'_:ll_!nt_; an(l then _[. ]0)()0() l_o/ll_d,q _.o ftki].uFe.
-_- A l).k(Jt ,_I' dl,i'],.e I.i,,n V(_I';;II:I ]o_lt; i:; :;hown J n 1,'J.191ro 3.(;.2. i_-'._.
%---
']'he ther.!u/l. ;:hocked pallel fai.I cd at 120_000 pounds which is the :;tuI,,, as the
ftti]urc J_/_d ,Jr Lhc first shear pancl_ indicating that the heated axea of the
t]1(l_,:_alsho,:k,'d panel, with lower stresses at the center_ _.[asstill less critical
than the net section through the edge attachments. 'l_]efailed panel after removal
"l
i" from the "picture franic" jig is shown in Figure 3.6.2.3-6.
:
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F
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_- To obtain preliminary informal;ion relr, ardinl _, ,h(, re#;i;il,al!e(! (_l' ]_(!ks.].loy I,o
thermal shock) two samples of .O95 i.sch thick Be-_oA.,1 _i]u,y _:mp)........._,-.......
i
: -; " by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company) were instr[mlcnted o/Jd subjectc!d to
-:_.... direct impingement of a localized oxygen-acetylene fl_ne.
" The first sample measured approximately _aI-x iO¼ inches and had previously
. :_ been used fo_ a projectile impact test. A thermocouple (_?C,I) _{as attached to the
I
badk-side _ _.... " on 9_
._ _ _.,_o--sgeclmen _ the ccnterline of the inch dimension, directly
L
" --- opposite the point of flame impingement. A second ther[noeom,le (TC-2) was attached "
• to the back side of the specimen at a distance of 5 inches from the first. The ....
-.'-- oxygen-acetylene flame was held in direct Contact with the surface of the material.
-- The temperature on the back side of the sample directly opposite the flame (TC-].)2-
(_" reached lO00°F in _8 seconds. At that time, the temperature 3 _nches away (TC-2)
.,--- was only 240°F. This temperature differential of 760°F resulted in the area und_!r
z-
the flame being raised and permanent;l_ deformed to a height of applo:.Ja,:ate±y .()50?
2
-- inch.
!::. -.
_; On the second sample) which measured approximately I) x 10 inchcs_ the thclm_o- :
couples were attached on the centerline of the 4 inch dimension. On th_s s'emlp!, _h,"
temperature directly opposite the flame (TC-i) reached ]500°F in 67 ._e_onds) whJ]c
• the t_-mperaburc 3 inches away (TC-2) was 325°F. At this telaperature the sI>,:,.'i'::_':*)
- which was supported on each end, dressed approximately .]2[; Jn,'h of :its <,%.:I':-:_,.1_:_.
bui: the local deformation directly und¢,l' the' !']as::,:v;a:_only "' ' Jn,'h. A ;;ma]:
: bubble of %that appearud to bc pure allu))d.num ,,xud('d l'rt::_: the ;n, rl'a,:_ ,'!' th, .'' ,'!:_i.)
_. directly under th,' l.']_:i<!) o.;l Lh,: t,,mi)(:raLuro _)II the hack ;;/.tI, . V '1. :i_, "!!:,l:
I 0 ,
_-- -- _pproa,:hcd ] ,00 },.
),.:w:h <)f the:;,' :;_u:H)!":_ x.t:_.;; mfl):;.,(wnt_y _FFI.'' ]n;;i_c,'L, _i. 'i'h_ I'_ ?:L_:; .._ '
of ,:ra,_klni,. 'Yh,. • dJ::t(:rti,_i_:;",.:,y_' ,:,,)A;:_,b,r,_i _.,,'_]i, ;: , :[
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- - ADPTE-S'_G K:81:TEST3NG
...... _" - _ .3 =_o, '
.... - h,- " "Sheet.. Coupon_ "F-tu- Fry .%-e Exit0 r" ,- FtU F- % _ of
:- -" ....... L.D. P Direction KSI- --KS1 " K-St Gral-n RSI KSI: Roltlngs_
__ "t2Z_-- -..150- A- 50,6" -38-38-38-38-38-38_6,,_ .-2_.6 L 54_I -39-.-9 11.5 =" 3-
_. --- _ -- " 49..9- L38_ 6_-_-• "29.4-- 54.3" i 39;7 tl .5 ......
" B=-.- "_2.3:: 40,,_.-:4 (1) 26;8. T--. 50.0- 38,17, 7,6-
: 53"-.5-" 39.9-'-9 28.2- -- -_59.0 38.._- _.3
- - ......... 3,o1:.:, 50_ 8 To,1,
_: _ .53:7:38,0..- B-v_' 30.0_ 5t.2- I 3.%2.._ _ ............
_ 51 ._ 3¢n_ "7._ "26:2 T 49.-i- ! 33-.7 9.2
-:: 137-5 1.125 A 54.6= 39.4 9 27.8" L 50.6 37.7 13.3 4-
"-- J 52.5 38.5 8--'- 26".5 51.8 38.9 11.2
51.9 38.2 _L- 26.4 T 54.3 39.2 13".2: .__B
55;4 39.5 TO _ 31.7 53.4 38.2- J2.9--__
146-2 .125 A 5_.0 40;1, 9.5,^, 29.6 L 53.8 38,1 18.2 4
-- 54.5 39-.8 8.5Lz_'-25.9 52.2 36.2 13.8
_" B N.A. T 51.1 35.6 15.8
_' 50.7 35.$ 15;7
;:i-- 1464- .1251 A 54.1 39.e-e 30.2 L 52.2 39.0 12.5 4,.53.4 40.5 ! 7 28.2 51.6 37.4 10.2
• B 53.0 39-,3 7;.5 3.1.1 T 50.9 36.3 10.8
:_.-.; . 5a_.i_-.:1_28 30.4_ 47.9-.35.7 7:2
160"-3 ' ._50 -- A 53.7" 38..9: 11- -26.8 L. _..0 3_.4o 14_--- 3
52.7--L38-.6- 9-.5 _ _25..5. 52.2 28.3= 15.4
_' .... "'" '-'B_--__ _51:;_ 37.5: 9- 24.3... 1"" 52.6 39.6 I_.5
- 51".c_--.3Z:3 8-- .2&.._ ..... 52-;.0 i39.') 1".5.3
, _6o-_ Jso A _z,9_ ._ _ 2_,:, L _-.A. _A. N.A.- 3-
.._ 51.9 36,3 H" 27;4- N.A. N-.-_, N';A.
B 5.1_5 -36-.5 8-._(2) 27.8" T 51:7 39.2 12;5
: 51.6 36,4 9-.5_-3_4- 5_6 38,0- 13-.7"--_ .
_.:--: :161-,-1 .125 A- 52.4" _.,4 _ - 2_.T L--.... 50.7 34;6 [0.7- _.3-7- 52.7 39".9--J0 34._=,.- 51".3- 36"=.3 15.6--
: B -- 52..6 :3_4 9 34.8 "-'-T - 51",0 3"7;3- IT.T
: _ 51.9 39-,8----8--- 25.9- 51,-4-_-35.4- 12_
• :- J64_2 I .150- A-------54_0- 38.,8 1"I 2..5,3 L _3.t 39.1- 10.T _ 3"----
-- 5,_.1 i 38,0 i0- 25.8 50"_" 136.0. 11.-9--
_ __ S 52".4 37";.9"11 :'27_.9_ T 5_0.2 36=6- 13":'5"
: 52.5 38".4- II 28.:_- 52.8- 37"=5 14.4
L _"-- '_ABLI_ _.8-1.. HA'I'I_I_IAI, O,LIALIFICATIOli
=. -
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-- MATERIAL-QUALIFICATION., TA_ontlnuld)--
7i m -_-" ADR"T.ESTJNO KBI-TESTJ_NG
sh..t-7 Couf,o.F,,, % % °f 1
"_.:- I..D. )h,ee,tlon KSI KSl - K-SI.. Groin r J_l- ,I_5L RolJrngs I_-_- 161_4 150 A.- (3) i(3)- -(3): [.--- -50-.9- -35.3 ! 13._- 3
__ - 53.7: _19_,=4_12-----26.4 . 50_0 r_--0--_ 1_8 4
B 53*9-- 38.9"8-.5 29.3 -- t 51.2-! 38_.5 15.8
." .... 52.7. 3g,2 7.5 27.8 51.0 38.2 13=1 _
.--7
_- 161-5 .125 A 52.4 3,1..9 I-I- 29.6 L 53.-I 38.4 11.6 4 _ :_
5-2.3 33.7 11 26.6 54.3 3%7 11.5
°_-_ B 49,7 32.0 9 29,7 T 52.3- 39.8 10,651,1 34,8 10_- 29.4 52,7 38.8 9,8
i" 197-2 .150 A 51.5 34.3 11 32.7 L 53.3- 37.4 10.3 4 - ._
:- 52.2 34.8 1i 27.4 53.4 36.9 10.5 : ::
: B N.A. N.A, N.A. T 53.4 36.9 14.2
_"................ 51.4- ..36.3 .7.2
_'r " _'3 150 A 52.3 36"9 9 29,2 L 51.9 36.9 11"8 3 " :
53.6 37.9 11 31.4 50.7 36.9- 14.5
B 53.6 37._0.-.10 4.0.8 T 51.6 36.7- 11.2.- 3
52..,I- 26..8- 9 27.1 50..9 36.1 8;2
_ .:-- . 1-97-4. 125 Am 52-.0 3_.2 11 29.0 L- ._6- 40,2. 14.2 3
52.3_ 31.6 13 31.6- 5_.8" 40.0 _4-
_ : 8 N.A. I_.A. N.A. T _,:_.0 _ 1-1.5 ,
-- N._. N_. _4.A 5_,2 36_ i2.2 :: _
:- 227--I 450 . A 51.5 36%4 :9 r 38.8- L 5"4-,2 38.0 10.7 3 i
-, 5r.T 37,:3 10 28.0 50.3- 39.0 5.4 ;
--- B- "50._ 35",3 i"0 27.6-- i-- 52.8 36.5 13.7
49.9 35,6 8. 27,7 52.,6 37.0 8.8.
_ :_ 227=2 .125 A 5i:7 3..%4 10_" 28;6-- _ ,,_110 36.6 13.0 3
:-_---- 51,6 35.8 10 281-2 54-,6 27.3 13.2
_--_- 0 51.7 35.2 I'0 33.5 T'-- 51;_ 37.8 6.0
"- 51.J 35=4 8 3_.6 55.0 3_.2 11.7
" 2;_7-3" .150 A 51.6 35.0 9 2_.5 L 53.9 39=.2 11.1 3
":-. • ....... 50.8 34.5 9 26.8 55 39.2 11.6
--_ 6 52.1 3_.9 12 31.7 t 52.8 38._ 12.1
- 51.7 34.3. la 24.6 54.2 38.4 11.5
TAI_I_ 3.8-i. _W£EI(TJ_L qIJ_I._I,'ICA_TOH (C(mLJ_I
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-- ., .9 M]_CELIAN_0U,q _.E,,2_ . :
-- _-tu_f_u:mud_zm._p_r:L._:_.tll,e-_[T (:llaracterization studyi
inc].uded specla] tensile te_:t:;to evsluate tlleshort transverse strength el' I_>ek-
alloy l_late, and cyclic reversed bend tests to determine •whether cold bending
- ":--, ee_ld be employed to correct minor discrepancies on formed--_ockalloy parts. These ....
- tests-are described i_ t---hefollowing paragraphs. " " .... ::
Z
; 2.
. i
.•+.
2."
- 4:.7
%" .-
"7
2. - .........................
----" -.-'9" x"
==
-'...
.%
• . _ .
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,_ ,q )oe ] _;ensi].(. _ t., _. W_,v-e-.(/.ondunted to cv,,l]ul£to
.2 3:9:1 gh¢,_1, q_n_!nv_-._e__el_th.__- , I . .ia.. ¢ ," -
"- t_._-short transvemss-s_mength of Loeka]_loy plate. T ', - " d-.mp_aimor_swer6
£ made from a .250 Inch thick Be-38AI plate (float:..HC161,3___hich wa_.uscd--in--tha----
:_, ,_ material ehar_m-teriz_tlon p_ogf_/a. ThE coupons were machined per drawing TH-IO0
: 8.%-showa-oa--page B-16 in-the Appendix wi%_ the exceptlon.o_ the fillet radius
- . X#hlch _aS conside.r_b].y smaller than the .03 radius specifiei ..... The.ae&dius was
coupon-flanges to_rLt-_lange failures. Figure 3.9.1-2 shows th_ thre_ Lockallo_
cOuporm lyrior to test-lxtg_ l_igur_ 3.9.1-1 show_ the coupons w2[th the loadTng-fixtuI_
• [ -- .
.L Because of-L-he geometry of the specimens and the mallner of loading bending
[ stresses and hfgh stress concentrations are present at the vicinity of the fillet-
c radlus.---q_ae-calculated failure stress_ therefore_ cannot be considered as establishing
the t_l%_ile strength level-in the short transverse direction for thi_--_KZ-_fial.
=-
Rather) i_ represents _ qualiZ_ve .m_asure.-of...its..stren_th-lnthis direction. The -
_- _Verage failure-st-tess.of "the plate tested was approximately 32% of the ultimate
_ stress ifi the longitn_iinal and long tTa_v_se graln direction _or _his plate ....
By way of'Uomparisofi_ - 7075-m6 bare plate-of-the same thickness, .tested identicali_y-_
:= " fai-i-g_a£--22-%of its longl%_dfnal or lo_%Imasve_se ultimate strength. Examination.
- of the fraetux_ed _urfece showg-that-ga_lure,-4n-two of the T_hree-specimens tested,
:- stI_ted in two par_l-t-e-t- planes as evJxieacod.-hyloose platelets shcmm ia-_g_H_e
3.9.1-3 r
_" The relatively high short transverse to longitudinal strength ratio, however,
-x_ does not suggest any in-plane weakness due to delaml_at$Znl.
..'2"-
L__ Table 3.9.]-i shows the test results for the I_ckal]ey and the '/075-'IY]Alumin_un
-- alloy. Table 3.?.]-2 shows typical, longitudinal and long transverse l)ropcrtie;;I'r_r
J
:;_ - eempa'-r-_..,,_or_;
2._.:
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- - LOG"KALLOY- -- ALUMLNUN_IILOY-
._ SHgET.;-I'LC--'-161.-"32............. - 707-5-T--6"-BARE PLAT_
- SPEC, A_A LOAD AT- FAILURE AREA LOAP.A"£- FAILURE
NO. -IN 2 FAILU_E-LBS STR[SS=PSI -IN 2"- FAIl _JRE-LB_ STRESS-PSI
- 1 .I 098 1880 17120 1110 2080 18740 "
": 2 , ]'098 1500 13660 109_ 2040 18580
"'-- . 3 .1098 1890 17210 1110 2200 19820
": ' AVG: 16000PSll AVG: 19050PSiI I --
T--
= TABLE 3.9.1--_-TENSII_STR_-SHORT TRANSVERSEGRAIN
--- DIRE_TXON
LONGI_U DLI_AL LONG TRANSVERSE-
: SPEC. Ftu Fly % e SPEC. Ftu Fty %
NO • -KSI -KSI NO. -KSI -KSI
5T-1L 51630 36400 9 5T-1T 49680 36050 8
5T-2L 514.50 36580 9 _-2T 50240 36170 97
-" - 51"-3L ,50890 36470 9 51"-2T 49600 36200 9
AVG: 51350 36480 9 AVG: `{9840 361'{0 8.66
:[-
• -- TAB:_ 3.9_i-2_ TENSILESTRENGTHPROPERTIES-LONGITUDINAL
T AND TRA/IBVERSE GRAIN DIRECTION-LOCKALIEY S}{EA_ 161-3
: ,:"T- ., .. - - ". ----. -" --
O0000005-TSB01
LON GtTLLDU_IAL .......... LONG TRANSV-EP,SE .......
• SPEC_ Ft_ Fly
_" - NO. -PSI -PSi- % • SPEC_ Etu - FtY %eNO. -PSi -I_l-
:_!- r__ 1 85300 80i00 12.0 I 8680g--- 76800 11
2 84900 80080 11.5-- 2 C7100 71600 10.5
_.. " AVE: 85100 80_000 11.7 AVEr 87000 77200 10.7
"Z" , --
LOCKALLO.Y STRENGTHRATIOS:
FS.T.
-- SV,OET TRANSVF._BSE. 16000
L-- _ L'_MATE -LON G. = _ _ = 31%
._ L
" __ FS..T. 16000"
?.
ALUMINUM ALLOY I_TE - 7.0Z5=13-- STREI'4Gt-H RATI_t
z
-- SHO RT-t.B_a,I_tS-V_ gE FS.T. ;_O_g--
-___ , : _"-- - j, = _ = _ = 22%
SHQRT fR_NSVER_ = _ = 19650 = 22%
_-- _ ULTIMATE-L .T. F L@T
:: TAB___9.1-3. _I.ft:NI.N ALLOY - 7075-T6 (S_I_ P_T'I_ U_.n l_It SI-IO_
.- TR_/_VERSE TESTING) - TENSILE STRENGTHj L & _ GRAIN DIRECTION
00000005-TSB02
L•' Page 3-P88
--'.i 3.0.2 C,yelic_.ll!y,.r,d Bend T,_M. - _¢. following non-standard t(,:;twa:_ performed to
"- ase(:rtaih whether a mild cold "Check and Straightening" operation could be used as
:- a correcb_ve--Pabricatlon process on Lockalloy parts without affecting the integrity
[. . . .[_=
of the--materfal. -...............
"_ --- The test--cnn'slst-e_of--aye-linga striTp of Lockalloy_ through _-r_verga_t bend
."- loa_l.lng--wbileperfodicaily monitorl-ng the _odhlus of-elastiefty in"]_e_Ah--loading
r direction_ .....The...speeimeg-was _ remnan_lec_ of-Be-_38Al____12_.thi-ckby 1.28 inch-- ;.
Y
Z wld_ _nd _pproxiMatel_'lO,O i-neh_.lonl_. Itwas los_ledzas-_ simItle be_m_-over--s--sp_I_
/
of _._ in_eA-w/th...thm loKd appli_4_ _t miciS_am-h_ means e@ a-Wiedemsmn_Baliwfn
2
£ testing machine. A deflectogleter periodically recorded the deflection a_ mldgpan versus
lood. The test set-up is shown in Figures 3_9.2-1 _nd 3.9_Z-2._.The-applied loadL--
" was 91.2 lb. resulting in a bending stress of 29,800 PSI.--
. : For the first and every tenth loading cycle _hereafter the specimen was loaded
_- twlce on t_@ same side before reversing it and repeating the procedure on the other -
__ side. During these cyeles_ load-deflectlon curves were recorded. The test was dis-
__ -" continued after iO1 loading cycles. The strip was .then Inslle_I.edby Zygloing and wa_
_. u_ found to he free of cracks. -........................
--- The test data wa_ reduced to-modulus of-elas_ieity--andthff values are presefited
--.
?'--" sel_.-_or--th_t-and second leading lh Tables 3.9,2-i and 3;9.2-2, -
- respectively ............................. "--.
TLf _ The increase i_ stiffness found on all of the second io_I appliea%_e-is
:'- ....... evidently _ chKr/cberist_c of tills mateflal, _nd it wa_ observed on other similar ....
- tests. The fact_ however, that the modulus of elastl-6ity, for each loading, did not
:- show any significant change through the lO0 cycles of load reversal indicates that '
the material remains structurally sound.
-;.-- On the basis of these test results and since the antlclpa_e_ s_ra_ghtening
_---. operation was not expected to impose _ny more severe conditions_ "Check and
L
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%-
%2
L
_- ..1 - "
+-- •
.':+ G-YCLE SIDE DEFLECTIObl--- LOAD # E " PSI X 106
I I .04115 91.25 22.5
_ : 2 .0457 __ 20,2-,---
:- + 11 I .04175 22.2
_+ 2 .0428 22.6
_.._: 21 1 .0416 22.2
--.................... 2 .04_30 21.5
_ _ _ 31 1 .0420 22.0
_+- 2 .0427 21.7
+_ 41 1 .0423-- 21.9--
2 .04225 21..9-
•--- 51 1 .041.6 22.2 ............. " 1
/ 2- .0430----- 21._
• - 61 1 .04t3- 22.2
+5--- 2--___ _.6
:" . .+ 71 I .0415 22.3
-: 2 .04P.75 21.6
-;- m 1 .o425----- 21.8
f'- 2 .0430 " 21.5
"- 91 1 .0424 21.8
:- 2 .04255 21.;_
: 22.0
_._.. IOl I .04Z21 _r
-_"" 2 ;0434 91._ 21,3
-_
---- TABRg 3,9.2-i CYCLIC _E BENDINGMODU_ OF
-- ELtSTICITY - FIKST _aA/Y/_G
.%
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.- The material ehoa'acterization pl_O_ram._@_. %he Be-43AI and Be-38AI Lockalloy
7' _i_:_:-_s_r4=Sl is_oa_Uzed as follows; i
- ................The s_pposedly reported b_tter h_nding chomac_er_Lsglcs-of the Be-43AI
--.- _ka/2_y oVer-the Be-38AI Lockalloy were found to _ntiall_ equivalent in
_tes-g-_p_ggram.__The_@o_o ; Lfzck_lloy-Be-38Alw_uld-be-_'eeomm_nded for any
._,_:.7
.. - fu_ur_ major, application of Locksiloy_
i
_;.- On the basis of the formabilit-y tests performed on tIrei_e_y Be_38&l)__it_
?-_ appears "-that_ad_al. _£for_-_rable t-obet_er--de£ine formability and .deter-
mine_appr_riate.__nnea].ing and heat treating cycles for the material..
•_: Considerable test scatter _he- tensile and compressive modulii
of elasticity of the Lock_..10y material. This can be explained, in part, by the
2.'_
i_ difficulty experienced in establishing a tangent to the small straight-line portion
of a basically non-linear load-deflection curve characteristic for the Lockalloy
- material. A contractor funded test program (not part of the Statement of Work for
_ this contract) has been initiated to determine a modulus of elasticity from coupon
/. data, such that it will be consistent with measured stability allowabl_ _'6_ plate
7-,: or column specimens at room temperature. It is probable that some limited testing
•L.: will also be accomplished at 600 °F.
•-- Mbdulus of elasticity values as obtained from.the axial strain gages used on
the Poisson_ ratio tests, exhibited less scatter as contrasted to the eonventlona]
---- method of data obtained using extensomcters, at both room temperature and at 600°I ''. ................
5
The strain gage approach may be the most reliable method to determine the m'y.h_lu,_
u
__ of elasticity _)t'Locka!loy material.
"'T Exposure of the Lockalloy material, to too F for ]oo h(_ur:_ wa:; , ]th.,r ,,q_llva]ent
-- rio or better thai any of lhe m_%,6!I']_I] l!rollf.T*|,iii,:; _)|' II,,_I-I*zI,IK;,_ l'i:_l,,,r]:_] W}i,'_i
:. tested _ttroor:iteml,,.rature,± it __OU"I'.
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_----A_ " The! l'al;.]glle I ]['_! of' a K t ]. sp_e.[lllca_ dclibcl':l|;e]y ;;eraI,cht.(l acr0:I:; ll.:: -
test section w:H;h a to_lue .'ct receg;s driver, i;_ better than n K t 3 :;peeimenn _
• _" "7-- either at room temperature or at 600°F.
The fracture toughness of Lockalloy, sheet and plate is equivalent to or
=7
-: " better-than _I_T3 alum.inure based On the residual Stl_ngt_rTratio,. Rsc , as defined
J
---- in ASTM E-399. Valid _C.a/'#alues were not obtalned, since specimen minimum tldckness
::- of more-g-h_n one inch w_au/aL-be-f_quired in order to obtain valid KIC V_ue_.-- For
._ extruded Ioekalloy N.ateriat, such as used in the ventral fin leading and trailing
.- _ cages, the Rsc in the extmxs_i_e".ti0n was much better than Lockalloy sheet or
-i
_--- plate, but in the transverse direction no valid value could be obtained on the one
2
.7- specimen tested as defined by ASTM E-399. This implies the material may have poorer
_£- fracture toughness in the transverse diree£i0n than exhibited by sheet or plate.
Crack growth rage characteristics of Lockallov on a normalized basis (a]ter-
_: nating stress intensity/density) is approximately 3 x 10' 6 inches per cycle as eom-
7
•l'--" pared to a typical crack growth rate in titanium elg aluminum or approximate]y
2 x i0 TM inches per cycle for an assumed crack size of .2 inch long in the center of
i..._.'-- a wide panel operating at a structural efficiency (strength to density ratio) of
- 2005000 inches
...
--=--- No evidence of stress corrosion cracking was eneottntered..of..h_re and pro°
<: ._ . .... tatted (Alodine 1200 or ADP high temp. aluminized paint) speelmena coated with 3.5
-___. percent salt. The specimens were stressed at 35 ksi at room temperature and I0 ksi
"2 --
. . at _O0°F for i00 hour exposure. At the eoncluslon of the test, f;.om all appearances,
_-- the ADP high temp. aluminized paint ::y:;tem ofl'ered the best pr,,tectJ_m. "
--:. l*.'ekalloy J :; :;ubl}ecl. to 1;:,lva'rl't_' _trld !;enr?l"t] _'(_rro._ic,n :i tu,-'!_ if not pr,_,-
_" L,_cted _ :;im_ I:1_. to :t]um]num :lt]oy::. A/)P hi!;tl t,?mperatu_',: :l]./ll::]lli,;,?_| !.'l]llt i I.(,,,.]l|,!,q
-
. _ ex_!el],.nt pl'l'l.l"'l.]rlll '1!*' r "t !Ut]'.';,;t]'" r_ll(I !;erl,?1"q] _?_l'rog:i,_lt :1: ::'l!. _-_II i'lt,',} I_'
--- _-
• > {.bQ ];_'00 l.r):[l' _;_l'l_lllZ ' i " I J,{_ _O ;l i "; ! { , :], ,',.I:!:.,.lliuu-:. h_.u_ i:tall?." i;rC.ll'.2",.':A ". _:t)l'l'_Ci_._ _, " ". .
Z-
I--
+ - :
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The two ],_eku[I o_," :ill;TKi;-ikui6Ys te:;ted -t room t.(_ml._rai.ur,>, _n,. wl th ti,.rmal
_ i" " shock ald the other without any prior heating, ['ailed at the s_une l_oal _i'
ii:i:_...........120_O00 pound._; through the net section of--th_ ed[,e"attachments, q_]i._ indleatt!s
_= thK_t the h_t-ed area of the-therm_l shock p_nel_ with the lower sSresscs at the
[
;.) center-oT--the panel, was still less critical than the net section through the edge
:' atta_ _m_mt s ...... [i. .................-..:...................
_;'_: The"special tests eonduQ_ed:.to evaluata-the-strength in the sho_t transverse - -
I !- d-lr.ectiofi of Loekalloy plate show_i-a ratio of 32% <averag_ S,T. strength/Long.
il _" ultim_%%e- strength) as compared %0 _-_at-fo of P2% for an identical specimen in 7075-T6
-- material. The relatively high short transverse to longitudin_l strength ratio does
•~ not suggest any in-plane weakness due to delamination for the Loekalloy material.
•:}-- On the basis of the test results of the cyclic reversed bend tests, since the
-- modulus of elasticity did not show any chO.l'lge through 100 cycles of load reversals_
: indicates that the materi_i remained structurally sound. Mild cold "check and
•=.... straightening" was therefore approved and was used successfully to correct a forming
_ deficiency on one of the ventral fin surface panels.
_- Test results of deliberately scratched lap-shear joint specimens with a
c tol_lue set--recess drive_ showed no effect when scratched normal to the applied load.
.7-
"_ _ S_ra%ehing the specimens pars_llel to the applied load showed a decrease in the f_ilillg
load_it was still eonside_@d to be within the normal test scatter
:"- encountered when testing l_p-shes_ J_Int specimens.
T
.-
£
) -:-..
:2 _'.
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• DESIGN CRITERIA
%.----
: 4.L- DESIGN CDNCEP2 "
L
.i The two llnderlying ,objectives .In_the ventrel firf design were simplicity of
:T
f:-. constructi_ mnd increased slif_f_uess. To obtain the required stiffness_ Be,38_l
: Lockalloy, an alloy coDaiaging of 62._per-cent-_eryiiium _d 38 percent aluminum__w_a
seleeted..as-.the-pri-nsipal structural material Lookalloy i-san eXtreme/_ghi_
.,.. . weighs KllQy. tD..ath_ a modulus_.of-elasti_ity which.approaches that-of steel, it is .......
\ ideally suited to applications where compression loading-is a factor. In order to
-- explolt these characteristics, a semimonocoque design was chosen. In this type of
._- str_cture, relatively thick surface panels absorb the primary internal ioada--aud--the
substructure merely serves to support the panels and provide •a stabilizing effect.
.
i._ TWo main characteristics of the ventral fin design thus are aligh t titanium rib
.t. and beam skeleton and Lockalloy surface panels. For simplicity , a symmetrical
_ hexagon airfoilwas chosen since this section consists mainly of flat surfaces, and
:- panel bends are needed only to form the leading and trailing edge wed_-_.
LL__
i-
"--. 4.2 STRUCTURAL-ANAI_SI-R
%--
: 2-.
..- A sgructural analysis was accomplished early tn the program to verify the
..-- structural integrity of the ventral fin design.---A-mat_l model of the ventr[_l
",.... ' "T'IT1 was set up and the N._TR_ structural analysis computer progr_ was utilized for
-i calculating and distributing internal loads and stresses. External loadings, critical
internal loads, and atress calculations resulting therefrom were published prcVlously
__ in Lockheed-ADP Report No. SI'-4400, dated 17 Ju±y 1975. "
i.-
{'-
2
Y
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_-i { 4.3 SUBSTRUC_JRE DESIGN
The subst_icture (Figure 4.3-i) is a riveted network of titanium ribs and beams
-'-: fabricated primarily from annealed .05C-inch Ti-13V_].lCr=3ALmaterlal. The beams :
1
are Joggled to provide a smooth intersection with the ribs. The root rib is of
"_3 eonstKnt thickness between the front and rear prlncipal beams. The vefit_al fin
contour tape_s uniformly from the root rib to the tip rib .....The.design% emphasizes
% s_mpl_oity and ease of fabrication an_he bulk of the shee%-me_l t_-be_-
-=. sheaxad_iz_the flat;-only a minor amount Qf profiling is required. The design :
fu_hher--_p_eifiea..that-all-shee_-met&l_formlng is to-be done cold on a b_ake, or_a ...........
j Verson press. The Joggles see standardized to reduce tooling costs and are done on
• r • one Joggle block using shims to control joggle depth.---De2.aJl parts are designed for
"_ °
2 fabrication using standard machining operations. No patterns are required. • Screw
-i
-_ holes are provided throughout the substructure for attaching the Lockalloy surface
_L plates. Fittings for attaching the ventral fin to the airplane are installed at
-- the two points where the root rib intersects with the front and rear principal beams.
-- !
"_ 4.4 SURFACE DESIGN d
? .... The surf&ce contour of the ventral fin is essentially flat_ except at the front
:'; and rear _ .whe_e--a slight tKper is introduced, The skir,-like surface is !_
provided by 32 Lo_ka_loy pahels plus Lockalloy leading and trailing edge members.
-__ The panels are fabricated from Lockailoy sheet material of ./25-inch and .15C-inch
i i_ thle_. Twel_-of_-th8 _uircd forming to produce the required curva-
$- £ures (approximately S-degree, _.5-inch radius bends) in the vicinity of the front
%
and rear beams. All panels were designed for screw installation for two reasons:
Z-- .-
:-= Rivets would have to be squeezed instead of bueked_ and acc,_.as,at least from one
= side, is required to insta].l and scrvle_ instmum_ntation. 'J'h_l,_ft-hand panc].:_ar,,
: instal]td using hex nuts and the ri_ht-ha_id pan,];; usini" |,]ate nutz. _I_:_d,,._;|i,._Lh:n; !
-L-
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": [))?OV]_l' S I'or _ece_ frolll |.he rip,h|, s:idc' ()n.l.y, r_'b(t I_'._lJ[_ fe alld tr_l].iI|[_ c(|_(: l]_lelHbcrs
.
:_ ................. (!eJ44urC_4o]l-.].) arc-' machined from extruded 1,ockallo_: ba, _ stock to provide a d¢ sb,.nut¢_d
Z ta[mr and a }to",o_.. ..for inM;allatJon of the surface panels, l.'il'_ur.,:I.)I-2 uhowu the
i =
i partially eompletc'd ventral fin as it appeared durinv installation of - "' e
.=- . .ur±ae. paneil.s,
E and FifGlres )_.;I-3 and ll,4---hshow the completed fin aith and without panels installed.
L
[I._ FLIGIiT TEST INSTRUMENTATION
R ; One of the requirements of the ventral fin design was that it contain provisions
!• : _-- for installation of flight test instrumentation ....(Ground test instrumentation, i.e.,
.- strain gages and deflection gages, were temporarily attached to the surface panels of
;. the fin externally nt specified locations during the tests but did not influence the
_ design.) The flight test instrumentation specified by NASA included 20 dyna_i1ic
= .C pressure transducers_ 2 scannivalves, 19 strain gages, i0 thermocouples, 3 aecelero-
m_ --
meters, and a probe for measuring angle of attack and ym.:. To accommodate these
instruments, 80 pressure ports (type NA3718) are provided at specified locations for
ultimate connection (by NASA) to the dynamic pressure transducers; mounting pro-
visions are incorporated for the dynamic pressure transducers_ the accelcrometcrs_
:. and the probe; and cl_,ps and routing holes are provided for installation of the
NASA-supplied wiring harness (sec Figure l&.!I-_h). The design also specifies the
locations of the strain {_a6e,__,_ and thermocouples which were installed by Loekheed-ADP.
.
• In '_/diSJ.on, appropriate space is provided t_t specified loc_bions for insballation
f
(by NASA) of a "patch panel" and an e]eetrlca[ conneetlon pane].."
: l_.(i DhS.'_,N SUPPORT COMPO]_':NT TESTS
Various tt_'ts were' performed whenever required to val_date cc_rtain aspects _//
tile ow ra].l (h_:;i/sn. ]h:; inc].udcd c()m[)r!.:;:;iL;n :;p.kiu, t,:_t,;; _ ,:,,l,:p:,', :;:;JA_ll :,'_,,,LI,]'.I _,:_".j
.... iI_ ...... l,c.'ts. The:le Io_,:_t:_ at,: d,,s<r_be,'] :K,I th,. i'c.?:iow;nCL_.:;t,', and pane] '" _' " ' •
_- para_',raph:;. ([Iol,e: Additional detai_;; c_m" _'ni,'u: l,h,. _:u::;!_,ssict: :_!.,li.:, L,;:L;; _e:,i
..
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_ 31 x 31 x 4 inehes_ is shown in its test fixture in Fif_re 11.6.2-1. For economy,
2:" annealed 321 stainless steel was used on this specimen to simulate the Loekalloy
=" surfaces. (Annealed 321 has nearly the same modulus ,,f elasticity and compression
:. .
-:=-- yield strength as Be-38AI alloy and also has a compression stress-strain curvei ,
which closely approximates that of Lockalloy.) The titanium substructure in this
specimen was thus representative of the ventral fin substructure. The specimen was
loaded in bending to produce compression in the upper surface. Test resultsr-whic/L,
__ are presented in Volume 2r_Appendix_/l_nf__ihi_,zepo_t , confirmed that the titanium sub-
" structure would provide adequate support for stability of the Lockalloy surfaces to
(_ compression stresses considerably in excess of the design ultimate Stress for the
o_
= fin,
4.6.3 Panel Stiffness Tests - Modulus of elasticity is the most important material
:_ property in a stability critical structure such as the ventral fin. Modulus of
@. elasticity values for Lockalloy, determined from tensile testing, have exhibited
considerable scatter. This c%n be explained_ in part, by the difficulty experienced
in establishing a tS/qgent to the small straight line• portion of the load-deflection
curve that is associated with the low proportional limit of this material. ..
"r Actual veutra! fin panels which, by virtue of their rectangular configuration,
- could be subjected to bending loads_ were tested to determine bending stiffness.
_- Six panels were tested_ all of which were formed and therefore subjected to the
thermal stress relieve treatment at iO50°F. Data for a seventh panel wa_ obtained
by testing a re.:,nantfrom the Lockalloy sheet used for that panel.
.- The test consisted of loading the panels as a simple be_ incrementally to a
i
k total load of 100.24 pounds_ whi]e monitoring pane], deflection at th,_ midpt,int. Th,,
o__
o'_llng cycle was r,..peat_pd_WlCr . The loading arrangt,m,mt ±:; ._;ho_..nli ]:'iLulr_.'.t,.3-1'.
c
:2-
i.
?
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" LOAD LOAD-
•-_ 2 2 S PAN _L- ,J!!
/
:- 8 IN ..... 4 IN-, 8 IN.
-t
Fig. 4.6.3-1 - Panel Stiffness Test Loading Arrangement ....................._ ......:..............
l
ii'--- The effective modulus of elasticity for each panel at the test stress level
• :7 was determine d from the cross-section and test data by means of the beam-deflection
T theory. Table 4.6.3-1 presents the test data and the calculated effective modulus
"_ of elasticity for each of the panels tested.
I 7-
: ?:'- 4.7 DESIGN CHANGES ............
• r
.... A number' of design changes were made after initial release of the engineering
[ ::. drawings. As a result of the joint strength tests described ih Paragraph 4.6.1,
I -.---
[: -_. titanium splice straps were added on the exterior surface wherever spanwise joints
;- oecurred._._his..wig done to reduce the eccentricity caused by 'he thick skin and
! the thin substructure.._. The strap was made in two pieces between eanh rib to pre-
-- vent the thermal expansion of the strap from loading the screw heads. Design
:- changes were _lso made to accommodate smaller surface panels which were required as
c
L-- a result of accepting 40-inch Loekalloy sheet materia/ from KBI. The initial design,
_'_-- which called for 20 surface panels, was revised to incorporate an additional ehordwiso
r . splice in the surface panels and thereby allow use of 32. sma].ler-size panels. 'l_e
:-" splice was made on the inner side of the skin in the vicinity of a rib. The p_*e]s
-'- were undercut to aeeo_anodate the splice plate and stiffener anl_les were added.
= " In addition,severaldesign changeswere, made as a result of the groundtesta of"
= .... the completed ventral fin. A review of the str_in gage data obtained during the
00000005-TSC07
T:__ MOMENT 1STLOADING 2ND LQADNG
-. _ PANELNO. SHEETI.D. t OF_IN4I ERTIA_AVE.IN.STRES.c_ESI EXIO3Ks_AVE.'INI STRESS_KSIEX103KSI
*-.-- ..
3NAS692-3 HC161=1 [ .1214...001363 .463 17.8 25.0 .412 17.8 28.1
:.- 3NAS692-4 HC137-5 .t385 .001809 .335 15.4 26.0 .317 15.4 27.5
: - 3NAS695-3 HC146-2 .1285 .001839 .309 14.0 27-.7---_.289 14.0 29.7
3NAS695-4. H_.146-2 .130 .001905 .318 13.7 26:0 .298 13.7 27.B
_- 3NA5688-3 HC-_,_I-5 .-127- .0017752 .345 --t4.3 25.7 .318 14.3 27.9
• - 3NAS688'-4- HC-161-'5 ,I-32 ,_. ,325 13_2 24.3 .306- 13.2 25.8
- 3NAS694-2 HGI60"3 .i28-.0e1407 .426- 18._ 26".3- .392 18.2 28.5
- : (REMNANT:
:. -, EAVE=_= _*:,6_1_K3$1 2T,9x103
" - Mt KSI
-- ,_0-.9__6x t.
STRESS= _ = _ r__-
-- _21: - E = M (312 = 15771.09
i--
-q_- TABI_ 4°613-i. MODUT/2SOF NI'C_ T_ D_IDR SURFACE
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proof load tests indicated that stresses in the 1_)eka]]oy ourla_( pauel:_, n,.am thf:
-- root of the rear besm, were higher than had been predicted earlier. The titaniln.
h-
substructure was subsequently, relnf_r_._d to provide increased ed6e support and pre-
clude possible instability failure of the surface panels in this area between limit
:. and ultimate loadings. Seve_l___med_ti_/lium_ngles were installed inside the
2 existing spanwise titanium splice channels to ir .'rease the support capability of the
q"
_- substructure at tlwe panel _oints.}
L"_ .
.l
-2•
• ._--.
j-
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._._
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SECTION ?,
.C-- TOOLING }L_QU.IREMENTS ....
_;-[ One of the guiding philosophies in the design of the ventral fin was riohold
.-= tooling requirements to a minimum._..Thls..was accomplishe_..b_j elimin_tlng hot sizing :,
............................... i
-" of the titanium substructure detail paztsr-h_-mlmimizing_bends_in__he_.su_rfae e panels, .....
j-
- and also by using mu/zhlpurpase flat tt_Tplates and Verson dies. The tooling that was
:._ used for the fabrication and assembly of the fin is described in terms of substructure
? _
= tooling, surface panel tooling,. .and_aasembly tooling.
5.L ._.SUBSTR_LING ..............
"- Substructure tooling consisted of flat templates, Verson dies, one joggle die,
; drill templates, and drill bushings. The flat templates were made from aluminum
" -'._u sheet material using standard shop practices. Whenever possible_ flat templates were
" designed for multipurpose applications (fabrication of more than one part). Versor.
__ dies were used for fabricating the sheet metal ribs and beams. Owls@ to the common
- " taper of the leading and trailing edges of the ventral fin, some of these dies had
multiple applications.
As an economy measure, the. substructure was designed so that only one joggle
die would be needed. This concept was based upon using a common joggle length and
varying the joggle depth during the fabrleation process by adding shims to the
Joggle block ..............................................................................
The predrilled Loekalloy surface panels were used as drill templates for
drilling panel-mountlng holes in the substructure. This served to ensure ac.zurate
location of the holes. During tiledrilling process, a drill bushing of appropzJate
i
_ size was inserted in the holes to isolate the drill bit fr._;mthe Lo_:kailo_'_thereby
_ ='_- preventing, beryllium contamination. Dr_ll templates m_le o£ aiumilnnn plat_ were L_Se_ !i
for drilling the at%aek,meht ho]_o- for th,_h_n_-_ flttlngs, p-xcept in "_'ertai___nst_nees
g:.2
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i_ _' where ho].es h_1 to be dri]led using the a_;tual fitting:; a:: frill te_plaLe:;. Drill
:. bushings were provided for this purpose.
•[ -, 5.2 SURFACE PANEL TOOLING
L
=- ... Surface panel tooling consisted-of ceramic forming dies, flat templates,
and dzill-f/_tur-es_ Two male cer_mle diea_wer_e used to be_Id the I_ Lockalloy surface
i . panels tha_-_equired fo_,ing_ one for the forward panels and one for the aft _panels.
:_ Lef_-hand _ right-hand panels were formed on the same die.
! : Fl_t templ_tes Were-_ed to fabricate the surface panels. These templates were
i...... ma_e out of aluminum sheet materiel_ _Each-template was cut to the same size as its
_- _i associated panel and had finish-size holes. The templates were used for locating
and drilling all mounting holes in the panels and for profiling edges.
- 2
i: TwO special drill fixtures were used to facilitate drilling the mating holes
in the leading and trailing edge members and their attaching panels. Separate
u fixtures were employed for the leading and trailing edges. The fixtures held the
_- leading (or trailing) edge member and the six adjacent panels in place as an assembly
"" • prior to in-line drilling; they also served as drill guides when locating aud5_
_r- drilling the holes in the panels and the leading (trailing) edge members,
:Z
5.3 ASSEMBLY TOOLING
Assembly tooling-f_r the ventral fin consisted of a single assembly jig.
As an economy measure_ the assembly Jig that was used for the original all-titanium
ventral _s adapted for this application_---Co_le modlflcatAon WaS required,
-, however, except for certain areas in the vicinity of the root rib, the tip rib, _id
the front and rear hinge fittings. This was necessary since the planform of the new
-- fin differs somewh&t from that of its predecessor.[
: A minimum number of loeators for substructure ribs and beams and 1'orthe le_ng
and trailing edge members were added as required. Thi_ kind of tooling was held to a
..r-..
z_
.:Yr
O0000005-TSC11
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l _ minimum by instal]in L, the panels in a l_'iven sequc, nee, startin l, with l,h_, ]f.adl.n/,
z--- _nd trailing edges and the tip panels. The panels were locatedp one to tileother,
" using spacers in between to provide for thermal expansion gaps.
! ............................................
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_E('TION ()
- FABRICATION AND A,qSE_LY
- Fabrication and assembly of the ventral fin involved fabrication of the:
": principal members and detail parts of the titanium substructure, fabrication of
{.... the Lockalloy surface panels and lea_Ing/trailing edges, assembly of the sub-
structure, installation of flight test instrumentation and _ssociated wiring, and
_.'-_ finally, installation of surface plates and hinge fittings. This section covers all
of the above operations. However_ since this was the first significant application
of Lockalloy as a structural material for aircraft, added emphasis is given to the
..__ operations entailing machining and forming of the Lockalloy components of the ventral
:-- fin and the safety precautions and safety tests associated _herewith. All fabrication
- and assembly operations were accomplished at Lockheed-ADP's production facilities,
with the exception of Lockalloy machining operations. T_ese were accomplished out of
-: plant by selected vendors that had the special equipment needed to collect the
£
beryllium particles produced by the machining operations.
T
6.1 PANEL FABRICATION
The ventral fin surface structure consists of 32 Lockalley panels of varying
T
_- shapes and sizes, plus Lockalloy leading and trailing edge members. 'l_enty of the
.L panels and the leading and trailing edge members required only machining. However,
"'- the twelve panels located over the front and rear beams of the v_.ntral fin required
both machining and forming. The forming mold ]incs of these panels d,.fJnc the
forward and aft wedges of the ventral finls cross-sectional configuration, h_'r e
._ machining and forming; operations arc descr_bf,d in the followlnl _,_ubpara{_,ra[,h_.
z"
=- 6.1.I Maehlnint, Operations' - The :_urfacf. pan, s wcr," madc uJ they rr.Jm . ],_',,Jr. . I';_)-
"-- inch l/J,:ka1.[oy:;h,'c'tmaterial. The f.'.latpat*,:.|swcr,, first cut tr_ ap[,r_xJmat,' :;iz,"by
-. bandsaw_ leaving: about ]/}i in.'h for |,,,rJph,:r_d trim. Th,.y w,.r,, th,.n ::.a,.h_..,l _
_--. --
- TSC1300000005-
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' i'inl_dl _'iz_. and moun_;ing hoiec were drilled. Surfaee panels that attach to l,h_
- leading and trail_n_, edge members were drilled on three sides only_ for r .asons
[7
_ __- described In the next paragraph. On the p_nel8 th_%t required fo_min6, two elongated
• _ indexing holes were incorporated in tabs extending along the bend ].ine of the panels.
The bend edges of these panels were trimmed to finish size prior to £orming9 however,
the remaining edges were not trimmed and the mounting holes were not drilled until
I :" _fter forming. All machining operations were accomplished in accordance with
_: k templates supplied by Lockheed-ADP.
_:---" Leading and trailing edge members were machined from extruded Loekalloy.bar
stock to provide the required tapered cross-section and the recesses on either side
i _ which are needed to permit flush installation of the overlapping surface plates.
Holes were then drilled simultaneously in the individual leading (or trailing) edge
i- ------- .............member and the surface panels that attach thereto. Special drill fixtures were
i supplied by Loekheed-ADP to serve as drill guides and also to hold the leading and
.L
:: trailing edge members and their associated panels in place during the drillin6
: ._ operations.
L. 6.1.2 Forming Op rations - Fo ming operations were accomplished at Lockh e -AD*
_...... after the panels had been machined as described earlier. The forming was relatively
._ simple_ consisting of a single element constant bend of approximately 3 degrees.
- Preliminary tests, performed hot on narrow coupons, suggested that an R/t ratio of
_--_ -_. 16 would he a comfortable minim_- value to use in the design. A bend radius of 2.5
. _ inches was selected, based on the thicker gauge (.150-1nch) panels. A formin_
__" _ temperature of 1050°F for a period of 1 hour was selected as a combination forming
_- and stress-relieving, cycle. This cycle was selected because it app_:ared to _ nvolve
_ _.i the ].east risk of fai]ure. Since li_,ited time was available for deve]opm_:nt w_rk on
t
. _i this pr,,_r_ b _o atl.<,mpt was made to optimize the iorm[ C and str,us:;-r..:i, viii." 'y-'_,_.
N i
f
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8ingle, male, _ast ecramie (dlassroek) dies were u'_ed. Because of the
£
difference in bend angle between the front and the rear bes#,1panels, two dies were
- made. Each die ineorpora+(_.dtwo sets of indexing holes to accommodate th,..different
{- size panels. The eight smaller panels with an approximate bend line of ii inches
_- were formed first in accordance with the following procedure: ........
a. The blank wa_ first w_shed in an alkaline soap solution.
V
b. The die was then prel_eated to 1050°F_and iubricat_ by spr_vlng :
it with a graphite lubricant (Everlube T-50), " _:
e. The blank was loaded on the praheat_d_die _nd indexed by means of
_- drop pins.
"-- d. The blank was then covered with slip sheets in preparation for loading
with weights. (Slip sheets were .Ol6-ineh thick commercially pure
i • titanium. Two slip sheets were used, one on either side of the bend.)
[-
- e. Preheated dead weights were then placed on the sllp sheets. Stainless
.-- steel bars and plates were used for this purpose.
f. The die assembly was then placed in the furnace and heated to iOSO°F.
-" This temperature was maintained for one hour. External thermocouples
/ were placed against the die face to monitor temperatur e.
z_
-_ g. The loaded die was then removed from the furnace and allowed to cool
C
_ overnight to room temperature. After cooling_ the weights were unloaded
- and the formed paa'ts were removed.
: h. After being washed and Zyglo-inspectcd, the formed part was sent to the
outside mash_ne shop for finish machining.
- [!
The above procedure proved to be hi_;hly suecessful in forming; all of" the slv:a]l
,j ' •pa_e]s. Beud de[ nltlon and ausru]al'itywerc [,_oodand al] of these pau,:is were
Fr' (=" fo_,ed at the fJ_':_tatt,'mpt, h. same procedure was therefore used f_,r the four
]ariT:r l*a_leJ5. 'i_l_)of "[,h,'5_![,_l_e]:;ha_l 3(,-inch bend ]incs.
3-
r-
.-
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The initial effort to form one of these pane]s usJn£, the above procedure did
_- not meet with the same success, however. The panel, upon removal of the _ea£1 weights,
7
: lifted off the die along its periphery, resulting in an anticlastic, saddle-back-
?- shaped surface. The how at the bend llne measured approximately 3/8 inch, with the
i- edges being higher than the middle. The bowing was thought tO be the result of an
:J
incomplete stress relief. To compensate, the he_ting cycle was extended tel2 hours
i/ and the dead weights were rearranged to apply greater pressure around the edges. This,
--_" tuo-__however, was unsuccessful, suggesting that the bowing could possibly be due to
" residus_L__tresses__induced-during cool down.
-_ Various methods were employed to maintain an even temperature during cool down
on this and subsequent pamels._. Panels were covered with insulating blankets and
:: allowed to slowly cool in the oven, and weights were judiciously removed to eom-
i" pensate for uneven cool down. A set of shaped ceramic blocks was also made to
T.-
"_ separate the panel from the steel weights ..... All_ of _these methods, aet with partial
success and none were repeatable. In addition, cold-forming on a power brake
• _ followed by a die anneal was tried, but this too did not appreciably improve panel
r. definition. As a result of the above forming trials, two panels with a slight bow
of approximately .09 and .i0, _e_peotively_ were dee_ed acceptable for assembly.. On
the remaining two panels the bowing persistt_It-o a magnitude of approximately i/_
2
inch.
_ - A check and straightening operation in a power brake was then tried. This
J
standard shop practice, which is often employed to correct minor distortions in i
t
aluminum and titanium parts, is normally governed by process specifications.
.L However, since no previous experience existed with Loekalloy_ a simple cold bend test
L
:_ was deviscd and performed on a Loekalloy remnant to verify that the panel would
r suffer no damage or degradation. This test is described in Sf,ctlon 3_ Paragraph 3,9_ [
One of Lh_' co ht-straiig_tened panels wa:; succ_r::siuLly brout_ht to the d..sired
2
T
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-. configuration and af'ter Zyl,lo-inspection Warn released he productio;_. 'I_e second
fJ---
. ._ panel, however, was distorted by the introduction of a sliCht oil can buckle. To
_- remove this distortion, the panel was subjected to an additional stress-relieving
_.. cycle on the ceramic die. The original forming procedure was used but a different
cooling cycle was tried, This time the panel was removed from the hot die rapidly
_ n _
,_ k and suspended in still air to allow natural cooling to room temperature. The panel
i- produced by this method proved to be one of-the better ones___T_he_natural air-cool
i.
cycle evidently provided uniform cooling with attendant results .....This method of ,
:_ cooling is much more economical than the initial method, since the duration of the
: cycle is greatly reduced and the die is available sooner for further production.
--_ . Further verification tests are needed, however, to demonstrate tile reliability and
repeatability of this forming technique before it can be fully accredited.
_= 6.2 SUBSTRUCTUREASSEMBLY
_. Fabrication of the 7entral fin substruc[ure was accomplished in the assembly
_- Jig by first clamping the Lockalloy leading and trailing edge members_ the titanium
ribs, beams, and associated fillers, angles, and internal splice straps in positions
2 determined by locators ......The above stracLurai members were then tack riveted together
Ji
using-standard shop practices. Panel mounting holes were drilled in the substructure
:'- after assembly was complete, using the actual panels as templates. Pilot holes were
drille_ initially. These holes were later punched and reamed to final size, unless
i
accessibility dictated drilling. Drill bushings were used to protect the holes in
"- the panels- an.."also to prevent the assembly area from being contaminated by beryllium
z particles. Panels were clamped in pl_cc one at a time and the holes were then
- drilled. Mounting holes for the next adjacent panel were then drilled in a simil_"
:--- manner. Mounting holes for each horizontal row of panels were drilled in a_ orderly
--- predetermined sequenee_ working from the leading and trailing edges t_,warda the
center and establishing proper thermal expansion gaps between panels in the proc(,:;.,;.
r--
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-- " The final step in the assembly of the substructure involved installation of
_
-- the front and rear hinge fittings at the intersection of the root rib and the
L_
principal front and rear b,ams. Most-of the holes needed for installation of the
k: fittings were drilled using driL_ templates m_te-'direetly from the fittings, The
remaining holes were drilled using the actual fittings with drill bushings installed
--- in the holes to prevent damage.
-- 6.3 FINAL ASSEMBLY .......... _ '
Final assembly of the ventral fin primarily involved installation of the flight
d
- test instrumentation and installation of surface pan_is, The inner surfaces of the
panels and the exterior titanium splice straps were painted with a high temperature
__ aluminized paint prior to assembly to isolate the dissimilar metals that would other-
r
,- wise be in direct contact following final assembly. This was done to prevent future
i_. -_ galvanic action.
?
_ _le left-hand panels were installed first, using screws and hex nuts. These
2_._ panels are permanently installed and are not supposed to be removed in the field.
• Next, the flight test instrumentation and its associated wire harnesses and cabling
were installed indesignated locations. The final step in the assembly sequence
involved installation of th_ right-hand surface panels. These panels are secured
through close tolerance mounting holes by fixed plate nuts and screws and are
designed for easy removal to provide access to internal flight test instrumentation.
During final assembly, however, it became apparent that these panels could not be
removed and replaced as easily as had been desired. Small inaccuracies, accumulated
in the transfer drilling of holes from the panels to the substructure, combined with
minimum diameter holes in the panels and the fixed locations of the plate nuts_ made
it difficult to ilLstall and remove the fasteners. This situation was corrected by
carefully reaming the holes in the Lockalloy panels to increase their dis_n_ter to t_':,,
_,.h_¢,h side oF aeceptaole tolerances.
f-
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_-- '['hecomp]et¢.d ventral fin was then subjected to proof-load t_.f;t:'. A review of
-[-_- the strain ga_e data obtained during thes_ tests indieated that stresses in the
[.
surface panels, near the root rib and rear beam, were eonsiderably higher than had?
L been predictZed-_ The substructure was reinforced as a result to provide increased
edge support and preclude possible instability failure of the surface panels in this
•_ area between limit and ultimate loadlngs. Several formed titanium angles were
- installed inside the existing spanwlse titanium splice channels: t-o-_[nerease the
i_ support capahilA_y of the substructure st the panel Joints. -
:= 6.1t S&FETY PROVISIONS AND TESTS
? : Safety tests were performed perioclieally throughout the program by I._cl_eed-.gDP
: personnel in association with the Lockheed-California Company Industrial safety
Department. These tests were needed to assure the safety of personnel that would be
i fabricating the Loekalloy components of the ventral fin or conducting the concurrent
material characterization studies. Since the toxic effects that accrue from inhal-
E
-" ation of beryllium powder are well known_ it was reasonable to assume that the
t
5__ machining or hot forming of Lockallo¥ could he hazardous to the personnel so engaged.
For this reason, the machining of most of the Loekalloy components was left to outside
:G
-_ vendors that had special hooded enelosures equipped with Vacuum devices to prevent 7 ::
T-
contamination of the air. However_ since all forming operations and material char-
[ z
:1:- acterizatlon studies were to be _eeomplished in-plant by Loekh_ed-ADP personnel_
"- special tests were performed in advance to confirm that heating Lo(:kal]oy to temper-
atures of 1050°F did not present a health hazard. In addition, tests were performed
[
to detect Loekalloy surface contamination and also to determine the h_ar4s asaoc_atcd :
-- with simple machining operations that might have to be done in-plant.
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.-U 6.4.1 l_ckallo_ Heatinf_ Safety Tests - To ver!,fy thc _'!;ty o_' workln, with Locka_loy
.___,
5-- at t,[/pieal funning temperatures, several specimens were heated in a small furnace and
r__ air samples obtained periodically by opening the furnace door, The air samples were
collected using equipment provided by, and under the direct supervision of, a
.:
representative from the Lockheed-Callfornia company Industrial Safety Department.
: Two types of equipment Were used which collected air samples at two different
- rates of alrflow. Filters from both samplers were submitted for analysis to deter-
5"
i:' "" mlne 2&he--tatal..quantfty of beryllium collected, In each case, the total weight of
"" i
L " beryllium was extremely small compared to allowable...levels.For a given volume of a
.... air'T however, there w_._ a large difference in the quantity collected using the two
_: _ sample_ese_ results were considered.i_cea_ since the total weights of
_" beryllium reported approached the minimum that could be measured using the accepted
_--'" analysis method.
2-
- ................................ -A second set of air samples was obtained, over a longer period of time, using
'i
'- the equipment with the highest rate of airflow. This was done in an attenpt to collect
:" a larger total quantity of beryllium, if any was present.
-t . Filters used during this second set of sampling tests were submitted for
C-
:. analysis, ml_ng_with new, uncontaminated filters...These-filters were analyzed
Y
- using two dlfferent-analysis methods. In both cases, the total quantity of berylllum
: reported on the unexposed filters was higher than that found on the filters used
7 duri_ actual air sampling of Lockalloy specimens heated to 1050°F. In all cases,
L
the total weight reported was less than the minimum that can be accurately measured
J-- ]
...... by the particular analysis method used.
-- • As a result of .he above tests, the Industrial Safety Department concluded that
" "-......... heating Loekalloy specimens to I050°F does not liberate any beryllium to the atmonpher,_.
f
: Loekheed-ADP was then authorized to process and test Lockalloy at this temperature
i
-- without any special precautionary measures.
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_u- 6.4.2 Loekallo_r Surface Oontamlnation Safet_r Tests - Special tests were performed
I measure surface of Lockalloy under various conditions. The Lock-
to contamination
i it alloy surface panels were tested for surface contamination by wiping the panels
_ "-" with filter papers. Panels were tested in as-received condition, after machining,
ii.... alld after thorough washing. Aualysls of the filters indicated that the surface
_ berylllt_n is detectable but considerably below the limits considered acceptable.
Z '
• _-. Similar tests performed on Lockalloy specimens exposed to 3.5 percent salt
:'; spray solution for seven days indicated high levels of be_-lllum oxides attached
- to the surface. It was therefore concluded that paint or other appropriate surface
:- coatings should be used to protect T,oekalloy material intended for use in corrosive
_ "':_*: _ e_l_iroll_el_ts, and thereby protect personnel from possible contamination.
:-- 6._. cka110_¢ Machinin_ Safet_¢ Tests - During final assembly of the ventral fin
.... it became necessary to enlarge the holes in the Lockalloy panels (See Paragraph 6.3).
_-'- Since this operation was performed at Lockheed-ADP, it afforded an opportunity to
or posed any hazards to the personnel involved. During
determine whether not it
.. the reaming operation, portable vacuum equlpment was used to collect the Lockalloy
:" chips. Air samples were also collected at the work and in the surrounding area by
a representative from the Lockheed-California Company Ihdustrlal Safety Department.
- ' Analysis of these samples indlcate_ that the quantity of beryllium in the atmosphere
5 was well below acceptable limits and cofiflrmed that this operation could be accom-
plishcd safely.
?---- 6.4.h PhFsical Examinations for Personn.el - In addition to the above safety te_ts,
:'_ii, !_r all Lockheed-ADP personnel involved in Lockalloy fabrication and testing were given
_ _ thorough phy_ical examinations at the out:_et of the program and will be re-ex,_nincd
_ at its conclusion to determine whether any deleterious effectz on the he_ith of
_ • personnel occurred _s _ result of their participation on this pro_,r_.
N 2
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_ 6.5 EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
During fabrication of the Lockalloy surface panels, valuable experience was
gained relative to the machining and forming of Be-38A1 Lockalloy. Although the
formed parts were relatively simple, the formability of Lockalloy was confirmed and
_- the ease with which it can be machined was amply demonstrated. Specific conclusions
resulting from the various fabrication processes utilized during the program and
f_m_ the accompanying safety testa are lla_ed below:
a. Lockalloy can be machined almost as easily as structural aluminum alloys.
• (The cutting liTe of the cutters is approximately one-half that of cutters
used on aluminum alloys. )
b. Standard cutting tools can be used for Lockalloy - no special carbide-type
cutting tools _re necessary.
- e. Unlike beryllium, no postmachinin4_ etching of Lockalloy is required
to eliminate microcracking.
d. EXtensive Lockalloy machining operations require special equipment to
_ prevent random dispersion of beryllium particles; however, simple
_ machining operations such as reaming_ countersinking, corrective
[ drilling, etc._ can be accomplished using portable vacuum equipment
_- to prevent contamination of the work area.
h
_ e. Small Lockalloy panels can be formed with relative ease at temperatures
.L
2 of 1050°F using inexpensive open-face ceramic dies; larger Lockalloy
: panels arc subject to distortions introduced by non-uniform _:ooling.
Although this problem appeared to have been overcome by th,_ sJ::'.p]_,
,r
"- _xped1_.nt of natural air-eoolin_ following foN::ing, additiona_ t_zts
, are nc_:dcd t<Jeunfi_i, th_ r,p,,atab_!ify c_' this proce:_n.
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--._ f. Lockalloy does no_ require cleaning to remove oxidation after prolonged
-.- - exposure to forming temperatures...
"_ g° No safety precautions are 21eeessaryto protect personnel during
i=
:: Lockalloy formlng operations.
: h. l_brieatlon._os%s associated with LocEallo_ formln_ operations appear
"- to be reasonable since relatlveYy simple o_ea-face ceramic dies can be
•- Used for most auticipat_.Oapplications. Moreoverp forming can be
=- accamplished4Lu the .f_u.,.,ewithout the use of a hot press. .....
i. Ham_ of Imekalloy material or parts fabricated therefrom-is not-
3
hazardous to personnel; however_ ha_illng of /x_/_alloymaterial that has
_ had prolo_ed exposure to a corroBive environment me_ _e hazardous to
t-__
personnel if products of corrosion are present. To prevent corrosion
-- and also safeguard personnelp Lockalloy material intended for use in such
an environment should be protected by painting or other surface treatments.
r_
-.
1
[
;2
i.
;
• m
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--" GROUND TESTS
"- Ground tests were performed to proof test the ventral fin prior to delivery to
NASA Flight Research Center and to calibrate the flight test instrumentation. These
c
-t-- Lests were performed with the ventral fin mounted in a loading fixture by means of
[, =
' its forward and aft hinge fittings as it is in the airplane. Instrumentation con-
-- sisted of axial strain gages, shear gages, and deflection gages (Figure 7-1). Test
: loads were applied to the fin through strategically located compression pads by means
of hydraulic jacks (Figure 7-2). The fin was first proof-loaded to design limit load
for each of three different'crltical flight loading conditions (15, 47, and 71 percent
i .-. of mean aerodynamic chord, representing anticipated flight maximums). Strain gage and
T deflection readings were recorded at each load increment.i
i Data for calibration of flight test instrumentation was obtained by separately
:E...... loading each of 20 compression pads with arbitrary loads. Deflection and strain
gage readings were taken at 20 percent load increments as the load was increased andu
i;_-_ as it was decreased. This data was subsequently transferred to punched cards for
!__ evcntual use in a flight test correlation program.
Additional information coneernlng the ground tests is provided in a speczal
report, titled "Proof and Calibration Testa Locks]Icy '
- Ventra.. Fin," L_ekh_ed-,kDP
1 . Report No. SP-4401.
F--
--
[_
, r--
'.u- --
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